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I. BmCSDtJCflCH

per mme tine an analysis of fhs feterans idtadnistration Hospital

in Sossteorg, Qrsgc®, has bawi in proi^ess. Early in the ecnarse of

the witer's traineeifliip in that hospitaO., it was suggested that he

nndartake an analysis of the "ccntinued trsataMmt" ward to which he

was assii^ed. fhe imediate question was how to study such a ward,

as the ongoing hoepital analysis had no feraal systwa for the analysis

of wards.

One sug esticm was to start wl"^ a study of the frouplags of

patients on the ward, but while fomal groupings dictated by physioi^

arrangiMi^ts and assigssMmts of patli^ts to activities were eamy to

discern, the Infomal friendship groupings were much acre difficult

to discern thioi m a ward with acre active patients, inforaal patient

groupings were observed mostly in terns of relatively subtle nonverbal

interactions such asi

Patient lAQ oones quietly into the latrine and hands
patient IH several squares of choedlate, leaving the
latrine i«ediately, Seither pati®it speeds. They
are never seen visiting, and s^doa ev<m in close
iroxlaity.l

IaII patients* initials used in this papir and its appendices are
coded.

'v'



Vtieh of r«rtsal Interacticai irao onclear to the observer s«eh as

Following "Morning Medicaticais," patients TAU and TAL
lore seated on a eooch in the central hall* Alternately
they spei& in short sentences incoaprehensible to the
observer. Tai^ do not look at me imothfjr, but the
tones of voice and the fact that both do not t^.k at
the 8*e tlae suggest a pleasant cmveraatim.

It appeared that many usual aethoda ua^ in hospital analysis wwe

inappropriate* Our problos was to find cr develop a method for studying

the behavior and envirmments of these patimts in some systwaatio yet

meaningful way*

A* listcry of Mental Hospital Analysis

the ultimate goal of all mental hospital malyses is to provide

infmrnatim which by direct implication or through analysis might act

as a guide in restructurin eiwrircnment in which the mental patient

lives* The I'oal at such res-fcructrtring is to make the patients' etivirm-

ment more thmrapeutic m at least more tol-earable. Most of the progress

toward this goal has been recent*

fee ovw half a century^ there have been studies of social insti-

tutims by socidlc^ists md anthropcdLcgists* Among these have been

studies of eitiesy teems and primitive villages} wedfare institutims

and prisms also have bem studied from a sociological point of viswr

for many years. The mental hospital, however, was a somewhat forgotten

institution as an object of scientiilc study durinp the earlier years

of sociologicsl analysis* Cmcentraticn of scientific investipatiem

here focused on 1i» individual's psychic functioning and the individual



biological conccmitanta thereof to the point of ne^ect of the environ-

laent of the individual whose abncrmalitiee of behavior A««pe so inten

sively scarutiniaed. Such study of the maital patient's environment

ae did occur eas left to the reforfflers of the past two centuries idiose

laasysteffiatic studies of mental instituticsis imavoid^ly resulted in

strcmgly negative evaluations. The work of these refcjmars, ciaronicled

by Oeutsch (6) and others «ay *ell have had some influence co the

toinking of Sullivan, who, aftw ten years of intensive study of

hc«pitalised schisophrenlcs, annovmced to his colleagues in 1931

there was direct and observable relationship be^een the scaizt^hrenic's

behaviw and the nature of his social onviromwrit# (26) In 193U

Moreno published td» application (£ socioeietric techniques to confined

individnals, (15)

In 1935 Dertso and Kanfaumn made a detailed stu%" of the relatim

of the fflwital patient to his envirdansnt, focusing entirely m the

psychological position of the patient upcn his a<taission into the

hospital, (5) Using a fern of participant obaarvaticn, they gathered

data consisting of spontaneous statements and questions from patients

xtpaa admission. They were able to classify patients eccarding to the

nattire of their statwienta into six major ierot5>inps,

^ase groupings iswe characterised not in theoretical terms, but

in terms which characterised the behavior of the patients. They were:

a) primitive drive out of the hospital, b) insight into the basic

factors of hospitaliaati<m, c) refusal to accept reality of the



hospital sittiaticaa, d) preoccupation by the patieat wito his psychotic

experiences, ®) seeing the hospital as a place of refure, and f) a

"narrowed situatism" in *ich the patient protested only against partiou-

Isur routines, but not against ̂ e hospital or the fact of hospitali-

sation. In an ext®ad@d thecaretical diseussic® thsy h»®d Lewin's

topological concepts to analyse t&e ecological positic® of each of

these categcn^ies patients*

So £&" ae we know, tiTiis was the first serious attesipt to systefflati*

cally investigate a hospital envirotment aus it <^isted for the pati®:its»

A|q>arently towe have been fe* If fwther etudies along these lines

to deternine the nature and frequitieies cf reaotims to other environ

ments md the reactims by pstimts Tdio had be«a hospitalised for

lonfe«ar pf^-ioda of time.

It was appar®atly Siraupa in 1937 vdio first sugi-ested that a

aental hospital, as wall as oths^ institutlsawst could be viewed as a

Miniature society. (20) fhe followlnf year, Ecwland acted m this

sufgesticB, publishing "Intwactiaa Processes in the State Mental

Hospital," (17) which ccnsisted o£ a discussion of the nature of intwr-

actien mmg. patients in the three malcr categories which he discerned

by d&swvation and the use of infomants*

these types ©f int®raction were characterised by: a)

insight md syapathetio int^rpretaticm which included parole patients

and various patient leadersf b) Msximus insight with viol^ot enotlc®,

which included Intaractioas based en object choice or on idea ehoicef
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ayiH c) interactions charaetsETized by considsraisle withdrawal, including

the deterlOTated and vej etative patients and the non-deteriorated

isolatea. In addition, he noted varions forms of mass behavior in

which there was a high degjcee of conformity, such as church, ccaicert,

and dance attendance. This »mas8 behavior" is characteristic of *1mt

we shall later call "stacwiing behavicr patterns."

In 1939 this same authcsp published a similar accoiait of the frl^d—

ship patterns among both patimts and staff personnel, (18) Among the

patients he found attaclmaita correspondinf. to behavioral character

istics aaid the fact of patients having come into contact in two or mere

situaticms. Among the staff noted a sy8t« of "closed social class"

in which there was little public display of friendship between different

class masbers. Within this context h® noted that clandestine dating and

secret friendships speared to be the basis of the hospital grapevine.

Between staff and patients, he noted the psycholofelc^ separateness of

their iwlds in contrast to their close physical proximity. In this

paradoxical situation he found d^crate amenities insuring a formalised

imperscmal control.

The studies oecta-ing after 1939 are too numerous for comprehimsive

listing in this space. Bibliographies ma^ be found in Chapter 2 and

Appendix B of Staaton and Schwartz (25) and in Gregnblatt, York and

Brown, (9) Studies aft®r 1939 may be placed into a two-way classifica

tion? a) Major published studies, i*e,, the foia- books devoted

exclusively to the subject of mantal hospital mialysis, and b) a larr®r



QtMber of p^jtoliehsd aifticloS} of which ̂ ly 4 few wiXl be sienbic^od as

methoddlogioal mamplesi the raethods used ia these will be briefly

discussed.

In the major polished studies to date, the focus has been e«»i~

centreted predcrainately csi the Inetituticmal social structiire of the

hospitals and wards studied, justif ably scrutinizing many aspects of

the institution to which the patient is seldoa, if ever, exposed,

Stanton and Schwarta (2$) describe the fcsraal and infmmial social

organiaatioa o£ a aaall analytically oriented hospital, focusing cn

the goals of "ttie Institution and the eneral methods by which these

goals are, or are not, achieved, and the locus and use of both formal

and inftnmal power. Perhaps most striking are the findings of these

writers conceming eowniaiicaticai asid intra-staff relatioas as related

to the so-called indications of "Intra-psychic" distxsrbances. The

book is aritten, however, so as to interweave concrete findin s with

theoretical frames of reference to such an extent that the present

writer is seldom ;^le to determine which parts of a stat«m«it are

factual findini'S eoncemlnp a refularly occtaring phwiomwacn and which

parts are illustrative elaboraticais of an eclectic thecaretical point

of view, while this cwtainly does not negate Importance of the

discussions and findin s of that bo^, the net result is that the book

gives little that can be used in cellaring that particular institution

with other institutions. Indeed, this was not the primary goal of that

study, Furthermcre, findings capable of being used for cca^arative



parposes ar« not lik^y to be fotad by the use of the diary method of

data collection upon nliich the autoors laid most «a^hasis. The few

places in which data potentially useful fcr e<a^»isons awe aentimed,

eueh as the froqueBcy of the char; e nurse's patient contacts m the

disturbed ward, and the frequency of inccaitinance and disruptive behav-

icar, were gathered on an "as necessary" basis, the separate measures

having no eac|d.lcit intei^aticai ca* central focal point* ®iis la a fact

which se»s deteraiaed primarily th& cofflprehensiv# scope and intent

of this pioneering study.

The book by O^eahblatt, York and Brom, (9) traced in detail the

development of thmcapeutie patient care in three raisital hospitals in

cooperation with the &u8aell Sage Fomdstion. The primary cc»cem was

with the nattare of the patients' social and physical envirciments.

This involved study of the Influence of these enviroiuBcents ®n the

behavior of the patients, and the details of the means by which these

enviroiHttents wei^e made mere therapeutically effective. The authors

of this boc^ took great pains to ascertain the factors involved in

makinf the Bsny changes r^crtsd.

The book is Infcrmative not only through its careful reporting

of the means by which patients' environments were aLtsred* It is

also informative through its careful reporting of the difficulties

encoimterad. In this, it uiMlerscores the fact that beaaoficial change

does not automatically follow scrutiny of those aspects of a hospital

which are obvious to the patients, but necessarily involves dealing



wilii a vast arrBf of "behind the scenes" social factors in the hospital

cnlttir® to which patients may never be ̂ |>osed*

m feel that two aspects of the bocit are worth emphasiaing. First,

throughout the book the aims of the effcrts reported were not merely

research, but were ca'iented directly toward the meeting of practical

and immediate needs* Sec<xid, most cf the changes brought about were

done so on the basis of intuitive analysis of the larofelem-situations

confronted* (tee gets lBpre8si<m that the §reat strides in patient

care irare aeeogq;0.1she<i largely without the use of elaborate research

tools*

Although the primary concern of this action research was alteration

of pati^fits* environmwnts, the scope of the wcsrk did not permit detailed

descrlpticns of patients* enviroraMmts in a way that may be ccmpared

readily to those of other hospitals* We still have little detailed

concrete knowledge of what was there before the chan es, near what is

there after the changes*

la Human Problems of a State M ntal Hospital, (2) Bellknap again

takes a broad socldogioal view of the hospital imder emsideration*

As in the previously Ba!itioned books, the focus is on analysing the

social structure and the staff behavior more thoroughly than it deals

with the actual world to which the patiant is daily exposed* If any

thing, it is more coiieemed with the social str -cture of the institu

tion than the other hooka menticmed*

The second book publiitoed by Greenblatt and his associates, The

Patient and the Mental Hospital, (8) serves a valuable function in
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stHBn&fising nuch of tha ■theca'yj findiags and lae^hodology to the tine

of publication. It is intended as a tcoct and referenee work in ttoe

area of psychiatric a<toinistraticm and hospital wialysis, and affain

is concerned alnost exclusively with problems of institution organisa
tion and ideology. Due to the theoretical nature of most of the ccm-

tributionsj it like the othir aaJiDr publicaticms gives us little eon«

Crete informatim concerning the ecology of the mental patient himself,
but more of the ecology of the staff memb^ of the mental h<»pital.

An unpublished study by iuchins at the Oregon State Hospital repre
sents a more comprehensive anthropdo; ieal surrey of that particular
hospital. This study, guided by luchins* twapital analysis manual (13)
is attOTpting a detailed and comprehensive account of the actual be

havior which occurs in that hospital, making minimal use of thecretical
conceptions and selectivity of observations. In this study, analysis of
the institutional structure is, as it frequently is in Stantcn and

SchwartB, (2$) held secondary to the behavioral concasitants of that
structiure. This primary focus m the ^viromment in which the patient
lives stands in contrast to the focus of those major works previoutiLy
mentioned. In additi on, it is expected that the study will yield data
which may be compared with similar data from other instituti eas and

frm one ward to another witiiin the amie institution, »ie very cffls-
jarehensiveness and detail of this study, however, preeludes the eeonoml-
cal usefulness of its methodological frame of reference for large-scale
comparisons of hospitals, cr for frequent or long-term studies within
sn Instituticn for practical administrative purposes*



Meirartheles®, iM® is cssly large-scale stc^ we knew which

attests to study the patiwit's enyirorasent in and ffif itself* Other

workers in the area ccmtributing the minor published studies have

studied specific featxares of the patiant's raaviroiaaant in isolation,

or in r^atirely intuitixre, unsystaaatic ways* They have presented

tmpcrtfflfit findings, but have not develc^ped techniques with which many

relevant ai^eets of widely diffsring institutional environm^ts mi^t

be studied.

Certain aspects of hospital envircsxments which are r^atively

easy to doeuaent have been studied for eo^E^arative ptrposes for 9c«m

time. These are stwsh data as nta^er of beds, staff-patient ratios,

pay rates for staff, pati®it turaovw a«urares, forms of therapy

available, and other similar data. Ihlle tlw impertance of these and

similar meastares Is not to be denied, it is also true that they leave

much to be desired if one is to attempt to view thee as descriptions

. of tee envirc«w«Bt of the mental patient.

The Amearican Psychiatric Associaticm^a ^Architecttaral Stiaiy

Project" is currently investigating the physical structure of the

patient's environment resulting in articles such as that of Csarin (16)

amd Ttaea and Osarin. (27) These studies have included analysis of the

0ross physical locasotixm of patlmte in mental hospitals of difforing

physical arrannemcnat, and analysis of ctarent practices pertaining to

patient privileges in various hospitals, the goal of these studies

being better tasdarstanding of the architectural needs of mental

hospitals. Here again the particular usefulness ctf the project in

obvious, and the study of the total enviroraient is not attempted.



Inv<^stiration of the social features of the patient's imedlate

onviroiHaant has bean attempted by a nnaber of tactoiques* Scxticsetrio

techniques have beai extensively ̂ plied by Hyde & York (10) to cite

ene wcample of ntBeroua studies. These as well as msajy other tech

niques fcr stuffying social behavior in the hospital setting are limited

to use with a relatively mall number of patients. Other teohniques

which involve verbalizati<m of prefanatice, furth rmore, are limited

to use with only those patients -eho are able to articulate consistmt

choices.

MaaSf Varen, and Bosenthal (lU) have develi^sd a method which

apparently can be applied to patients by an observer to detesrmine in

a gross way the behavior of lar e nuabws of patients at cnce. The

technique takes into account the behavicr direcl^d toward both physical

and social aspects of the envirotaBent. It may weH become a tool of

wide usefulness insofar as it is capable of considerable flexibility

In terms of the s^ts of bm&vior ̂ ich may be desdt with and in teimis

of the variety of situations to which it may be applied. IWess the

forms of behavior aa-e rath?r strictly specified, either by the

observer's notat on, or by the ratplicit goela of the research in

which it is used, the resulting data would perhaps be too jrwoeral to

be of great value. By definition, this method also lacks tdie coH^re-

hanaiveness required by any study which might attmpt to de«a with

the patioat's tot^ snvlronmmt.

There have been many studies of the more broadly defined behav

ioral features of patients' environments. A multitude of behavior



rating scales have been found useful in detenaining the peneral nature

and level of patients' behavior, "niese scales are desired to indi

cate -Mie bdhavior of particular individuals, and only in a very general

way can be considered to indicate the behavioral environa nt of patients,

Jj^crtant intxiitive studies of the patient's total envircaMent

have be«i sade by researchers sho entered hospitals covertly In the role

of patients, for SKMnple, Oaudill, Redlich, Qillaore and Brody, {k)

These studies perhaps o(»municate nore of the overall phenomenal

impression which the hospital creates in its patients than othOT mo^ e

systematic studies. Nevertheless, they too are too selective in their

focus (i.e., focusing cn the experiences of c«e person during a limited

period of time) to be the aaj^ source of data for a eesgarehenslve

analysis.

Bettleheim, in the bode Love Is Not Qnough, (3) made an attempt

to conmunicate this essmntial features of a therapeutic program, by an

intensive analysis of exai^les of behavior cccurrinp in specific

situations. The fact that h© chose to break the total school environ

ment into ps/chologloally meaningfuil imits sudi as "waking up," and

"in the bathroom," will be seen to be importaat in the context of the

present study insofar as tois procedure recognisses that a patient's

psychological environiBsnt is structured in such a way that cn-tain

types of behavior occur in certain ecmt€Kts and not in others. Again,

the intuitive mode of analysis Is of value more for communicating

understanding than for comparative purposes.



In this section, we have ctoviou^y been using two ma^cr criteria

which shoijld be aade eaplicit before progressinp further* The first

of these is that the environafflit of the Bamtal patient be studied

directly and explicitly* By pointing tqp this crit^ion, we do not

Bean to belittle the significance of social structtore studies. It

is prcbable that thcrcmgh understanding of the patient's environment

occur In the light of knowledpa of the formal and informal

structtire of the institution* Nevertheless, it seess axicnatio that

aibamce of rather detailed kncsjledge of the patient's envircammit

pgr se will jreclttde undwstanding of that envircsuBent and the patient's

relation to it, that ia, the ecology of the hospitalized mental patient*

pronouncing this as a eriterion, we refer to our assumpticn that

the fundamental goal of analysing hospitals is to make the envirooments

which they offer to their charges more th«ra5>e«tic, or, lacking thwa-

peutic goals, at least more tolerable to the patient* lo should hope,

that with sufficient research, hospital analysis should eventually pro

duce guides for adainlstrative decisions as to specifically what sorts

of ̂ viroxmients wiU be most th^apeutio, and as to hotv such environ

ments might be ceaistructed. Ae pointed out by Stantcn and Schwartz (2h)

such guides are all but n«»iexist«it at present. If this is in fact the

Bajor or fundaawital goal of hospital analysis, we feol that far frcw

ignoring the patient's limiedlate envlrms, we should tend to concentrate

a large share of oxjr research energy in the direct and explicit study

of enviromenta to which the patimt ie exposed.



The eecand criterion which we should make explicit is that sane

method of data gathcaring and analysis should be emplcyed which is

capable of being used in a comparative way. Stanton Mid Schwartz

point up the need for compariscai of patients' behavlM- in different

institutions (25, p. 30) and Levlnson (8, p. 635) mi^es a strcager

call fcr a "cross-hospital" or "cross-instituticmal" comparative point

of view. His discussion of research needs also includes more adequate

fcu*mulati(m and measurement of significant varis^leS) more adequate

sampling techniques, and bases for causal inferences, and reduction

of the ai^iguitiHS of naturalistic obsMrration without sacrificing too

much in "breadth of view and in depth of insight," Conceming this

last point, he says, "Speaking frcw personal experience, 1 should say

that c«a of the most difficult—and most exciting—challenges in this

field is to coB^ine naturalistic observatiim and mca*e controlled research

design 80 that each supplements and enriches Ihe other," (8, p, 636),

The Ecological Study of feehavior Settings

The question becomes, thMi, ho»v may we study specific hospital

enviroz»Mit8 in such a way as to obtain cBwqjarability in our findings.

It is our coatentico that the "behavior setting analysis," an ecological

method developed by Barker and Iright and their colleagues (1) is

ad^table with surprising ease to ttiia problem, in that it is a method

of describln? environBMits precisely Mid systematically,2

^2Tiiis paper will make frequent references to the bodk, Midwest
and Its Children, by Barker and Wright, Therefore, page numbers
referred to, vnlesa othervfise noted, will refer to that work.



Our use of the term "ect^ogy" is not the sane as that of Stanton

and Scheartz where they refer to the "matrix of interpersonal relations."

(26, p, 352) It is also differoat from Lowin's analysis of environ

ments in terms of psychological factors constituting individual "life

space" such as goals, barriers, etc. (7, p. 169) Instead, our use of

the term is closer to that of the biologist who refers to the relation

ships of groups of plants md animals to the scdl oonposition, hmidity,

rainfall, amount of light available, food supply, etc. This usage does

not refer to the relatioaa of individuals to each other and

to the physical envircament, but refers to such relaticais for species

members ̂  masse. Barker and , right see their work as the "psychologi

cal analogue* of the biolo ical ccaiception of ecolo y, (1, p. 1) and in

the study of behaviar settings, do not include that behavior which is

attributable solely to behavior characteristies of individuals.

Stimulated largely by the thinking of Lewin, who called for the

study of psychological ecology, (12) Barker and ^sright »ou#t to

describe as effectively as possible the b^iavior of children in

Midwest,3 and the relations of that bidavicr to the immediate,

directly observable emir&mmt in which the behaviar occurs. The

primary goal of the research effwts going into the book, Midwest and

Its Children, was to develop methods of describing behaviar and ea-

vircnmmts in such a way as to produce accurate, detailed, ccmiparable

^"Midwest" is a code name for the small town in which these
investigators maintained a field static® for the purposes of the stu(lsr.



and thaoretically neutral descriptions. In this section wa will attmpt

to outline the nethod sufficiently to aid the reader in undwrstandlag of

concepts and methods used in tdie present stud^.

One of the initial tas^s in this effort was to select appropriate

units ftH- description of emrlroBssmts, The unit eelected by these

authors for 'tile dsseription of ths smrironaent in which behavior takes

laace is of crucial Is^rtance to us. It is the "behavior setting."

(pp. 7-10) A behavior setting may be briefly described as an obsarvably

eonsistmt patterning of extra-individual behavior which occurs within

a discrlminable part of the physical, teeporal mad social envlroiment,

A b^avior setting is not defined by say one of these aspects takmi

eXons, but by all of these aspects taken together as an integral unit.^

A bflhavicr setting, then, includes such aiqpects of an environment

as ths geographical place, ths time, and the nature of the concrete

Idiysical surroundings. It includes the "behavior objects," that is,

the physical objects with which behavior is concerned, such as books,

hammers, and food, and the behavior associated with them. These are

the essentially noi^syehdloglcal properties of a behavior setting,

which, takma together, are called by Barker and "Rright tlmi

"nonpsychological milieu." (p. 8)

i*A detailed discuseiOT and definition of behavior settings is
to be found in Barker and Wright, (pp. i;5-66)



For psychological pinrposes, hmevsr, the aoopi^choloeical adliau

is perhi^a auch less lapcrtant a part of a bdharior setting are

■Uie acre social or pSfchaLofical ai^ects of it« A behavior setting
also includes tdie people in it. It includes not only the physical
nunhar of pec^e present in the ncnp^chological nilieu, but the

those people as well. This is termed by Barker and Vo-ight
as the ''standing behavior pattern." (p, 8?) Here, one might refer to
the behavicx- of p®(^e m masse to Indicate the persistent extra-
individual nature of standing bshavicar patterns,

Ixmplss of standing behavior patterns in the behavior setting,
"Morning Medicatims" would include the paUeats waiting at the door,
patients swallowing pills, nurses selecting and handin- m«iicati<m
cups to patients, ^ aides pouring water. These are acts the majjcr
features of which ars perfomed jaretty much the same way regardless
of who perf<ami8 thwa, IRia stwwling behavicr patterns do not include
the particul», IdiodyncraUo marnisr in which a particular patient
says "Qood Morning" to the nurse, but does include the fact that
five pw cent of the patients say "Oood Morning." Hor does it include
a patient taking a pill directly frm the rack of medicaticai cups.

One way of thinking of behavior settings whlcli has bssn helpful
to the present writer is to think of them as including those things
which are obviously parent to any person who enters the behavicr
setting, "This is what the place lodks like, and this Is what is
going on—this is the situation to which I expect to adapt my
individual behavior,"



How big Is a behavior settlnp and what are its lijBits? This is a

question which sust be raised concerninp any nnlt of description

whether it is a physical or psychological tmlt« A behavicar setting la

defined not by the nonpsychdlorlcal milieu alone, nor by the standing

behavl<»' pattern, but by an integration of the two, Thixs, tlte

Horning Medicatioas" behanrior setting is not exclusively defined by

the fact that it has behavior occurring at the ward entrance, nor is

it defined by the fact that scniecaie is passing nedioaticns, nw even

by the fact that a particular grovp people are assembled, "Morning

Medicatiois" as a behavior setting is defined by the location, the

aiultlpliclty of stMiding behavlcr patterns, and the people present

(e.g.. Ward 7 patients, at least one nwse and three to five aides)

in coabinaticn, Barhsn and %»ight provide us with a statistic, "K^

which helps to determine the relative s^arateness or unity of two

potentially indepmdmt behavior aettinga. (pp. 62-66) It is based

on the extant to which various aspects of potentially separate

settings are related.

The matter of detennlning whether behavior settings are inde

pendent or closely related is one part of our answer to the question

of "how big is this unit?" When we aide about the sisse of a tmlt we

are usually thinking in terns of sonething siallar to physical size

or weight, like the sise of the mlt "inch" idiich is defined by

distance between particular marks on a particular bar of metal tmder

partictilar atmospheric conditions. We can go to the Bureau of

Standards and see concretely how big m inch is, Unfortimately, no
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statement this solid can b« made oonc®min|T the sise of a behavim'

setting as a unit* It Is more like the biological tmits "wrganiara"

and "cellI" which ars not defined bjr their physical characteristics^

but by th«ir unitary nature* The sise or inclusivsmesB of a behavior

setting is also defined by its unitary nature, but with less <^pllcit

or tangible meaning to the term "xmitajry."

Behavior esttings come in a variety of psychological siaes, and

are frultf\illy «««» aa occurring in a hitrarehial strncttare. Thus In

an example of "Ward 7 Meals" as a behavior setting, we find that this

setting includes a rath®" large mmber of "svhsettings*" (pp.

Those are the different "parts" of the setting, for inetancs ths

serving line, tlie men seated three cr four at each table, and the

raovment of patients through the door* The eerving line, combined

with ti» activity of patients, and the servtm's is a aubsetting, and

within that are aaiallar subsettings such as the serving of cmtrees

and the line-^ of patients before getting trays, A eettlng which

does not include any other settings is termed a "cytosettingj" an

ammple of this is the aide checking attmdanoe of supper* A setting

whidi is not Included in tax^ larger setting is termed a "unit setting."

Barker and Irlght wws e<moflmed with the wh<^e eoiORtmity of

Midwest, and within that fraae«ork, a hospital (if there had be«i one),

might have b«m ecaisidered a unit setting* Usually In a hospital

analysis the hospital will be considered not so much as a behavlcnr

setting in a larger comaranity, but as the community its^. Because



of the siaall scope of the jpresent study^ we are concerned wi^ 3ust

those behswior settings op^ to the patients assigned to a particular

ward* This neans that the hospital becomes a quasi-ccxtmaimlty, in Y<hich

masnf settings 'aHI be i nored (e.g., personnel office), and the parts

of the ward subjected to analysis will be treated as unit settings*

£n addition to size or "external dynamics," there are other prop*

«-tie8 of behairior settings which bear menticaiing at this point, A

beharior setting, according to precise definitlcm (which will be given

later), must indcde standing behavior patterns, which are "synomorphic"

with the nonpsyehologieal milieu* The easiest rough interpretation of

this term «synceaorphji" is to say that the behavior "fits" or "seems to

belong" in the milieu, just as serving "belcmgs" at the serving line

itself, and not in hall and stairwiQr, and eating "belongs" to the

tables rather than to the doorway* Barker and Sright assert that

possible sources of syncmorphy of standing patterns of behavior and

nonpsyehologieal milieu include at least the followingi {pp, 5S-^7)

1* Physical farces
2* Social fcrcee

3* Physiological processes
U* Physiognoeiie perception
5* Learning
6, Selection of behavior settings persons with

suitable behavior r^ertoires
7* Differential selection of behavior by behavior

settings
8, Influence of b^iarior m the milieu*

A final major characteristic of b^avior settings is toat the

milieu is "circumjacent" to the standing behavior pattsms. This occurs



(a) when the temporal car physical bofundaries of the milieu
actually surround the behavior pattern as in the case of a
store er a holiday, and (b) when the behavior pattern is
distributed aaonp spatially separated parts of the milieu
as in the case of a paper route or a pane of hide-and-seek.
(p, ii7)

Thus, a medication evip is not the milieu of a behavior setting, mrm

if it is reswved fcr a particular setting, because the standing pattern

of behavior takes place outside of it. It is not circimjaewit to the

behavicr. In Barker and Wight's twrms, it is a part of the milieu,

termed as a "b^avior Gbject."

The formal definltiem as used to determine whether a giveei situa*

tion is a behavicr setting cr not waas as follows,^ (pp. 60-62)

To be included as a behavicr setting, a communi't^ part must be:

1. a dlserlmlnable patt«na in the behavior of m^ en
masse which occurs independently of the particular
perscms Involved in it, i.e., a staoiding pattern
of behavior

2. which has a synomcrphic relation with
3. a particvilar milieu cmqplex
U* that exists independently of the standing pattern

of behavior, md
5, is ciremjacent to the standing pattern of behavicr.

It is ijqpcrtant to ei^phasise that behavior settings are not hypo

thetical ccsistracts as are "ego" and "habit strength," but are mpirical

facts >?hlch everycaie recc^gnizes in his everyday life* We spes^ of

"going to a party in the canteso," and of "attending group therapyj"

a doctcr will epeak of "making roimds" In a way which indicates that

^Further eicpliclt instructicaxs for eliainatino nonaettings are
to be found in Barker and Wight, Appaidlx t:*

Hit Wi



this is a hahavlcr setting which he sees as existing rather independently

ef oth^ aspects of the hospital and independently of other parts of his

daily activity*

"Bcdiaricr setting* is a ecmcept, vdiich ws see an haring fimda-

nental nsefulness in attenpting to describe the env-iromwit of the

mental patient. In short, the patient's external environment con

sists almost exclusively of behavior settings which can be viewed

objectively and described with snffici<mt precisian and i^stematisa-

tion to be compared to the eaviroiments of patients in other hospitals*

C* How The Behavlar Setting is Described by Barker and Slight

The descriptions of boborior settinrs in Midwest and Its Gbll dren

make -r&ry little reference to the n^psychdogical milieu, as this is

not considered the most laqportant aspect for the problems they

studied] therefors, their descriptions of behavior settings were

almost entirely in terms of population and various aspects of the

standing patterns of behavior,

1, Population,—To qualify as a bshavicr setting, an environ

ment must include peof^e engaged in a standing pattern of behavior.

The setting is partly described in tmrms of the classificatiwis of

people inhabiting it» Barker and Idright u»^ the following over

lapping classifications of population*

Infant

Preschool

Younger school
ddar school

Adolescmat

Adult

Aged

Male piccairaaicj Groiq) I White
F«aale y^caicmi^ Group II Hegro

^:;ccnani^ Group III



».«~-Thl8 is the indicatloB of the «3ct«it to which

« behayior setting is entM'ed and occupied* Occupancy time eonsists

of the total nunber of hoxrs a setting is occupied multiplied 1:^ the

total popuLation* For instance, if group therapy exists eme hour each

of three days a week and is attended by nine patients and one therapist,

the total weidcly occupancy time is 30 p^son-hoiars*

3* Penetrati<an of behavior setting8««~Penetrati<m refers to the

degree of involvement end reapcneibility with which each inhabitant

participates in tbs setting* Barker and Wight distingtiished the

following six "soBes" of partic pationi

Zone 1* Onlo(^«r (a ward B patient waits while a group
of ward 7 patients pass by him on the walk)

Zone 2* Audience or Invited Quest (audience at variety
showBi visiting relatives)

Zone 3* il^d}er or Ctistcmer (ward 7 patient in ward 7
dayroom)

Zone U* Active Functi(»iary (janitcnr in ward 7 dayroomj
dishwasher in canlMien)

Zone Joint Leaders (Word 7 piysician and ward 7
coordinator in ward conference)

Zone 6* Single Leader (lard 7 physician aoecmipanied
c»)ly by nurse and aide on ward rounds)

It will be noticed that "penetratic®" refmrs somewhat to "power

position" as well as to degree of involvemwot and responsibility,

and that Zone 6 is the most central aone in a setting.

1+. Action Patterns.—-The Action Patterns are the thirteen

variables discriminated by Bark r and Wri^t which refer to the

more molar features of standing behavior patterns* It has hem

noted by the presmat writer that they can also be fruitfully thought

'■i'r ■ IXssSi'.:.:



of as referring to the purposes or f oala of b^avior. Barker and

^ight classified beh^ia:* into the thirteen "action patterns" listed

below. Each of these action patterns is rated on four subscalee

which will be des^ibed aft^ listing of the action patterns. The

acticn patterns are described as fdlowe, (pqp. 72-76)

1, Aesthetic, Applies to any artistic activity, to any
behavior aimed at making the envir<»iment more j^easing,

2, Business, Applies to the exchange of goods, services,
ca* privileges where payaumt is (^ligatory. Does not
include cifts of money or hiring out for wages,

3, Earning a Living, Applies to any activity for which
wages ̂ e received. Does not Indude the behavior of
an entrepreneur whose rewards are from his profits or
fees received on each transaction,

iSducaticn, Applies to foanaal education of any kind}
does not Include Incidental learning or teaching,

5» Government, Api^ies to behavicr which has to do with
goveminent at any levd,

6, Nutrition, Applies to behavior which has to do with
eating or drinking for nutritional purposes.

7. (riantatien. Applies to behaviot" in settings which
has to do with giving tes^xral, geo;^aphic, or social
information,

8, Personal Appearance. Applies to inproving, or appreci-
atlng pers^al appearance to wearing uniforms or
symbolic clothing,

9. Philanthropy. Applies to behavior wtiich has to do with
giving to good causes, being charitable,

10, Physical fealth. Applies to behavior which promotes
or maintains physical, health, to recognising the
heallwy. Applies specifically to physical, not mental,
health.

hecreaticaa. Applies to behavior which gives pleasure.
ftelipion. Apjdiea to behavior which has to do with
worship,

13♦ Social Contact. Applies to visiting, being pleasant,
having fellowship, having interpersonal ccntact.

It appears that the vast majority, if not all of htaaan behavior,

can be placed in one or more of these thirteen abstract eategc^les.

It is iai|)ortant to note tiiat these categories ovai'lap to no small
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degree when any particular bit of beiMvior ie being considered} for ex

ample, the writer considers the passing of a medicine ball in "Correc-

tdve Therapy" to be I^ysical Hesdith, Social Contact, and Recreation,

although the formal purpose of "Corrective Thorapy" is physical health,

and the social contact is added on an informal basis by the Corrective

Therapist. It appears to be the ocedbination of social ccmtact with

physical exercise which produces a feeling of recreation.

Each of the acticn patterns is rated cn the following subscaleet

(pp. 71-72)

1, Partlcipatlcaa Subscale. Participation means actually
bekavinr- »vltiiin the setting In traya which are described
in the deflnitioa of the action pattern. The percent
of the total person-hours of behavior in the setting
which involves the acti<m pattern is Judged and con
verted to a rating cn l^e following scale.

0  The action pattern does not occur in the setting.
1  The action pattern occurs in 1 to 20 per cent of the

patr son-hours.
2  The action pattern occurs in 21 to iiO per cent of the

perscm-^ours.
3  The action pattern occurs in Ul to 60 per cent of tha

person-hour s.
U  The acticn pattern occurs in 6l to ̂  per cent of the

occupancy time.
5  The action pattern occurs la 61 to 100 per cent of

the occupancy time.

As an example, nearly all tlm behavl<n* in "Disposition Bomrd Meet

ings" is devote to hospital adBinistrative (goverisMBit) decialons}

therefore, the action pattern Qovormient receives a rating of "5" on

the par^cipatlon subscale. In additim, sv^ry inhabitant of the

setting eocoept the patients who are seen t^M Dispositioa Board is

in the act of earning his living. As patients enter the setting ein^y

and fcr relativity shco't periods of time, over 60 per c«nt of the
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perscai—hoors ara atitaributable to atal'f mambera, who are earning a liv

ing} ttorefore, tiie action pattwn larning a Mving alao receives a

rating of "S*" In a typical Dispositicm Boas-d meeting, the actiaa

pattern Social Contact would pc ttoably also receive a rating of "l"

or "Z#"

2. Siipi^y Subaeale» Supply refers specifically to providing
materials for carrying out the action pattern in another
setting* Buying and eating a milkshake at the drug store
soda foxintain is judged on the participation subscale,
but buying ice crema to take home is judged on the supply
scale.

Rating. Rate as cm participation subscale.

As an behavior setting "Lunch" for ward 7 includes a

rating of "1" on the supply stdbscale for tlw action pattern Nutrition,

and "1" on the 8\;qpply scale for Philanthrc^y. Something less than

20 per cent of the peorscn-hours is spent by patients picking up bread,

eocdcies, milk and packets of sugar which are carried out of the set

ting. It seems that about 50 per cant of i^s is ultimately disposed

of by patients in the form of gifts to staff and other patients and in

the form of feeding ̂ e birds alcaig the walk leading from the dining

room to the ward. The ̂ tual percmatage of perscn-hours prdbably

av®:*ages dsout cme per cent for each action pattern, but is always

greatar than zero.

3. Evaluaticm and Appreciation Subscale. Evaluation refers to
behavior shich! ̂ plicitly recognizes the values of the
action pattern, whether good car bad, car tests its effective
ness. Applauding at a play is an evaluation of U»e action
pattern Aesthetes and Recureation} presenting attendance
pins in Sundsy School for a year's perfect attendance is a
reco^itlcn of the action pattern Religicnj giving tests
in schocd. is evaluation of the action pattern Education.
R te on the following scale.



Ratine.

0  No behavior in the setting explicitly evaluates or
appreciates the action pattern.

1  Leas than half of the occupancy time of the setting
is devoted to evaluation or ^)preciatic«i of the
action pattern.

2  More than half of the occupancy tine of the setting
is devoted to evaltiaticm or apiareeiaticm of the
action pattern.

As an example, in ■ttie behavior setting "Variety Shoe" less -Uian

one-dialf of the total person-hours is spent in explicit evaluation and

appreciation of the perfcn&anee} therefore, the acticn patterns

Aesthetic, Philanthroi^, and Recreation (in ^blch the p^fcrmers are

participating) receive a rating of "1" <m their evaluation and apprecia

tion scales. "Psychological Testing" and "Diaposltlon Board" are

almost totally explicit evaluation of »«Kital health; however, this

potential action pattern is not usable at present and the rating of

"2" must be spread over evaluation and appreciation subscales of
e

several of "fee previously menticned action patterns.

ii. Teaching and Learning S^scale. This subscale refers only
io explicit teaching and learning of the action pattern;
it does not include incidental learning.

Rating. Rate ae on evaluation and appreciation eubscale.

As an example, the behavior eetting "Occupational Therapy on Ward"

receives a rating of "1" on the Teaching and Learning Subscale for the

action pattmm Reereatlm.

The total rating for any action pattern consists of the aritisaetic

SUB of the ratings on aill four of its subscales, and this total may vary

from zero to lit. The ma:£imum grand total of actiejn pattern ratings
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would b» a matter of ptirely academic Interest (it is 182 and Impossible

to achieve). The actual, obtained fwand total of action pattern ratings

is used by Barker and ferifiht as a part of their "rieteess index,"

(pp» 79-80} and is considered by tham to be an indicatlcsi of the niM>er

of "functicais" or nuaber and variety of goals and subgoals which can

be achieved within the setting. The present writer timda to see this

in a more vague way as an indicator of the "importance" tar "total

meaning" of the b^avlor setting#

The procedure ueed heretofore in the rating of action patterns was

for the observers actually to participate in the behavior settings for

a sufficient numb^ of times that they felt fairly c«artain that th<^

had good knowledge of the aettin s to be rated, (20) They then made

the ratings on the basis of their acqtdr^i knowledge of the settings

ffiid such notes and records vhich had been accmtilated. Barker and

Iright report their reliability findings in the following way. (p. 76)

Independent judges agreed In their rating of behavior
setting actim patt-ams on a random sample of kB behavior
settings to a defiree indicated by productHBoaent correlaticai
between pairs of judges fJrom .68 to ,97 with an average of
.89. The reliability coefficients for the different action
patterns are:

Action Patterns Carrel ati en Actlcai Patterns Correlation

Aesthetics
Business
Earning a Living
Education
Government
Health
nutrition

Cklentation
Personal Appearance
Philanthropy
Recreation
Religion
Social Contact

.iUi if/, L. -I



5, Behavicar Mecharismai Ba^sorior Mechanisms refer to the more

molectJlar aspects of standlnp behaTicjr patterns. Barker and firipht

tised ratings m three suhscales, participation, t^)0 and Intensity,

far sevOTJ behavior mechanisms, which are defined and rated as folloits,

(pp. 77-79)

Gross Motcr ActiTity, fiefers to the active movement of the
large muscles of the body; f^osa motor activity is opposed
to sed®;itary behavior.
Talking, Any form of verbalising} includes singing and
cheerin.-'-,
ManipixLation, Refers to the us® of the hands in prehension.
Thinking, Refers to decision-making and probl«-solvingj
does not include rouidne beharicr car «Botional sacpression.
Affective Behavlcr, Refers to ®r@rtly ecpressed moticaaality,
ITodteing,
Llsteninp,

There are three stdaseales used for the rating of aU behavior

meehanifflis, except Looking and Listening, which are rated by a sepa

rate metiiiod because of their Dbiquity, The tin ee subscales aret

(pp. 76-77)

Participation Stdascale, Participation refers to the degree
of occuxr«mce of the mechania® in the standing behavior
pattern of the setting) it is rated according to the
following scale.

The mechaniiw occurs in less than 1) per cent of the
perscai-hours of the setting.
The mechanism occurs in 10 to 33 pcm* cent of the
p«psan-hour8 of the setting.
The mechanism occurs in 3U to 66 per cent of the
person-hours of the setting.
The mechanism occurs in 67 to 90 per cent of the
parson-hours of the setting.
The mechanisa o ctrs in more than 90 per cant of
the person-hours cf the setting.
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2» TgBtpo Slibscale* This sub scale refers to the maximum speed
with which the mechanism normally occurs in the settingj
the unusual, ^normal burst of speed is not rated« The
terms slov^, median, rapid, and top speed, used in describing
the scale points, refer to the total ran-"re of s^eed ulth
which the mechanism in question occurs in a normal poptila-
tim in a wide variety of behavior settings.

Rating.

0  When the mechanism occurs, its maiimal speed is ncrmally
slow) reaction times are long,

1  The maximal speed of the mechanic is normally in t^s
msdian range, neither fast nor slow,

2  The maximal speed of the mechanism is normally above
the med^»n range,

3  The maximal speed of the mechanism regularly occurs at
t<^ speed, near the physioloclcal limit,

3, Intensity Subscale, Intensity refers to the usual, maximal
rate of energy expenditure via the mschania®.

Rating,

0  Ihen the meehanise occui s, the ma^wlmal rate of eiaergy
expenditure is very low,

1  The maximal mmgy expenditure is normally in the median
range,

2  The maximal energy expenditure is normally abo^ s the
median range,

3  Tha maximal amount of energy exerted is near the
physiological limit.

The method of rating the beharior mechanisms Looking and Listening

may be found in Barker md sdright. Appendix 8, Briefly, the rating of

these mechanisms is on the participation subscale only, and the method

of achieving a rating is as follows. An estimate is made by the rater

of the (Detent to which the total rating for each action pattern would

be reduced by bllndnsss or deafness. The reductions are then suaaated

for all thirteen action patterns. The total of reductions due to

blindness are divided by the grand total action pattern score and



multiplied by ten to obtain the Looking mechanism rating; and the total

of reductions due to deafness are divided by the grand total acticaa

pattern score and multiplied by ten to obtain the Listening mechanism

ratin • Direct rating of the mechanisms was not feasible.

Barker said frirht report reliability for the behavior mechanism

ratings in the follovang way.

The reliability of the ratinr^s of the behavior setting
mechanisms was invest!rated cai a sample of 59 settings.
Independent judges did not differ siijnificantly in rating
the mechanisms Gross Motcr Activities, Talkin.t:, Affective
Behavior, Looking, and Listening, They did differ sig
nificantly beyond the one per cent level of confidence
on the raechanifflas Thinking and Manipulati<ai, Syst«natic
errors were corrected for the latter two mechanisms, (p, 79)

In general, the behavior mechanism ratings se@zi to be less satis

factory than "Uie action pattern ratings both in terms of reliability

and in texwts the apparent value of mechanism ratinrs. They are

taken by the writmr to indicate smethlng of the over-all appearance

of the setting, i.e., vihether there is generally a lot of "hustle

and bustle" in the setting, or whether it is talkative, etc. It is

felt that the generally lower reliability of behavior mechanism

ratings is related to the fact that they are less intrinsically

meaninpful than the action pattern ratinps.

Seme settings are

obviously independent of all other settin s. Others are highly inter

dependent, sharing the smaa persons, the same power fipxxres, the same

nonpsychological milieu, the 8«e behavior objects, or the same

standing b^avior patterns, 'when Interdependence is sufficiently



dose between two eettlngs tltojr ere eonsidwed to be aubeettings of thB

nmo setting and are rated as the same settin; •

la most cases the iadepeadenoe cr interdependence of settings is

intuitively «3ibviouaj hwever, this is difficult to 5^dge in the case

of sme pairs of settings* Barker and fright have developed a

atatistiOf "K^" which autkes use of the above factcrs of Interdependence

and aids in assessing interdependence* (pp* ̂ --66 and k91'ii9$)

7* Varieties of Behavior Behavior aettings can be

dassified into grot^s bated on the similar nature of the settings

even thoarh they are not interdi^eeidait* Per sKample, all of the

bedroceis cm the ward under study are essentially similar in terms of

population categories, milieu «id standing behavicm patterns* fhey,

therefore, ocmstitute one variety b^avior settings* A measure of

similarity, "S," was devdc^sd at Midwest as an aid in datermining the

varieties of behavior settings in a coamunity. (pp* 57-$8 and 81-33)

8, Richness of Behavior vSettings* Richness refers to the

varieties of behavior possibilities witi^iin a setting, and appears to

be a ooQc^t of scaae theoretical importance to Barker and uright*

A "Gaoieral Rlotoess Znd«K<* mi^ be computed which invdves the pene-

traticm sones reached by t^e various population dassificatiems in

the setting, the varied of i^tian patterns to be found in the aet^

ting, the variety of behavicr mechaniaas iised in the setting, and a

code nxambar to indicate occupano/ time, Details of cceqputing the

ricrmess indices nay be found in Barker and >jright. (pp* 79-80)

Certainly, lAiia method is not the only way of describing behavicr

settings, but is simply one way that has been developed which is



capable a£ producing data -which may be statistically cosqpared. The way

of describing behavior setting# used by Barker and Vvrigjbt ccnsist#

essentially of a oonplex multitude of rating scales. All of this data

may be punched into BH card# -to facilitate analysie and ttw ease oi

using such data for eoraparative pwposea is obvious.

Behavior setting descrip-tions are ubiquitous, being found in

newspapers, personal letters, adteinistraticn manuals for psychological

testa. The Journal of Expsrimental Psychology, and Greek classics.

Most of these behavicr setting descriptions are rich in qualitative

matwial which the descriptions in Barker and ?^ight»s "Behavior

Setting Surv<^ lack. It was fcr this reason that at the beginning

of the present study, we attempted to use raaly tiM» concept of behavior

settings In describing the patient's enviroisBwat without using

Barker and Ijright'a method. Otherwise we followed the lines of

Liwhins' hospital analysis manual. (13) As the present study prog

ressed, however, it became ipparent -that detailed qualitative

descripti<ms by the writer were incapable of easy use for comparative

purposes, and an at-tmapt was made to use the methods of Barker and

Wright toward this goal. This paptr repreRents #<Miethlng in the

wa^ of a progress report <m -that effort.

liA
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II* GMsaM. DStiCHiFTioK OP TFiB vm ROSPiriU:.

In ard«r toat tht« readar may better raaderstand -Uie discussion of

the methods explored, it seems appropriate at this point to introduce

him to the ward eynd hoa^ital in which the study todc place*

A. The Ward

Ward 8ew«i is oecasionslly referred to as "the bottom of the pit."

Ward sewen patients hare l^e reputatim of beinf? chronic, regressed,

disorganised, dirty, withdrawn, mid rather thtroughly resigned to

their futures. This reputation is more appr«^iate to the "east end"

of the ward than to the "west end." The basic fact of the ward's

organizaticn is tiie distinction betwe«i these two wings. The ward is

bilaterally eynraetrical about the central hall, w ieh houses tlw

offices, the major ontrance, and elevators. The two wings are exact

physical duplicates of each other. The "west end" has always been

regarded as the "better" end, being cleaner, lights:, quieter, and

its patients in better condition. This end of ̂ e ward was evened in

June 19^3. Cm the other hand, the "east end" has always been considered

dirtier, darker, noisier, and its pati^ts less wall organized. The

east ̂ d of the ward is the major basis for the ward's reputaticnj

hovmee, -Uiere is sufficient similarity to discuss the wai-d as a whole

here.

zm m



Ward Sevan has bean the chronic ward in this hospital for years.

In recent months the official naae ceC the ward has chan ed successively

ftam "chronic" to "ccaatinued treatment" to "habit training" ward, and

it is felt by the writer that in some ways the atmo^here has changed

correqpondingly.

The Patients. Ward sarren has a capacity for lUO patients,

and is almost always vdthin five of this nuotber. As ttie various nmes

for the ward imply, ̂ se are patients for whom the prognosis is vwy

pocw. The breakdown of diasnostic categories as of F^ruary lit, 1958,

was as follows.

a. Ciagnostie categories.

FmSber of Patients

Functional

Schisophrenic and Dmcntia Praecom

Heb^hrenie
Paranoid

Catatonic

Chronic ondifferwatiated
With moatal deficiency
Itodassifled

Mixed

Simple
Single and paranoid (two dia^aMes)
Not i^ecified
"Other typas"

Total Schisophrenic

Manic-D^?ressive Psychosis
Psychoneinrosis with anxiety reaction
Aesthenio reaction

Total Factional



HtMber of Patients

Organic

Paresis and CBS si-Ui syphilis
CBS Tdlth psychotic reaction
CBS with sl.oohol

Ci S vifith trataaa

Arteriosclerosis

Cerebral Paralysis
Epilepsy^ Jaeksonian

Total organic

Mental deficiency with psychotic reaction
ChTMilc alcoholisn with history of psychotic
reaction

Grand total of patient populaticm gc ward 7

To the casual observer« evidence of delusions and hallucinations

ars not widesiaread on t^ ward, as the patients seam to realize -tiiese

forme of behavior are not acceptable and result in people moving away

frcm them.

b* Race and aje. There are usually from three to five

Kegroes on the ward and one to tturee Orientals. The remainder are

Caucaeian. In terms of agej ward 7 patients can be roughly grouped

into two age brackets» consisting of World War I veterans and of

Wcarld War II veterans« with sc«e overlapping. Ages of patients as

of the llith of February, 1958, according to t«i-year gro»;qpinrs, are.

as follows.



Nxaaber of Patients

Undfiar 30

31-40

ia-$o

51-60

61-70

Or«r 70

Ko rscoord

(All c^ear to be over 50)

e. OccupatioiULL background* "Rte occupatimal back rounds

of these nen are eore obscure. Of the 137 patients on ward 7 on the

llith odt Fidirnar/, 1953> 61 ewe of tosrecorded occupational background;

30 vere listed as having unskilled labcsring jobs| 19 ̂ sre skilled,

semi-flkilled, or white-collar workers} and five were students.

d. Length of hospitaliaation. Ward 7 patients may accurately

be considered long timers. Most of them have been hospitalized in YAH

koa^urg tar over ten years} 2k have been in this hospital since it was

opened as a mwtal institution in 1933. As of the Ikth of February,

1953, the numbers of patimts entering this hospital at fivs-year

intervals were as follows.

Date of A(laissioB

1939-191^0
19Ul-19k5
I9U6-I950
1951-1955
1955-1953
Not recorded

Nusbsr of Patients

mmm



This distributieai reflects the infl\ac of v arid vVar II veterans and the

€5>ening of the hospital in 1938* Most of the lcmg«r-t«m pati^ts are

to be fonnd on the east end of the vard^ severely vithdrami and di8«

organized, Howevwr, the earliest group does contain a few "institu

tional cures" and "institutional improvaments," wIk» hold privilege

cards and do soae regular work in the hospital,

e« Gross Behavioral Characteristics, All ward 7 patients

are able to walk and alnost all eat unasslstedi however, about 35

patients on the "sast snd" sore always assisted in dressing. As a

groiqp thay are characteristically ocmsidered quite dirty, about ten

of thoB requlrini! I^e use of huge bibs at seals, imd seven of then

incontin«at of feces and/or urine during the daytime, Inccntinence

la considered by the aides to be the najor problen of the ward. Gbe

peychologist renarked in a half-joking way that, althoui^ he liked the

patifflite he had gott«9i to know on ward 7, the dirtiness of the i^aee

and of the patients "gives ne a handwashing eoo^ulsion everytime X go

up there." Other etaff neebers refer to the "ward 7 snaCLl,"

lard 7 patients, for the Bost part, are ccnfinMd chain aackera,

A few are restricted in their snoking by the staff, either because

they are ocoiaidered to be smoking too much oac because th^ tend to

bum their clothing. All other patients are allowed to Jsaoke as much

as th^ desire traai the tine they have finished dressing to the time

they go to bed. There are, of course, obtain behavior settings, such

as the dining r<x», where no one is allowed to smoke, Vanj of the

patients have stained and even charred finders from continuous smoking

of cigarettes to the vary mad.



Ward 7 patients are almost always docilej howerer, many are

stubborn about changes in routines. Although fights occur caa the ward,

they are characteristically brief and result in alight injury, requir

ing no medical attention. The aides attribute the docility, in no

small measure, to the effects of tranquilising drugs. At the start

of the study, over 120 patients were receiving tranquilisin; drugs.

At. present, ̂ e number is near 90.

While no patients cai ward 7 are ccaisidered cos^letely mute, the

majority of the patients do not speirit readily, e^ren in response to

direct questioning, ifhen a patient speaks of his quietness, it is

often in terms af his obserraticn that pec^le came and go cm the ward

and no one really seems to care what he has to say. Such a statewent

reflects unrealistic assumptions about human relaticmships, but there

also seems to be a strong element of truth here.

f. Resignation. ?,ard 7 patient^s have a characteristic way

of walking—a rather slow gait with the head bait down and the

ahculders hunched—much like the walk of a depressed man in a driving

rain. For the most part ward 7 patients are themselves resigned

about the prospect of ever leaving the hospital, or ever being able

to enjoy lifs. They find the ward to have a depressing atmosphere,

as do staff mambmrs and visitors. A few examples stay in the

sTitw's memcary.

Patient MAM, a hebephrenio, ex-prise fighter, when spoken to

ccmceming the possibility of participating in various activities
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in the hospitdl, sailes in a caln, ead way, saying, "It*8 no good,

Cootcrj I can't do it) I'a a dead nan, nothln' but a dead wam»^

Paranoid patient TCL's frequwit reearks about having died several

years ago ware shrugged off the writsr as being private delusional

■ateriaL until it beeoaa apparent that he was referring to his admis*

sion to tl» hospital. Also, he has twice referred to the hospital,

saying, "It's like a bir bunch of coffins stacked ain't nobody

gettin' out,"

fhe writer, while touring the iwrd cne evening, spc^e to patient

JfR in e casual way, "Hello, Mr. B t how are you doing?" The

patient, ^o sits f<»* l^e satire day in -toe saose chair apparently

sleeping, looked toarpLy and shouted, "How aat X doing! That

don't help nej" and proceeded to beccrae very angry and incoherent.

In group thare]^ patient MO epcke bitterly at length about the

8-taff's aechanical way of treating the patients, and his claim that

they do not go out of their way to stimulate the patients in-to

activity. He concluded with, "They act like thay want us to stay

locked up in our dream worlds." It was in this context that he said

to the therapist tqgcn meeting him later in the day, "Now, for Ck>d'8

sake don't ask me how I ami" going on to eleb^ate tpon the connecticm.

This th«i is the basis for the reputation of the ward 7 patient-

chronic, regressed, disorganised, dirty, withdrawn, and resigned to

his future.

g. Work. the positive side, it should be pointed out

that over 30 ward 7 patients hold regular jobs in the hospital, the



aajority of then working for the "outside detail" ffeich cares fco- the

Iftvo in the hospital ceaetery*

h# Privileges. Dtaring June 1958 s<aae 60 privilege e^ds were

issued, mat of thea to aen who h»i nsver had privilege cards before.

Many of ̂ eee aen at first reftued to take thea, s$>parently because th^

expected them to be revoked later. It beoaae a standard way of Issuing

a privilege card to say, "lou drni't have to use it if you dcm't want it,

Mr. , but you Just sign it and it will be there in the office for

you whenever you need it." Qa June 26, the weet end of the ward wae

opened for the first tias since 1938, and there were no "incidents"

associated with ap«aing of the ward other toan several pati«nta asking

whether it would stay qp«i and whether th^ were to have other privi

leges wtiloh comonly go with open wards in the hospital. At the tiae of

this writing, 80 ward 7 patients have ]rivilege cards.

i. Patient t\umover. The ward has a coislstent turnover of

from (me to five transfers per wei^. Apprcadaately one-fourth of the

transfers from the ward are to the convaleeeent ward. Usually, one or

two ward 7 patients are on "trial visit" or "leave of absence," and a

fear patients are diach^ged firoa ward 7.

J. Social groi;^ing. Insofar as spontaneoue grouping is percep

tible to ̂ e outside oha&cv&t, it seeas to occur acocmding to two princi

ples. Ctee, patients with similar coantunicative ability tend to group to-

ether, and two, patients with similar attitudes toward the hospital tend

to j^roup topethw, (fely the groupia-s of the few clironio neurotics and



character disorders who reach the ward are readily discernible. There

are, however, other very vaf^sely defined ftriendship proupinps of

patients that are not generally reeopnised by the staff. As far as

the writer is able to determine, these grotipini s are manifested almost

entirely cm a non-verbal basis. The patients involv^ed are rectirrently,

but not frequently, seen together in certain settin; s. They usually do

not talk, at least while in the presence of the server.

Usually the cmly obsKPvable indication of friendship is a quiet

passing of cand^ or a cigarette from one patient to smother. A few

eatamples will indicate toe typical nattare of these interactions and

imow toy it is difficult to establish the fficistence of social organi-

sati<m saoog these "withdra.¥n" patients.

.Tune—East Dayroom. Patient OAQ is sitting in a chair in the "bleachers."

Patient JiK ai^oaches and, almost automatically, as though it had

nothing to do id to HH's ag)iaroach, QAG gets tq» and NK takes the ehair.

Neither man speaks or looks directly at the other.

Lme—eltomr One patient gets from his ehalr and

halfway across the room to another patient, then holds out his hand

silently tdth palm tqp, down, or sideways. The second patient fishes

out a cigarette and puts it in the first patioit's hand. The first

patient returns to his chair, stopping by anotomr patient, banding

down wito the cigarette held to his lips. This third patient holds

out his burning cigarette, lighting that of the first patimnt. There

is no wtard or other gesture which seene essentially involved in this

standing pattwn of behavior.



Jtily 2~-2;30 p.m.—in the Grove. Follo'.iing a gme of "Bocci ball"

conducted by the Voltmteers, candy and peanuts are passed out to those

patients uho participated* the only patient from ward 7 who

participated, hangs back fro® the p-oup, appearing to be too shy to

reach for the boxes of ean^g and peanuts that are being passed aromd*

Patient TAU, who was a spectator of the gaae, walks to the Volunteer

and takes a bag of peanuts froia the box to the appar«it alight irri

tation of the Volunteer* TlU then turns directly to MW and hands him

tho bag of peanuts* HAW aniles in a shy way as TAU returns to his

seat on the b^eh* Bote patients are considered severely deteriorated

and hav^e be«i on the ward for a long period of time* There is no

verbal interehwi e*

April—Cantena* Observer sitting near patient BD in canteen. Patient

QB passes BD, and as he passes, holds a candy extoided from his

band which hangs by his side* ED takes the candy and QB continues

at the same pace* Heither patient speaks and the only 8i@a of recog-

nitlcn other than the passing of the cmndy bar is a glance out of the

corner ei the eye just before the bar is passed*

February—Walk to Meals* Patimt TAW walks to mals with his ana over

DX'a i^otdlder with neither speaking. They reside cai different ends of

'Uie ward and do not see each other there* They do not sit together at

2* Physical arrangement. The jmysical layout of the ward is

diagramed in Appendix B, This ward is located on the second flocr of

Building Ho, 2* Access to the ward is through the wide fire stairs



at either end of -Whe building, t<1iich are «flos@d off froa® the dayroom by

a heavy gating, via eith®- oi two elevators which open into the central

hall of the ward, and by way of stairs which also op<m into the eeaitral

hall of the ward. It was diiring the cotirse of ihis study that tiis fire

stairs at the west «ad of the build ng were put into regiilar use prior

to tiie opening of the "west ®id» of the ward.

Tto ward, ecsitainlng IhO beds, is arraaged syweta'ioally about the

central hall which c®itains offices for the ward pi^sician, ward secre

tary and nurse. Adjacent to the physician's office is the small

"lujctary" room which contains shaves and cupboards for patients' ciga

rettes, candy bai's, etc.

Sach wing or "end" of -Uie ward contains a large, dLean, but un-

deocrated, dayroom amd four bedro<nis, each eoutalning ten to 16 beds.

These roaas are ordinarily locked dtiring ̂ s da^ime and patimits cm

the ward are to be found In the l<aig haOLlway, in the latrine, in the

large dayrocms, mad ma the «nd porches. The washro>:m on the west end

is ecntinually opmf hmvever, the wawhrocm on the east ®id is closed

e/cept when undmr the obeenratlma of m aide. Each mid also has a

locked clotiiing room, wtiich cfimtains clothing mad pm-scmal effects of

the aten on that mid. The porches, with the aoccepticm of the center

l^cnt porch, are secured wlto a heavy wide nesh grating. The front

pmrches are k^t locked and the back perches, although generally con

sidered off llMts to patimits, are occasionally visited by patients

who reach the® through the tmscreened latrine windows. A small

ccaiference ro<m built into Idie east pcreh is used for ward conferences

and for group thmrapy only.
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ProblaBs associated with the physical staructure are usually not

thought of as such, the physical structure being considered as a "giv^."

The recurrent problems usually noted by patients and staff as being

related to 'Wie physical structure center mostly around problwns of

crowding in certain behavior settings, especially 'tShaves" on the "east

end," vrh«i all patients without electric razors mtw the east «id of.

the ward« During this time th<ure «re apprcociaately thirty to forty-

more patients than thei-e are chairs, and the atmosphere beccmes dense

wi-^ cigarette asdce* The cro-»ded condition and general dlsccmfort

seffiM to put both patients and staff slightly cn edge. The situaticai

is accepted, howerer, and disruptive behavior is not unusually fre

quent occurrence in this setting. The large increase in privilege

cards granted during eoisrse of this atudjr (60 cards issued in June)

^eatly rdieved the situatiem in that aides urge privilege patients

to leave the ward as socn as they have finished shaving.

The distance of the diniDg room frcn the nard is another ma^or

problflB eosBuaily associated with the physical constructi<»i ot the ward.

The problem is twofold, mie concerning the eomfcrt of the patimts and

the othor ecnceming the custodial functicm of the s-taff. Fear the

ward 7 patient, as well as the patients in the other wards of that

building, the seenimgly long walk to the dining rocai could never be

<mtir<^ ccmfortable in the drizzly rain of Qregcn's winter. Money

for a covering over this walkway has not been available. Ccmcerning

the staff's custodial fxmction, it was difficult to escort IhO patients,

some of whoB t®id to walk q^^ite rapidly and others, particularly very



old mmif n^o iralk quit® slo^wly, in a doae-knit gronqp. Eath®p fr®*

quOTtly, aspaoially during the early stages of the study, the lariter

heard that one of many a^toinistrators in **the oth^ btailding" had

called the nurse's attenticai to the fact that the line of aen was

stringing out quite Icmg. This situation has been greatly relieved

by the op«uiiig of the "west end" and the subsequeat aUowing of these

patimts to go to meals unescorted.

3. Staff.

a. ConpQsiticm. the ««rd ̂  staff numbers 21 aides, fom>

regulnr nursas, one secretary, sme coordinator and oie pl^slcian. Of

the aide staff, the day crew has besn nsnally eonposed of sev^ to

nine aides <m week days and five or six aides cm week ends, fhe hours

of the aides are stagg^ed so that, beginning at 6tl$ a«m. one aide

frcm the day shift arrives, three or four acre at 6»30, and the re-

maind<«' at 7t30, the purpose dC i^ii® is to help the midnight to

8:00 a.m. shift get the patients out of bed and dressed in the morn

ing before breakfast, which is sehedulsd for Portly after 7:00 a.m.

The three or foiar aides on the evening shift arrive at 3s30 p.m.,

allowlBf for a half-hcfur overlap in shifts. At times, the ward was

staffed largely with aide trainees, tMa ward being oonsid^ed a

training ward. Sevtrnfe shcrtages of p«'s©nnel occurred during the

hours wh<m all the trainees d^^t^ fcr classes so that recreaticaial

activities frequmtly had to be canceled at those times.

b. Social organisation. This ward is considered to be a

smooth-rumiing ward and this was e<uifixm®d by (me of the aides, who.



retxaming fre® m adtranced training clasa, r^sarked t© the charge

nwB&f "Gaei 1 thouiht we had a few problems her@| I hava^'t bean

going over to the canteen anch or suajrthing so I don't hear snch of

what goes aa» The other wards have all kinds of troables that we

never thou^it of having*" Th® practical, ev^yday rontin© of »ain-

taining the ward is directed by the ward nnrse, a distinctly feminine

wcwan in middle age i^os# sincerity seems to draw the rs«^ect of

almost all narsea and aides idio work with hor. Informally she has

designated "lead aides" who alternate days of taking respoisibility

for the earrying ont of roatiae custodial functions* The lead aides

work closely with her, freely offering suggestions but showing a

willintaness to do wbatevw h«r Jxtdpumit dictates* The lead aides

^en hurry ha^ and forth aa^g %ta» aides covering the ward for last-

minute scheduling before movemants of patimts and in scheduling times

when aides will be free for lunch*

c. Commonicatian* It is a part of the ward cultxire to keep

ward problems on the wai'd and not feed grist to the runcr mill

(espeeially in ths canteen), and the ecmplaints and intra-ward prob-

Ifiois reaching the writer's ears frcm the day shift are ne^igible*

Ihem these are heard, they are heard with equal frequent^ frcmi the

ward eoordinatcr, the nurses, the secretary, and the aides* The

writer does not seem to be kept an outsider to ward happenings. Com

plaints are rather frequently heard from th® evening nurses and aides,

however, and because of this, th® writer has tempcararily served as

an emerirmcy channel of ecwaunication betweeen the two shifts* The



avening shift, "ttomgh much malltar, is iaforaallj organized in the same

wa/ as the day shift, ftitain tne shifts there is strong "esprit de

corpsf" h».ever| lack of regular coMuaication has made for a ntmber

of misunderstandings between shifts*

d» liul>38* fhe usual prohibitions fm locked wards have

bean ai^ied to ward 7j h£we"r@p, little is heard about th^ except at

meetings which tiie charge nurse holds with aide trainees* i'idespresd

consternation over missing "sharps," amugiled matches, etc. does not

flare up m ward sevan frequently. These prohibitions are not a p^ob-

Xmt for toe ward, largely due to the chr«mic and wall-trained patient

population.

e. Staff attitudes. The personalities and backigrounds of

tl» ward 7 staff are outside the scope of this study, except to men

tion that toe majcarity of tli© staff would be considered to be of

"custodial" outlook. It would be misleading, hcK^ever, to imply by

this that the dc^inant attitude is anti—hUBanistie as is suggested by

the naming ei Gilbert aaid Levinsoa'e scale, (8, Ghaptw 3) Ward 7

aides t^d to voice hopelessaess fcr mMital patients generally and

ward 7 pati«ats in particular. They t«sd not to seek out ccntacts

with patients cmp actively encourage patleaits to interact, and

occasionally drag their feet on changes which an administrator feels

to be potentially therapeutic. Nevertheless, they almost tmiversally

have a #tron{p.y hwMuaistie view of their patients, fhe staff semaa

sincerely concarned wito the physical confcrt of the patients and



speak® to most of the patients In a ftriendly, cheerfnl and persouaJ. way.

The ^iritvS of most of the staff iB«bera seam to rise and fall

changes thsy notice la favorite patients. Gfte can scarcely cOTBtmicate

0® fspm the depressed tone ®f glocsB or the genuine not® of awe and

happiness respectiv^y is such typical atatmwats as, "Poor Jim's

really doan the past few we«&s,« or "I heard Bill 0 speak this

Morninf. He aifeed me fcr a cirarette." Staff members are generally

patient in dealing id^ the patients, and harsh, c«M®anding tones of

voice are heard c^y trm some &£ the yotmger, less-experienced aides.

The ward 7 staff seems to reflect the chrcmic atmosphwe of tlie

hospital, one of firm, qnlet, and friendly helplessness.

dfeaosphere. The red bri#: bnildinf'S of the 670-bed hospital,

bnllt In 1932, 8«€« large and impressive in the fcemal architecttare of

tJiat day, Snrromded by a g^erally well-k^t laTin and shrubbery, th«gr

give m i^a>ession of strait-laced fcrmality which makes runninp,

cutting across lawns, suad shouting seem quite lnappro|a'iate. The In-

Btitntico was originally constructed as a VA general hospital and

dOBlciliary mA was used as such until 1938, when it was ccmverted

into a mental hospital. It spears through the yeai-s to have retained

seething of the a^osphere of a dcadcillary, being described by me

pj^chology trainee as a hospital which "ajcudea chronicity.i Xou feel

it in the patients and you feel it In talking with st^ff, If you

are arotmd there for very long, you begin to absorb this feeling that



it has always been this way and always will be. The patients all look

and act chronie, and the staff looks at th«a and bec;aa®a chronicj then

the staff treats the patients in a iray that sort of increases their

being ©hrcaaic.*'

the most part it appears to writer that relationships

between staff aembere md patients are fOTaal, professicmal# raider

serious, ainc^i'e, and friendly in a quiet, res«rved way. Among most

of the staff and patients, one sees littl# playfulness. One feels

escpectad to smile and say «H«llo*' to patients and staff, mm thou^

the aoqtiaintance la e;<trfflBely slight, but singing, whistling, and

whole-hearted laughtmp are s^dm heard. Profanity, "off-color" Jokes,

and gossip of a pwsanal nature seldcai occur, publicly In staff-

patirast interaction.

This chronic atmosphere is also reflected in the nature of dis

cussions by staff Conversations dealing with work at the

hospital eanter aroimd current staff t^sions and problems of adminis

tration almost ®cGlu.Bively* It is seldom ttiat cn® hears detailed

theoretical diecussicaas and joialyscs of individual patimt's behavior,

ConversatLcsBs about pati«ats are usually brief reports of a patient's

behavior, most frequently of h«orous Incidwits,

2. Custodial Fxmction, The custodial functicaa of the hospital

seams, in general, to be wtd-l carried out. Patients are adeqxiately

clothed, housed, and fed, Eecreational facilities appear to surpass

the d«imd by patients for their use| privileges are issued to those



patients nho do not violate the fcraal rules, nho are criented, and

are able to make l^eaeelves nnderatood in conversing abont simple,

everydi^ matters*

During the course of the present stucfy the goals and culture of

the hospital havs mdergmia some change* Colncidwit vlth tiie arrival

of a new general manager, the changes most obvious to the writer have

been the opening of a nxuSaee of doors previously locked, freer

granting of {rivileges and a coasist^it presaure co the staff to oi-

courage the iaprovement of pa-sonal appearance of the patients.

3» yormal Social Structure. The social structure is formally

a hierarchical on^. The Manager, a psychiatrist, has full authcrity

and responsibility for all phases of the hospital management* Ikider

the Manager is the Assistant Manager whose backf^oimd and responsi

bilities are similar to those usually associated with the title,

"Business Managwr*" Below the Assistant Manager, authcrity is divided

between the Director of Professional Services and the Registrar*

These linea of authori^ are further eubdlvlded as ehcnm in t>he dim-

gram of formal carganization in Appmidix B*

Reeirrent problems associated with this structure ecnsist, for

ward 7, mostly of situations in which orders come to the Charge Nurse

from one department and conflict with established procedures and riales

based upon some other department's authority* The major effect of

these ecnflicts, which focus suddenly on the role of ward nurse, is

necessarily a disrupticm of routine behavior* There is temporary

uncertainty and disa/^ement concerning relevant, immediate



procedures, and occasionally ri^teous Indigaatioa is voiced against

the ne* order. Typically, in "ttiese conflicts, boto parties have

adequate rationale and authority to rsake a deasand, and the solutions

are through direct discussion and mutual a?^eeBaent. Failing agreement,

the matter is referred to higher atiihcrity by the ward administrates,

idio assumes an active responsibility for resolution.

One of the most difficialt, recurrrat problems for the hospital

as a whole has bswi that of turnovw of medical and nursing staff,

resulting in a frequmat shifting of personnel on all levels frcm one

ward to another. ]n the past eight months the ward under study has

besn successively the responsibility of a psychiatrist, a psychologist,

a senior psychology trainee, and currently, jointly by this psychologist

and a psychiatrist. Many nurses, secretaries, and aides have been

moved fr<»i ward to ward with greater frequency.

This movenent sems to be universally resented, by all levels of

personnel, including the patients, in that it leads to the disruptlcm

of working acquaintanceships and the necessity of building new ones}

however, in view of staff shcrtapes, such movements on a fairly

regular basis are considered a necessary evil. In spite of the fre

quent oooplaints, senior staff members, after serving a time on other

wards, do return so as to form a continuing ward nucleus.

U, Physical Arrangsmqmt. Cfa the 265-acre hospital grounds,

there are fourteen permanent buildings and sevma "tmapca'ary'' buildings.

Only a few of these are well known by ward 7 patients. Building Ho, 2

is the beat known, ward 7 occupying its entire second floor. Above



ward 7 is ward 8, the "ccmvalescent ward," one-half of v;hich is open.

Many ward 7 patients have lived on ttiis ward in the past, and most of

the patients appear to know sonething about it. If a ward 7 patient

is transfwred to ward 8, it is taken as a sign that he is getting

better, Cto the ground floor of this building is ward 6, an "aabulatory

geriatric ward," Privileged patients from ward 7 are frequently found

at the coke machine in the c^tral hall of ward 6, In tha small

Physical Therapy Department, or in one of the ward 6 dayrocms, although

this latter is rigorously discoura ed, lard 6 is entirely open, and

the patients genwrally consider it a "bettrjr" ward than ward 7. The

patients on ward 7 are not able to verbalise any striking differences

among these tiuree wards, their physical layouts being very similar

axui the differences in procedures being only sihtle.

About one city block's length away is building No, 1, It is in

the back of this T-shsqped building that the patients eat all their

meals. The main patient dining room has been recently redecorated and

refurnished, plving it a light, airy, and reliccing appearance. It is

apparently the crowding and routinising of behavics* in this large rocm

which accounts for maxsy of the disturbances there. Occasionally a

ward 7 patient works in the large kitch®i which separates the patient

dininr room from the staff dining rocm and ft*an the main portion of

the building, lard 7 patients see most of building Ho, 1 infrequoitly,

entering (»ily a cdnort distance to attend Corrective Thmrapy in the

jtmction of the "T" on the ground floor. Mcaithly the majority of
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ward 7 patients are escorted to tlie second floor where they pass moat

of the administrative offices to reach the internal medicine and

x-^ay lahoratories. Cb ^s toird floor is ward 3» a closed geriatric

ward whore ward 7 patients who require a great amotnt of nursing care

are sent, A few patients coae to ward 7 frca ward 3» fhere is a
ecntinuous small flow of patients in both directions betwoan wards 7

and kf ward being the a^niasiom and obserwatioa ward. It is on the

fourth floor of Building Ho, 1 and divided into two locked parts,

lards U and 3 are the most active wards in the hospital* On the top

floor of Building Ho, 1 is ward 5* to which ward 7 patients are sent

for continued wedleal attention, returning xtpon recov®ry frwa their

physical ailments, fhrou^out sdl the wards in the hospital, the .

I^sical atmosphere is rather formal, <hrab, <^ean, but sli^tly dis

ordered, and ftfficti<mal,

ill irard 7 patients are faniliar with the smaller and less formal

"oantemi," In this rather pleasantly decora-bed building they buy

fountain items and hsaibvu'gers at the clean but crowded coffee shop

(usually referred tio in a more specific way as the *'eant^n"), visit

the mall, flittering snd cramped store, or lomge in the music rocm

and library iqps-bairs, Wse^y in -the winter they attend movies and

variety show® in the CGmbinati<ai auditorium-gymnasiuB in the rear of

the building.

Certain ward 7 patients weekly attend religious sejrvices in the

small chapd about 100 yards behind Building Ho* 2, Housed in a

quiaiset hut, it is deccarated in the quiet and di^fied air of a

■ ■ ■



chwch, so that sven tirlthout tlie obvious standardised symbols such as

the croee ome would iBmefdiately recognise it as a place of worship*

The rear of this building contains the special services offices which

are visited by vary few ward 7 patients.

The Occupational Therapy shops near the chapel ccmbine into a

friendly place where more individualised recreation and learning occur.

Ward 7 patiffltts use mostly the cheerful and sonewhat cluttered O.T.

clinic mhmrn such activities as ceramics, leather work, painting,

weaving, and minor woodwork take place* This part of toe shops is

rtm entirely by unif crmed women* Men in shcp coats run the "Manual

&rts Therapy" part of the shops, giving patients individual attention

in the immaculate awehine shop, at the printing press, and toe large

well--equiiped woodworking shops. These "M.A.T, Shops" give an impres

sion of a quiet, clean factory* Down a slight hill from the O.T*

shops is toe partially-mechanised laimdry where a few ward 7 patients

wcsrk* Wear it are the power plant and warehouses*

Other buildings on the hospital grounds are located some distance

southeast of toe main hospital buildings, and are not visited by

patients in the normal oourse c£ events* These include toe nurses'

quarters and guest house, physicians* homes, and farther, across the

sizeable river which flows throuj h the hoi^ital grounds, a building

housing male employees* Near that building is the hospital cemetery*



C. The Comntmity

Roseburg is a quiet tosm. of 12,600 inhabitants, located in

south-central Oregon* The cliautte is twiperate, being vary wet

during the winter and very dry in late suiraer. The starrounding

terrain is generally rough, mountainous and donsely forested, timber

being the major industry* Ros^urg pives the impression of being a

law-abidin.' place, populated predominantly by lumbermoi in a low-

middle economic bracket, irtio would ordinarily be considered steady,

permanent wcrkers* A recent decline in the lumber market led to

the feeling on the part of many persons that the town was dependent

on the hospital as a major source of Inccme for the town's merchants.

Perhaps this combined with the hospital's public relations policies

to solidify a f ensral acceptance in the ccmmunity of the hospital

and its patients*

D* Hospital in Relaticaa to the C<wanmit3

Approximately 80 patients obtain gate passes from the hospital

each week end, and are apparently freely accepted in Roseburg public

settings* Special ^otqps of locked ward patients also visit various

public settings in Roseburg* The hospital groimds contain a large

recreational and picnic area knoim in the hospital as "The Grove*"

The grove contains picnic tables, fireplaces, a softball diamond,

and tennis courts} further recreational improvaaents are
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tndw constrtaction at this wpiting, A nlne-holo golf course separates

the prove frcn the hospital buildings, giving a person in the f^ave a

feeling of being somewhat away frcm the hospital* the citizens of

Rosahurg make extm^sive use of the grove. Recent developmo^t of a city

park on land previously owned by the hospital has reduced public use

of the grove. The Softball diaacxtd in the grove is the hcne field for

the patient teamj, which competes wi^ clubs from l^e surrounding area.

The hoepital maintains a aeall but active volunteer service, Volun-

te<a's participate in weekly dances (ac»st frequently <m the acute^

admissicELf and convalescent wards)» variety ehows, card partiesj and

special holiday parties, to nime a few of their functicaia, A street

running through the hospital grounds mad betwe«i the main buildings

serves as a minesr thoroughfare for local ptdalic traffic, although this

is periodically discouraged by the hospital.

Routes through idiich patients permanently return to the

ccramunit, include approximately 35 •'msfflber smployees," vdio work in

the hospital but who live rather indepmadently of hospital rules

governing patients, 12 men placed in foster hcmes, and 100 patients

cn "trial visit" statue, which usually lasts nine to twelve mmths*

i  f,' }
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III. ATTEMPTS TO STUDT PATIIiM ENVIfiOfJteEHTS

A. Goals and Criteria of the Stud

Almost insBadiat^y upon beginning to study the ward, questions

concerning goals sund methods arose. A straightforward chronological

account of the deiwelo^ent and changing of goals, criteria and

methods for the study would foe as confusing to the reader as it was

to the writer; therefore, we will outline these aspects of the

study separat^y.

1. Goals. From almost the outset of the study, the writer and

his research superrisor at the hospital, Harold il. Dickman, Ph.D.,

agreed ii^llcitly that the study shoxfLd foe focused primarily on the

patients* wtarld. Howerer, there was also emphasis an the ward's social

structure in tdiat it was hoped that the writer night uncover informa

tion which would have Immediate practical application In terms of help

ing the ward administrator (who was also the writer*s supervisor)

impro^re the therapeutic atmosphere of the ward. They rather quickly

adopted the foehavicr setting, a concept v.lth vihich both were already

familiar, as the basic unit for description. As attempts to describe

toe behavior settings continued, the study progressively moved away

from preoccupation with the social structure on toe ward. Ctoe reascn

fcr drifting away from study of the social structure of the ward was

that the v.riter found himself to be pocrly qualified for such work.



both in terms of academic training and in terms of perscnality, being

too reserved and passive to quickly gain the ccmfidenoe of potential

informants. The study then ccncentrated more and more on develofsaont

of a satisfactory method, the method used by Barker and Wright to

describe settings being re;)ected at first because the multiplicity of

rating scales used did not seem to give sufficiently detailed results

to be useful in a study of such raiall scope, "Die methods outlined in

Luehina* hospital analysis manusa, (13) although a major stimulus for

the studjTf ware also rejected because of the jreat expenditure of

effort required for completion. It was during this long period of re

defining goals toward dovelopaaent of techniques and attmpting dif

ferent approaches that some major criteria for the resultant

techniques developed,

2, Criteria,

a, SeonoBty, The hospital had no special funds available for

such research and most easily tolerates research irtdch can be perforined

in the framework of regtdar routines, Staff time available for the

study was limited to (a) about one day p&c week of the writer's time

and (b) the transcribing of narrative observations by a staff secre

tary, As this study progressed, a broader econoralc criterion evolved-—

that methods produced by this study should make it eccotmlcally feasible

to siarvey all the bohavicr settings in the hospital fcH* either intrs-

hoii^ital caparisons or for inter-hopital comparisons.
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b* Pertinence of findinps* The study should produce data

ifeich could have practical laportance for the therapeutic and custodial

goals of the hospital. It was duo to this iaplicit critwicaj that the

particular mathods published in Midwest and Its Children were, for

the aost part» rejected at first, and naturalistic, participant

ob8«rraticai was relied heavily.

e, Ccs^arabillty cet findint^s. The method used should be

of such a nature that there could be rather precise cceipariscsis drawn

from one setting to anothflf cm a level which mi^t give new insi^its

to the busy ward adbainistratcr who sees most of the settings caiLy caace

in a while, yet also be aaiageable in larre~soale cca^parisons of hos~

pitals, each coataining hundreds of behavior settings. It is felt that

this criterion iaplies e flexible level of detail in descripticm,

d, Tbeoretical arientat><»i. There was strong agreeeent

ssnng the writer and his udvibcrs that any method developed shoild be

as tlMory~free as possible. Complete avoidance of sQl levels of

theory is, of course, impossible, especially in the selecticn of which

variables of a behavicr setting to reecrd, nevertheless, we will

consider meihods developed to be sueoessftO. to the extent that th^

may be found useful to perstms with widely divergent points of view,

e, Ncm-disturbance of the therapeutic process. We feel

that any method which would seriously disrript the functioning of

routine procedures exi the ward or be wtmn at major threat to patients

or staff is not appropriate for study of mental hospitals.



Concrete Attmpts ̂  Study Behavior Settlnrs
Available to Patients of Ward 7

Alcmg irlth changes in goals of the stndjr wid the davelopment

of criteria, several Bethods ware explored. We relied on some of them

ra'Uier heavily, and several of then were used simultaneously, We ex-

plcred the following metiUKjBt a) informants, b) records, c) "partici

pant observation," d) "insightfidL ebssoTation," e) "narrative observa

tional reccards," and f) "checklists," Because none of these methods

provided us with sufficient data meeting the criteria discussed above,

wo attan^ted to luse the behavior setting survey developed by Barker

and Iright, finding it a satisfactory basic mcUiod of study. Because

the previous chsqpter wid our evaluation of the Barker and iright

toolmiques are based upon information gathwed by these six methods,

'^Oy will be disctms^ in this section.

Infoi^wants. Perhaps the most obvious technique at the

start of a study is the use of Informants. These are widely used

sources of information in most hospital analyses. The writer, of

course, was quite unfamiliar with the ward at the outset and felt

that he could not at that time trust himself to accurately see what

was "really foin.3 It is frequently pointed out that aides and

patients usually know more about the hospital than an outside

observer, and more than a ward administrates* can expect to learn

quickly. For these reas<ms the writer set out to gather interview

data. The results were discouraging. Information



from aides, idiile acctirate so far as it w«»t, was typically insuf-

ficiraat. Interview material was m djviously inadequate that none was

recorded. These illustraticns are imaginary "typical" interviews.

Ihterviewert How about Corrective Therapy, what do they do down
there?

Aidet Cto, not much, they ride bikes and play ball.

Intsrviewert Anything else?

Well, there's sone other things, too| th^'va got "
sort of a gym down there. I don't go all the way
in very often} all I do is take the boys over and
bring them back* Why don't you go ovmr and watch
tham some day?

Intwrriewsrt Yes, I plan to. How do the patients feel about it?

Aldei Oh, they seem to like it pretty good) now old TCL,
th^ say he uses the punching bag quite a bit, and

seoss to be a little less irritated when he ecnes
hack, and C always sssms to be pretty eager to
go down.

The aide's suggesticr fiha, of course, an obvious course of acticaa,

which was followed. In the maatine the witor spoke to a few of the

lure talkative patients,

Ihterviewert I hear you're on the outside detail.

Patientt Yeah, that's ri^t.

Ihterviewert Well, tell me, what do you do on the outside detail?

Patientt Go out and work, or sometimes we don't do anything.

Interviewert What sort of work do you do?

Patient: Hot much in the winter. Cuttin' logs right now.

Interviewert Cuttin' logs?

Patimtt Ysah, down by the river.

Interviewer: Is there anything else you do?

Patient: Went to the canteen yesterday.



]Dtttenriew«ri What do you think cdT the outside detail?

Patientj It*s okay.

Interviewing: was, of course, more satisfactory wh«a staff mmtibcsrs

directly concerned with a behavior setting w^e interviewed, but

either gave Insufficient detail or was lacking in txa^ehensiveneas,

Eealistically, one could expect interview naterial to produce

only two sorts of data of value for such a study. First, one mipht

•Kpeet to get 8<ae indicatitm ctf the ataosphare of a setting from the

point of view of the informant, and secondly, one might expect to

leam specific details such as the time of the setting and details

of procedure.

Few patients or staff articulated about the atmospheres with a

wealth of detail or illustration. Almost mlversally, there seemed

to be either a mild liking <w approval of almost all settings, or a

pointedly naicammittal attitude, both types of respcmse coming frcra

both patients and staff.

Better results could bo gained toward the seccmd objective,

especially in terms of darifying details of procedure from the

staff's point of view, ihlle this sort of information was not usually

recorded, except as It appears in the narrative rec<a:ds, most of the

writer's mderstmding of the ward operation was gained ttirough the

use of informants dealing directly with the setting,

2. Records, Eec<n'ds, althcmgh giving little infoimation, were

used extensively in the early parts of the study. It was mostly



throuf<h refermce to the "Ward Master Schedule" sad 1dj« "WeeKLy

Perscairel Asai^ianent" that the Ttriter leatnned of the existence and

tiaes of opwaticn of beharlap settings involving ward 7 patimts#

Both of these records consist of schedules of events> and bcfei are

incoaplete* The "?AVS (vol^teer service) We^ly Stq;tplentent to Ward

Master Schedule" was fotmd to be a tisaful source of infcrwation con

cerning the existence of settinps open to interes'tod patients through

out the hospital. But, aaay settings sore not included <m any of

these records, and use of informants was essential to gaining infor

mation ccncsming the existence of settings.

Ward 7 kee^s records of the nonprivileg^ patients participating

in all activities off the ward. While these reccrds were not used

extensively in the presimt study, they can form a useful adjunct to

specific studies.

Such reccsrds as the "Nurses' Notes" and the "2li Hour Report"

were found useful in a general way in terms of indicating settings

in which important "incidwits" t^e place. From this it was learned

that the setting, "Walk to Meals" is important in terms of offering

a poesibllity for closed ward patients to "elope," as a place for

fights to occur, and as a place fcr aides to learn of the existence

of gpcwring disabilities amcmg patients. The "21* Hour Report" also

indicates the dining room as a location for difficulty with patients.

By following iq> aotaticos on «ie »2i* Hour Report" with interviews

of staff and patients, it is possible to learn vsoscb abcut the opera

tion of -Wtie ward, and how certain settings are reacted to. For



example, in followinp tq> the repcact, "Patiait KK (Mxpaped in an alter

cation with paticmt C®, incurring a black eye. There was no indica-

ticai of other injury," it was learned tl^at patients misaing the

toilet in the latrine is habitual behavior with soae patients and

is very displeasing to some other patients.

At best, existing records can offer little more than an enumera

tion of settings and clues fcsr further Investigation, As of March 1,

195s, a list of pot«itial behavior settings was conpiled on the

basis of records, informants, and more ̂  less random observatioas.

This list is presented in Appmidix G.

3, Partieipagit gaservation. "Participant Observati^" is us^

(|uite widely, not only in hospital analyses, but in many other types

of research as well. The term is usually taken to refor to the fact

that the observer participates in whatever activity is going on;

however, it is apparent that varying degrees of involvement in the

settings studied are referred to by the term, "participant observa

tion," In this study we shall follow Sctarart* and Schwartz in dis

tinguishing between "active" and "passive" participant cbservation,

{19, WP* 3U8-3it9)

^ "active" participation we mean that the observer beeoaies

involved in the setting, rath^ freely interacting with those

observed. Probably the best example of data gathered in this study

by use of this sort of observation is to be foxmd in "Laboratory"

in Appendix A, "Passive" observation sewas best described by

Schwartz and Schwartz* atatemant that the passive observer attmapts



to go about his task mush as he would if he were obsenring through a

one-way screen. (19» p. 3^48) SupfJLeawitary to Scdjurartz and Schwartz*

analysis of probleas of observing m a hospital ward, we shotild like

to add a few points nade clear to us in the present stud^.

¥ie feel the nost important of the values of active participation

is the fact that in direct and "real" participatim in the setting

one obtains a deeper involvomaat in and "feeling for" the people in

the setting. Che learns much mcare quickly the std>jective nature of

the restrictions which the setting may impose, as well as the nature

of the satisfacticms offered by the setting. The writer, acting

chiefly as a "passive" observer in almost all oth«r settings, found

himself highly stimulated during the events composing the cabservation

"Lahoratary." This was ene of the first times that he on an

active position in a ward setting. The result was difficult to de

scribe as anything other than a group of feelings about the people

in the setting. Jmrnediately following the assumption of an active

role, there irew a strong fe<Q.ing of what sorta of people these

patients were—a feeling which was seldcm if ever achieved by simply

watching the patients fr<m trie positloii of a passive onlooker. Sud

denly the potential danger and possibilities of uncooperativeness

stood out in sharp contrast to the actual crderl&aess and cooperative-

ness of the patients in the setting.

A seecoid advmtage we found for the ac1d.vely participating ob-

swi^er Is that of understanding the workings of a setting. For exmnple,

at meals the passive observer may easily miss the fact that two of the



BloTfr®st eatmrs ara broufjtit \xp to the dining room by a different route

than the aajority of the patients so that, although they are among the

slowest walkesra in the walk to meals, they are the first ones to be

eeirved and therefor© stand a chance of finishing meals along with the

rest of the ward. To the passive observer their appearance in the

dining room before any patients had enters the main door was irf.«ply

ocnfusing, bat all the aides preswat knew just what was happ^ing and

The writer found it helpful to submit some of his narrative

servatlcKial records to aides fcr corrections. The carrections given

ware not in twrms of the ccjncrete behavior observed, but in terms of

the mechanics of the setting, l#e,, the "behind idie scenes" activity.

The active participant stands a greater chance cf influencing the

behavior in the setting by his own behavicar. In the behavior setting

"East Dayrocai" an observer believes la and enjcqrs contact with the

patients would see himself as simply following the formal instructions

foe staff mead>ers if he a^»ent tfcree-fourths of hi.s time interacting

with patients. It mi|^t take quite a while for him to realise that in

Bpite of these formal instructions, staff members ma ttos ward very

seldom go out of their way to instigate social contact with the

patients. Thus the «M>tively participating observer would be observing

behavior which he had created and which was far from a representative

sampling of usual behavior.

This, as pointed out by Schwartz and Schwarts, la a disadvanta, e

attributable to the persi^al qualities of an chservwr using this

method rather than to factors inherent' in the method.



A seccad disadvantage of active participating is the physical

difficulty of actively participating and taking notes.

The isritMT's place cm the ward was an alternation betweeai active

and passive participatiei, a result of his coabined service and research

role. At those tiaes when narrative records were being written# the

observer was almost always an inactive participant (except where noted

in the record), and patients generally casee to reeogniae this, approach

ing the ohsenr^ for ecunrersaticai car far cigarettes and lights

noticeably leas often whwi he was buey with a clipboard than >^ten he

waui not, ih«i the observfflf was not actively writing an obs«arvation,

he freely responded to patients who wished to Instigate social contact.

At times the ©beerver began to feel "out of touch with the patients"

(manifested most ccncrotely by inability to associate names and faces)

then he would devote time ̂ ecifically to interacting with many

patients, instigating social ccntacts.

i,., aiaightftg Observation. This scmewhat awkward phrase used

here to indicate oae form of data which the participant or nonpartioi-

pant obeenrer may produce. 8nre tlie word "insightfiil" ia used in a

way sttggeat€Kl by the third awaning of "Insight" ̂ [^pearlng in English

and English. (7, p« ^6k)

... i^e process by which Uie meaning, significance,
pattern, or use of an object or situate'cn beccmes clearj
or the understanding thus gained.

It is by this term that we would designate the insightful observations

of Piaget, to mention only cme of many outstanding observers noted fear



producing data of this fora. The process aa^ be described as the firuit-

f\il ccjabination of reliably cbservable facts with a lib«pal dosage of

insightfi^ interpretation atad insif htful selection of facts to observe*

While the results of this proeess may be severely criticised as

being sabjective, idiosyncratic, artistic, unreliable and scmetlaes

unr^aatable, it is perhfiq?s because of these very aspects that they

are often found to be great value in terms of tmderstandiag the

phenomena observed* Usually in this sort of observation, an analysis

of the pheaoaena studied is implied, or even directly stated* Ix-

aa^les of our use of this form of data are to be found in the "sum

maries" in Appendix A of this paper*

Insightful observation may range from the reporting of objective

facts considered pertinent, to the reporting of subjective ia^essions.

We feel teat this form of data has a definite place in any descrip

tion of tee patient's esvlroiment, as the most cos^ehensive listing of

objective facts, adth a minimxni of interpretation, fails to ccMoaunicate

some of the essential aspects of a setting* Nevertheless, we realise

the inherit difficulty of using it for cc^parative purposes* Except

on a purely i^pressionistic basis, there semss to be no clear—cut way

of comparing this form of data from one setting with similar data frcei

another sotting. This form of cbsorvational data was included in the

study In an attempt to c<mnunicate seme understanding and seme of the

feeling of the settings bbservedj however, we felt that a mere system

atic foTB of data was necessary in order t© eoB^are settinga on a

relatively large-scale basis.



Harrative Cbsafvational Heeorda. The asperity of the data

collected in this study was in the £orm of the nari-ative records

appearing in Appendix A* These will be found by the reader to be

highly variable in terms of nature of content, level of detail, and

syetematization^

Initially, we had high hopes for the value of such data* We

hoped ̂ at with the aid of such data one could determine t^ie sorts

of deeands that are made on patients and the satisfactions accruing

frcm the settings* Such data, it was felt, could also give a picture

of the atmosphere of a setting, as well as some indications of the

dominsnt personalities influencing a aetting* It waa felt that auoh

data, if int«rpretatim were held to a minimum, su^d only the readily

observable featiares of behavior observed, would also be found to be

reliable fcr tec or more ̂ ssrvers viewing the soee settings*

It was <mly by trying that we v/ere alile to learn of its several

limitations* The procedure used in arriving at the more detailed

narrative records was for the obaenrer to enter the setting with a

clipboard of blank paper• He would proceed to try to takes notes as

rapidly and briefly as possible on everything which he eaw and lieard

until the end of the eetting or the time at which the do server left

the setting* These notes wers then used as a basis for dictation of

the narrative record* It was found in almost all settin; a to be im

possible tear the observer to make note of everything which he saw

and heard, let alone the unknown amount of behavior which the observer

did not see or hear. Success in recording the behavior in a setting



depended in part m the population of the setting and in part on the

▼ariety of behavler ^d the rapidity with which each indiTidual in a

setting changed from doing one thing to doing something else*

There are other liadting aspects of narrative records, however,

which are traceable more clearly to the observw and to the nature of

this fom of data* Perhaps the strongest liaitaticn Implicit in the

narrative obsffinraticmal reccsrd is the selectivity irihioh aust unavoidably

occur* Initially, the writer thou^t the records would be comfrehensive,

and selectivity would not arise as a aajcr problera* It was only gradu

ally, as a niadser of records were produced, that the writ«r realized

the inevitability of selection* The observer misses one patient's

behavicr because he is focusing on another patient* This sort of

selectivity is due si^ly to the biological requiresiettts inherent in

locking and writing*

Mother form of sd.ectivity oceiurs simply because of the continuing

nature of scne sorts of behavior* Contintdng behavior is usually not

recorded eacplicitly because of Insufficient time*

The difficulty with this form of data, which if^ears comprehensive,

is that it subtly leads the reader to assuM that it is coi^lete, and

to assume that what is not m«ation^ has not occurred} and that fdiat

Is mentionsd has occurred as frequently as it is mentioned* Such an

assumption is, of course, entirely misleading* If a reader of this

sort of data wisely avoids this aasmptlon, he will be confused,

wondering to what extent the behavicr menticaiad in the record is

representative and to what extent behavior has occurred which is not

mentl<med in the record.
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Clearly scaee explicit and systematic way of selecting obsenraticms

within any cne record is necessary. To^^ard this end, we attempted to

select anall«r portions of the settings. This attempt was relatively

mgtiided, and the basis for selectitmri was not ianediately clear. It

was only after these observations were ccmpleted that the writer recog

nized the basis he had tended to nse for seleetlcn. The selection

tended to oectir in terms of subsettlngs. As noted in Chapter I, many

behavior settin^rs can be naturally subdivided into auUer "subsettinps,"

and these in turn can be subdivided Into still amallor subsettings.

this procedure, it is possible to break the Icorfe unit setting which,

in the cases of "Luneh" or "Getting and Cressing" are iapossibly

large to observe all at cnee, into their conponent parts.

A further difficulty with narrative records is the difficulty in

making use of then. For gaining an intuitive ^asp of the nature of a

setting, thdy seemi to have eonsidsrable useftCLness} however, for wide

spread comparative purposes, we fomd no clear-cut way of analyzing

them. This difficulty to be ohiefly related to the limitaticns

mentiwed above. Oaa could^ of course, take pains in writing narrative

observations to mmtion cwtadn quantities, but the mere act of eoimtlng

or timing impedes th« major value of a narrative observaticn, that of

a running descriptlcn, in concrete and meaningful t«rms of the behavior

observed*

A final uui crucial disadvantage for studies devoted to compari

sons CO a large-scale basis, and to studies to which limited effort can

be devoted, is that of the amount of work required to produce a
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•Uiarough set of narrative obsenraticsiis# The narrative observational

reeorda required not only the observer's tlae and attentic® dtaring the

period of d>servatlanf but the time neeesaary to dictate hia observa

tions (on a dictating machine), the time of a typist to transoriba the

dictation into re^yble form, and some time ̂ oat in correcting errors

due to the process of dictating and transcribing^ It was in this

process that the eriter learned that most things hsqppen "in less time

than It takes to tell it I" It oft«Q took two hovrs to dictate a

one-hour cAisenratlon even if many details of behavior in the setting

wore not recorded. It beecne «pper«at that this method of data collec

tion is distinctly uaeeonomieal for large-scale coMparative studies*

Checklists, Sue to a growing uncertainty about the quanti

tative aspects of the behavior which was being observed, we considered

the use of checklists} however, wc gave this possibility rather meager

ocmtsideraticsi. If we were to hope for anything like comjs'ehensiveness

in otor data, checklists would have to fill a miner role. To obtain a

ecsqjreheansive description of the patients* behavioral enviroimimt by

the use of checklists alone would seem to require constructing of

checklists too eljdicrate to use. The occasional use of checkllste and

cfaeeklist-like obeervatloRs (euch as counting) is considered to be

valuable only insofar as they are needed to clarify certain aspects

of various settings} for instance, the ntad>er of patients approaching

nurses* and secretaries* doers, and «ie nmhw of patients in the

Bs^oobs ware gaUiered with the help of patient MX, partly ftr the

purpose of clarifying changes in population of those settings.

=1-



IV. USE THE BEHAVIOR SETTIKQ SURVM

A. Introductioa

Becau88 of %h« liadtatieos for otar ptrposes found in tho methocia

discussed in the previous chapter, «e made use of 1Ae Behavior Setting

Survey dev^c^ed by Barker and (right, (1) After attempting a survey

on the ward undo* study, we became ecaivineed that it is a very useful

basic method.

This survey was performed by the writer during the week of

June 23-27, It was decided that thia was an appropriate time to make

the survey as ob. June 26, 1958> the irast end of the ward was opened.

As espeoted, this fact as well as the granting of some 60 privilege

oarda, Uie evmutual formal alt®ratic® of schedules due to the in

creased number of privilege patients, and the opening-tap policy,

markedly chanpad the g«i<a*al character of the ward as a whole, as well

as details within parts of the ward.

As the writer did not feel that he was ywt rosdy to apply the

method to the tdiole ward, due to Incomplete fMOliarity with both the

method and the ward, thare was no rigorous attsmpt to verify ratings

and estimates of populatiai aid occupancy time, furthermcre, caily

twelve settings and six sutosettlags of the unit settin s open to ward

7 patients wmre rated. In short, the data presmted In this sectioi

is to bo regarded by the reader as potentially inaccurate, and am



definitflly inoogqplete* Vsrerth^ess we f^l that this surrey gives a

good ilXuatratlem of the method as applied in a msatal hospital*

B* Method

general me-yiod U86»d by Sarker and Wright was copied as

closely as the liter's relative imfamiliarity with the method per

mitted. Settings were rated aocording to the lariter's acevosuLated

knowledge of the settings, snpi^esMaated in some eases by such data

as had been colleeted hefoare that time.

Following the me^odological framewMrk of Barker and Wright, the

folloidng estimates and ratings were made hy the writer • 80 reliabilii^y

ehei^s were made.

1. Population, acoording to pqpulaticm categories as followst

Staff! Doc-tin's and professional workmrs
Ntzrses
Aides, experienced
Aides, trainees
Clerical workers

Fl^ Personnel

IndiuBtrial per^^nnel

Fstisnts! Member esi^oyees
Privileged patimts
Hon-privileged patients
lorking patients
Mon-working patients

2. Dtaration of each setting, in terms of number of hoars per week.

3» Occupamqr time (population times weekly duration of setting).

1« Pane-tration zone by population category.
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Action patterns {-with abbreviation in parentheses).

Aesthetic

Business

Earning a Living
Education

Govaimment

Nutrition

^ientaticn

P^sonsl Appearance
Philanthropy
Physical Health
Recreation

Raligicai
Social Contact

Waiting

Behavior nechanlsms.

(hross Motor Activity (GMA)
Talking (Ta)
Manipulation (Ma)
Thinking (Th)
Affective B^avior ( AB)
Looking (Lo)
Listening (Li)

C» Variations from Original Techniques

In fotentional Variations* There were a few intentional varia-

ticns frsffi the tecluiiquea izsed by Barker and Wright.

a* A conplete list oi behavior settings opwi to

ward 7 patients is presented in Appendix C. This list was conpiled

on the basis of records, Inforaants and casual observation. Presenta

tion of that list to tlie ward adBdnistratori the charge nurse, and a

lead aide resulted in their agreement that this exhausted the possi

bilities of hospital behavior settings open to ward 7 patlmats at that

time. Except fcr Oi^ocm subsettings, l^e settings chosen for this



sunrey ware represe»tative of those ward ̂  settings which with little

doubt met the criteo'la of independent settin »• ISy selecting settings

in tiiis way, we aToided the effcrt required in elimination of non-

settings and in determinaticm of interdependence of settings* These

tasks would have to be done and rating s made on each ind^end^nt setting

in any survey purpcarting to be ecmqplete.

b. The seccnd was to indicate occupant in terms of

veticly occupancy time rather than in teims of yearly occt^ancy time as

Barker and Iri^t had done* This was due in part to the frequency of

change of hospital settings, which we felt might not be adequately

represented (m a yearly basis, and in part to toe fact t^at the writer

had not witnessed a full year of the aotivil^ and there appeared to be

no records to indicate the changes in settings over a year's time.

c. Another intentional variation in technique was to use a

widely different system of clasaificatlciii of populaticjp which, it was

felt, would be more appropriate to the social structure of the hos

pital* The popuLatlon categories used here are categories which are

universally recognised la the hotqpital imd which are readily determined,

usually by observatlem, or through assistance frcn informants more

familiar thwi the ehservmr with the particular people inhabiting the

settings*

d. Another intentional variaticm was the addition of the

pattern. i" (We are indebted to Harold E. Dickman, Ph.D*

for this suggestion). "Waiting," as used here, implies waiting for

acme specific, readily determined goal such as waiting in line for



aedlcatiofis, Traitini? at tables in the dining roam, for an aide to signal

the tlse to leave, mad waiting in line for showers. It does not include

the dayrooa activity which gives rise to a vague iiapression tiiat these

MO are sitting there "waiting for sooething to happen," nor to a

patient sitting in the snn <m the canteen steps, possibly waiting to

see his doctor cone for a coffee break. In these eases there v.ould be

little agreement among observers, or perhaps even among partioipents,

M to whether the persons were in fact waiting for sosethlng, and if

so, what.

e. The behavior mechanisms "Looking" and "Listening" were

intentionally rated in terms of a direct global la^essicn or assump

tion instead of by estimaticm of the reductions which would be caused

in action pattern ratings by blindness or deafness. It seems that the

vast majority of behavior engaged in by word 7 patients doss not re

quire sl^t and hearing. For instance, patim^t BH has been officially

declared totally deaf; patient XB has visible cataracts on both eyes;

patient NW wore bifocals so dirty that the writer could see only dim

forms ttarough th«. All tiaree patients were able to satisfactorily

adjust to the daily routines of the ward. In view of this observation,

it was felt that the calculating of reductions of action patterns due

to blindness or deafness would result in ratinps for lodking and

listening which would under-emphasize the actual use of these

meehaniflss.

f. The only technique relevant to social atmosphere,

developed at Midwest was the "Social Weathw" rating system developed



by J, 1, Slapson, (2? and 1, p. Iii8-l5l) this technique involTes th®

analysis of speoinen records and tras considerad to be too tlme-consming

for inclusion in this survey,

2, Pnlntentional Yariations. Unintentieaaal variations in tech

nique are less easy to describe.

a. The first has to do vAth penetraticai estiaatas. In this

illustrative survey, an atteaqpt was made to estimate the averare

penetration by each of the different population categories. At times,

the writer was so impressed by the variability of certain settings that

he did not folloir his plan of indicating averages, but indicated the

maxiatai and minimum fear eaeh estimate, Beth approaches are contrary to

that of Barker and '/Srifht, who estimated only the maximm for each

86't#'tr3LZl^#

The results presented in Table 1 indicate aaximuB penetration

of staff msnbars and patients voider the heading, '*Hi acne" sad the

estimated average or usual penetration under the heading, "M—aoneJ'

b. Aesthetic was rated more tapoadly than defined by Barker

and ..right, (See Chapter I of this paper). Wo w®pe in accordance

with the Midwest techniques in not rating Janitorial functions ae

Aeatheticj howevar, in the setting, "Outside Detail," we probably

rated Aesthetic participation much hifho* than would have been done

in Midwest,

le action pattern "Personal Appearance" is defined

by Bark®p and Wright as including "wearing uniforms or symbolic

clothing," (p. 73) We neglected the fact that all aides and nurses



wear uniforms, and that all staff memb^s and some patients can be seen

to be wearing key chains* (The difference is that the key chains worn

by patimts do not have keys attached)* Heglect of this aspect of

Personal Appearance resulted in a groeral underrating of Personal

Appearance ratings in this survey.

d» Social Contact is defined by Barker and %rl^t as

. visiting, being pleasant, having fellowship, having inter-

par s<mal contact*" (p. 76) In sttidying behavica* settings occupied ̂

a ncarmal population, one woiild generally have little difficulty in

determining the Mount of Social Contact* In the normal population

of "typical" Americans, Social Contact usually involves smse vorbal

eoontmication, the ecoitent and tone of which indicates that it is

Social Contact* In the ward 7 population, t^e distincticsi between

Social Contact and other passible goals of aetivi^ is much less

clear. As mention^ In Chapter II, much of the Social Contact on

this ward is non-verbal and quite brief. Social Contact of a normal

sort being in fact rare amcmg these patients* Because tim observer's

frme of reference for this action pattern was markedly changed in

^e search fcr whatever Social Contact there might be m the ward,

this action pattern has probably been consistently overrated in this

survey, as eo^ared with Midwest frames of refer«ace*

e* For the behaviar mechanismsj tiaare was a slight but

general overrating of behavior mechanisms in which participation was

rated zero (less than 10 per cent of the total perscsi-hcnirs), but the

tmapo and intffii^sity sthscales were rated above zero nevertheless.



This, it v/as later learned, was not dcm® at Midwest where the rule was

followed that if a behavior nechanism received a ratinp of zero on the

participation stibscale, the teapo and intensity subscales were not

rated.

f, "Affective Behavior" was grossly overrated in so ««iy

cases that we oaitted it fTcra the data. The natxa*e of the variatica

was that in this survey. Affective Behavior was rated cm the basis of

the writer's assia^tion about the setting rathsp than on the basis of

the ovart or eatplicit affective behavior actually exhibited in the

setting, C(^tainly on a ward comprised nostly of Chronic Schiao-

phrenica, v?ho are literally knovm by their "flatness of affect," one

vmifLd not expect to find overt Affective Pehavior in any sidjstantial

percantage of the perscm hours. We erred by responding to habitual

facial eocpresaions, "sullen" appearances, and to assianpticms about

the settings,

g# For the behavior nechrmlsais "Looking" and "Listening,"

«» node the error of rating te^po and int«nsity, although hamted by

a gnawing feeling of vagueness while doing so. This, we later

learned, was not attempted at Midwest In view of tdie unanswer«4)leness

of the questicm, "How fast is that person loohing and listenin ?" and

the difficulty in objectively determining the answer to "How intens^y

is that psrscm looking and listening?"



D, Osrteiral Deacription of Settings Rated

The twelve imit settings and six dayroom settings listed in Table 2

may be briefly described as follovvst^

1« Dayroc #.* G«ieral settings This is •'Hcaae base" fia* the

east end# The -ward is locked, and no mor e than five of these patients

had privilege cards before June 1958 during daytime hours. Patients*

movesments are limited to the dayroc*, hall, latrine and end porch) the

bedrooas, clothing room, washroom, and front porch are kept locked#

The dayrocm is often thought of as a dirty place, both the patients and

the furnishings usually being dirty. Although there are adequate light

ing facilities, the usual ijipresslcn is that tMs room is somewhat dark#

This Impressicm seems rested to the dark color of the furniture, to

the fact that the rocaa is located more on the north end of the building

than on the east, and to the brownish color of the walls and ceiling.

The furniture ccnisiste mostly of heavy wood and plastic, soft chairs

sold couches. Other behavior objects include wood®i tables the sise of

card tables, several straight wooden chairs, checkers, playing cards,

magazines, newspapers, books, a television set, a amall radio, a amnn

record player, two brocma, a dustpan, a wastebasket, and numerous ash

trays and ash stands. The majority of the patients in this dayrocm

sit almost continually in one place throughout the day, occasionally

going to the latrine and going out whenever ordered and accompanied by

^Settings marked with an asterisk (*) are described in mare detail
in Appendix A.



an aide* Seme lie fnll leng-Ui cai the arailable couches, luid a few sit

or lie down on the floor, a practice ?/hioh is routinely discouraped by

the staff, Typicsd-ly, there are two to eipht patients who continually

pace throufh the center of the room, which, because of the pacing, has

been called "The racetrack" by the writer. This setting rmiinded eaie

visitor of "an old man's hotel," because of the ubiquity of old men

quietly sitting. Another visitor was reminded of a "bus station," by

the combinatic® of sitting, pacing, and g^eral noise level. The

amount of activity varies with populaticai and with time of day, the

setting being more active Then patients first return from meals. Never

theless, the form of activity remains approximately the same tia-ou^out

the day and evening. East dayroom aubsettings follow,

a. Noon Medications, jj^ediately after lunch every day,

the nurse, usually accompanied by an aide, enters the diyroom with a

tray of pills, solutions and ointments, which are given and/or

applied to ten to fifteen patients. Most of these medications are

not pi^chothwapeutic drugs and, therefore, the action pattern,

Physical H alth, is rated highest. Patients are called to the

"doorway area" by aides, a few coming spcmtaneously. Nurses and

aides ̂ eak cheerfully to the patients in this subsetting, more time

being devoted to Social Contact than to Physical Health, This sub-

setting occiu's in the context of the general dayroom behavior setting,

whose n<Mipsychological milieu and standing behavior patterns fcsrra a

backfround for "Nocm Medications,"



b. Doctor's Rounds. Th« ward pt^siclaa or ward administratcr,

aeocaipanisd usuaXXy by tb® cliarg® nursoj the Xead aids Tear day^ and

■tiie aids covering th® dsyrocai at th® tifflSj tows the dayrooa saying at

lsast| "Good morning" to each patient# fhis is a time fcr pati^ts to
bring up anything physical or otherwise about which thsy wish to speak
to the doctor and for the doctw to mention to ind vidual patiraats

anything necessary. There are no gwaeral announcements made to the
entire gronp of men| usually, however, all patients within ten or fif—

te«i feet of the doctor are watching hJ* and attwading to him. fhwe

seems to be a rath«r high positive carrelation betwe«i intensity of

attnjticR to 'toe doctoft* and physical proximity to him. Again this

mibsetting occtrs within the contest of ton ienwal"East Dayrooa"

behoviw setting.

c. Haircuts. Cliee evwy three wetocs two barbers employed

by the hospital give haircuts to ward 7 patients, cutting ccaitinuously

for about touree hours.. Two atrai^t chairs are placed approximately

at the juncture of the "doorway area" and "recreation lane." An aide

is responsible for bringing patimts who need haircuts to the barbOTs,

and attmdinf to brushing shray hairs off the patirata whaa th^ have

left the barbers* chairs. All patients are required to have their

hair cut. Insofar as patients get haircuts h^e, the population

estimate may look stranpe, but <mly two or three patients participate

in toe subsetting at once.

d. Preparing tor Bed. Nightly, over the period frcmi about

8»00 p.m. to lOiOO p.m., patients take off toeir clothes, pilinf

%  • k-



th^ on or imdcr thair "own" chairs, put osa pajamas if they desire, and

shuffle off to bed. The beginning of this setting is marked the

time at which aides op^ the bedroom doors and ̂ h® end is marked by

tee official bedtisse. Population estimate and ratings fcr this sub-

setting are in errcr, due to failure to recognize the fact teat this

criminated h«*e, "General Dayroom," "Prep^ing for Bed," and «In Sad,"

There is a rather regular movement of patients at tee rate of about

35 patimts per hour frcw the setting, "0<meral Dayroom" throu# the

setting, "Rr<5>aring for Bed" into the setting, "In Bed," with occa

sional backtraekini where, for instance, a patient has removed his

shirt and one shoe and storing, but teen watches televisicm for half

an hour bef<Mre returning to the process of undressing,

e. Gospel Slnf ers. Ihr^ry Friday morning a group of volun

teers (categorized as staff) ent^ the East dayroca for me-half

hour with a piano and one guitar. They sure firequently accompanied

by one or two privilege patients frma mother ward, who move tee

piano and participate in the singing. Volunteers carry mimeopraphed

sheets with the words trfT gospel songs, handing them to those patients

who desire team. Although there are 103 <36* more patients in tee

east «Bd of the ward at the t^e (shavinp occurs at the same time),

generally no more than ten or twelve patients actively participate.

They cluster in an apprcKimate circle of twilv# feet in dlMieter

about the piano while ringing. This setting occurs within the



context of peneral eest dayrocm activity which ia increased by the

inflated populaticm for shaving. Because the singing of the group

of voluntefiETs and patients is loud enough to be heard throughout the

ward, all patients in the dayrocm are included in the p<^>ulatlc«i of

this subsetting as aiidience 2) whethtsr they a|q?ear to be

actively attsnding or not.

u* This, like "Pr€qparing f(xc Bad" is another

ease of a transient setting not recognised aa such at the tine of the

survey. Patients are awakened in the bedrooais by the aides, Thagr

naaally po first to the latrine, and then walk drowsily into the

dayrooi where they find their clothes, Ti» wajority are able to

eompletaly cr almost cosqpleteiy dress thenselves} howevar, approxi

mately 35 patienia need seme asslstanes tram, the aides, who are also

qtiite busy nrging patients out of bed, and finding clothing for

patients ifho are unable to find it themselves, shaa each patient is

dressed, hs is allO¥<ed to smoke, and enters Ihe setting "Qeneral

Dayrocm," Frequently patimats enter "General Dayroc*" behavica*

patterns before finished dremsiing, remaialag thus until mrged back

into setting "Brssslag" by an aide. About 6jU5 a.m,^ "luxtaries"

ocaialsting of cigarettes, pipe tobacco, and candy bars are passed

out by an aide, Thia ecnstitutes a separate subsetting, but was

ineluded here, accounting for the HutritLoa rating.

2, Showers, Saat Ehd, This sotting overlaps with Idie setting

*Prq)aring for bed," About 7i30 p,m, <» Tuesdsgr and 'i^edasiiriUiy

nights, an aide unlocks the door of the tiled washroom and turns



on the showers. The setting begins islth approcKlBately 25 patients In

the rooB, waiting in line for a shower, and before long, up to eight

or t«Q patients are drying thaaselvea in the waharocaa. Almost all

patiffiits wash and dry theaselves, and most arrive at the washrooa

▼oluntarily. Aa they mtorge trcm the shower stalls, thsy are given a

towel by the aide and checked off the list of patients. Toward the

end of the setting arsotha: aide helps to get negligent patients into

yie vaidirocsi, and three or fotir patients who need direction in

ihowering are helped by the aide. The ttarnovear of patient popula*

^on is regalar and of such a nature that the setting gradually da-

creased in populaticm. Although the scheduled time for showtrs is

7t30 to lOtOO p,»,, the process is frequently cos^leted by 9tOO p,m.

For these reascais, %h» oeov^mcj time appeaorlng in Table 1 is

overestiBated,

3» Shaving, East, Prcm approximataly lOiOO to 11j30 the

Wast and of the ward is emptisd into ^e £ast md of ths ward, and

two barbers and two privileged patients frcaa Ward 6 engage in shaving

those nesi who do not have eleotrie rascara and who do not shave them

selves, In addit on, thoy provide locked safety raters to those mm

who shave thaaa^ves, but do not cam electric razors. This setting

occurs in the East and washrocn and is generally quite crowded. The

ward 6 patimts prepare the faces for those sen who are to be shaved

by the barbers, six of these patimts being seated at a tiae, Tfa«?e

are at all tines two patlsnts being shaved by the barbers, and Bost

of the time five to eight patioits are shaving thenselves. An aide



stands near the door ̂ th a towel to wipe off traces of lather flroa

patients leering setting.

U. Shaving. West. This is self-shaving by the West end patients

■who own ^ectric raaors. An aide opens a cabinet in the ..est washrocet

vdiers tl» electric razcsrs, shaving lotions, etc. are kept. Patients

enter, pick out their razors, and shave. Csually there are not mca-e

than four cr five patients in the setting at one time. It is not

known why the Personal Appearance rating of ttils setting varies from

^at of Shaving, Hast.

$• Meals. Meals are tskoa by all ward 7 patients In the wain

patient dining roaa. The kltch«a phones the ward when the dining roa#

la cle ir, and patients Srm both «ida are eounted out of the ward

through the center stairway. The group of li^O pati«it8 then is es

corted by at least four aides to the dining roam where toe patients

wait on an indoor stairway before being sent, 20 at a tine, into the

sei^ving line. ^ the serving line, patients pick up tr^s and silver

ware, and such food, as they desire. An aide watches to see that

patient® wito special diets get thes, and another aids aits at a

table near the serving line to cheek off each patient's uasce as he

c<me8 through tha line. Cn leaving toe line, patients go to the

tables lihere they sit tiuree or foxir to a table. Most patients eat

in a "ncaroal" fashioai however, sane toy wito tlwir food, spill it,

eat wito their fingers, etc. While the later patlmats are being

sei'ved the earlier patients are generally finished eating, and wait



far a considerable Imgto of tiae, all are firdsliM, an aide calla

"Ward 7" and almost all nm wmm to the etaixnrey and ont onto tim walk.

rcKSB caily. One popnlatim estimate indicates t^e entire dining rooa,

the oth€r indicates c®ly that part of the setting: oceitpied by -fiard 7

pm-smnel, Although th^e we nsnaily patients frc® two wmrda in the

dining roc® at cnce, there is little ward to ward interacticai. As

pop«latl£« estimates indicate, the roc» is qmite large# It is neidy

redecorated with twight yellow walls and chrome and plastic fnrnittire#

6« Physical Therapy# fhis setting ooeto-a in a small, but well-

iiSliMlxJiiilSl

« statimary bike, a heat cabinet, whirlpool tub, scotch douche,

infrared wid ultravicl.et Imipa# The physical therapist in charge of

the roc® is in fact a single l@ader{ however, most of the time he

behaves as an active fsanctlonary# Fcr seme time there have been

about thr ;>0 groups of about nine patients, each attending this setting

three times a week#

?• Qecupational fherapy#* fhis is part of a larjw setting dis

tributed throu^sait the BKeR building, asclusive of ita offices, fhis

rating covers casly ^ose subsettiags included in what is fcrmally

known as "Osci^paticnal Therapy* and "Educational Therapy#" Because

of the cosi^jlexity of these settings md the lack of rlgea-ous obswva-

tion of the®, these ratings are probably ̂ ©ssly inaccurate# The

Physical location consists of a cuaaset hut joined to fcra a ri^t

an#e with a U-iahaped, permanent brick building. Activities in these



setting# tnclnde formal teaching and s^f-teaching of

leathercraft, oermics, painting, minor carpentry, weaving, etc,

Most of the activities are aesthetic and ccmsiderf^d largely recrea

tional, Althoti# most of the w»k is individual, Ctecupational

Ther^ists sp®id almost all of their time in direct patient cmtact,

a large part of which is purely social contact. In addition, there

ar9 suhsottinge of ♦'0coi:5!ationsl Therapy" known as "Coffee rfota*s"

in '^ioh the ^tire accent is caa Social Cc^tact, Because of these

(whieh were sot observed). Social Gc^tact is probably taideaTated on

table 3 , The physical setting is bright, cheerful, and slightly

crowded,

3* Ccrrectlve Therapy, two grotqpa of patients each attend

"Corrective Thtwapy" in Building Ho# 1 daily, Mcaiday ttrough Frid®^,

In this setting, teey variously punch a ptnching bag, "ride" sta-

ticnmpy bikes, use a rowing aaehinej wall weights, and play r!tf*i'ous

forms o£ catch, fte CsMrrectlve tharapist assmes the stimulation of

aoci^ contact as cn® of his functicmsj however, it is the moat

withdrawn patients who are sent to this setting.

9, C^tside Petail, (In cemetery) Several wards have outside

details. Each ward's outside detail is responsible fer a separate

section of the hospital grounds, ward 7*s area of responsibility

The outside detail is cohsidared a part of the hospital's industrial

th^^jy departmentj ttorefore, the nm working cm it are rated as



etigaged in Earning a Liring aswi acting as actlrs ftmctieaiaries, al

though fcraer is not strictly tru®. The outside detail also

engages in a nwtfber of oth^r actiyities, including hus ridbs, fishing

trips, and coffee hotjrs at the 0»f« shopj these are considered

s^mrat® subsettings* At the ceaetesry, the patients mow and rake the

la-m—an Aesthetic activity which was rated as siioh. The relatively

high social contact is mostlf nonverbal in natin:*e, such as sev^al

mowers mewing in a spontaneous ̂ oup, and rakers and basket carries

cooperating in their In Midwest, this ftwa of social contact

fflilht BOt hare been rated so highly. The total tlae this setting

occurs is prob^ly over-estlwated, due In part to neglect of Its

other activities, and in part to inclusicm of fiest end patients.

Therapy (on ward). During the tlae jrior to the sur

vey a aaall group of patifwits engaged in .sroup therapy with the ward

adBinistrator, the socIrI worker, and the writer, all or enly ms of

whom aight be present at ai^ one aeeting. !Jhe group »et for cme

hour on Thursday the ward and for eaao and case—half hours on Friday

in the 0»T. ̂ op. The jgoid of the group was prljiarily socialiiBation,

Coffee was usually available and served by a patient. Several of the

patients were cjutic withdrawn,

C^ta^ (closed ward). Twice a week a sroup of approximately

lO nonirivJl.eged patients were taken to the recreatlcm building where

th^ bought fotmtain itMs and "Itscurles" (e.g., canc!^, cigarettes,

and staticmery) with ho^ital-lssued "canteen bo<dts." Thsy reBaln

in this setting for 30 Hdnutes to one hour, d^anding on the eise of



the itovq^ and the apeed with v/hich they finish ptirchasinf and eatinr.

The Bia;3arlty of th® patients make ptcrchases in the coffee shop, a

soall ntnber purchase itteis in the FF.f and seme make no purchases,

but wander through the building. Those who first finish eatins wait

until the <mtire group la ready to return to the ward.

12. W^d Conference. Typically -Uiis is strictly a staff setting

and it is only occasionally that a patient visits It (by invitatiem

only)# It meets we^y for one hota*, with a aaadaun of 1$ staff

membarB from the ward and other services attending. Primarily,

problems of hospital and w«rd administration are discussedi when

patients attend it is for a review of their cases, in much the saae

way that cases are reviewed by the hl^osition Board. In the process

of performing its SK;tivitle8, there is usually quite a bit of pure

socialization.

B. Illustrative Findings

In the interest of demonstrating how the method works, we shall

indicate a few of the conclusions artiich may be drawn frcmi the data.

Because of the inccmpleteness of the data, the reader is caiiticmed

to regard the conclusions dravn from it as only illustrative of the

method. The following discussion will be carried on, howev^,

eg if the data presented Iwjre were accurate and cfflaprehensive.

There are endless ouestions idiloh we might ask about the be»

havior of hospitalizwl mental patients and the environments in which

they willingly or tmwillingly find themselves* Without attempting



to determine what might be the most important of these questions, the

following will serve to indicate sme of the questions ivhich mi^ be

adequately maawered by use of this method.

Occupancy Time (where pe(^e spend ̂ eir time). One very

obvious question frequsjtly asked by hospital visitors (but seldom

by hospital staff) is "ihere do they sp«id their time?" fhe imediate

answer coming to mind to a staff maaber may wrt.1 be, "On the locked

ward, they spend all their time right there," and tois is indeed

almost true. Data concerning oceipancy time are presented in Table 1,

Of an aggregate weekly waking time for the 80 East end patients

of 8,960 person-hours, an average of $8,01 patients spend 8U hours a

wetic in the East d^yrocsi for a total of U,873 person-hews spent in

the dayroom. This is the ward»s largest setting in t^s of occupancy

time, staff and patients together spending about 8,000 person-hours

there each waek. According to Table 1, 1,120 person-hours of the

rosaining patient waking time is spent in preparing for bed and 560

of it in getting up and dressing, both settings occur in the dayrocm.

Thus the patients ap«id 6,553 person-hours or slightly over 73,1

per c«3t of their waking time in the dayroca, hall, latrine, and

porch of the East end of ward 7• The next largest porticxn of their

time is spent in the dining room which is ocetpied by East end

patirats 1,26U person-hcnrs we^.

If Importance of behavior 8< or anvlromaits fca* the

patient group as a whole were to be determined by the amount of time

spmjt in ̂ em (which is a way the importance of environments is



TAEi.S 1

PCFULATIOK, XCUPAKCI TIMB, ABB PENETRATION
IB SSLECTia) WARD 7 SITTIKC-S

Setting Bane
Pqpwlaticjn

Staff Patient

Hours

Per

Week

Patient

Occupancy
Time

Penetration

Hi-sone M-zone

S  P S P

Dayrom, last (general) 3 58 6k li873 6 k 5 3
Boon medicaticns 2 10 1.75 21 5 3 5 3
Doctor's rounds k 11 2.5 37 6 3 5 3
Haircuts 3 3 1 3 5 3 5 3
Prqaaring fear bed 2 80 lU 1120 5 3 5 3
Gospel sinpars 9 110 5 55 5 li h 2

Dressing (a.ra.) k 80 7 560 6 3 5 3
Showers, East Eiid 2 20 5 100 5 k 5 3
Shaving, Bast End 3 15 3 it5 5 k 5 3
Shavinp, Yfest Ekid 1 3 lit k2 5 3 U 3
Heals, East Ehd only k 80 15.8 126h 5 k 1) 3
Heals, ̂ tire Setting 13 22li 15.8 3539 5 k U 3
Riysical Theriqpy 1 9 9 81 6 3 U 3
Oecupatiiaml Therapy 3 20 3.75 75 5 k 5 3
Corrective Therapy 2 10 10 100 6 3 6 3
Outside Detail

(at cemetery) 2 25 214 600 5 k 5 U
Orotq) Therapy (on ward) 3 10 1 10 6 k 5 3
Canteen (closed ward) 12 1^0 2 80 6 k h 3
Ward Conference (staff) 15 5 1 5 6 2 3

Notest !• BubRjccs in bo<ty of table refer to estimates and ratings
discussed in Chapter I*

2* Patient pc^ulaticm based on a total of 80 patients for East
end and 60 patiacts tar Rest end. Aggregate weekly waking
tine for 80 patients equals 8,960 patient-hours.

3. Aggregate waking time (frand total patifmt occv^aney time)
does not include settings sThose population overlaps with
East Dayroom (goaeral).
"Hi-zone" refers to maxiaTai obsanred penetrationj "M-acaie"
refers to usual p««ietration.

•«V



OGcaaicaially determined for a nomalf free individual), the order of

importance would be (a) "Dayroo®," (b) "Dining Roan," (c) "Outside

Detail," (d) "Showwra," (o) "Corrective Therapy," (f) "Physical

Therapy," (g) "Canter," (h) "Occupational Tharipy," (i) "aiaring,"

and finally, (j) "Gro\ip Therapy."

% the same criterion, ̂ e order of importance of the twi varieties

ef ccnmnmity settings inhabited most by Mideest citisais is (a) School

Classes, (b) Traffiovays, (c) Grocery, locker and Feed Stores,

(d) Hotco' Vehicle Sales and Service Settings, (c) Drug, Variety, and

Department Stores, (f) Indoor l^tertalmaents, (g) BMtaurants and

Taverns, (h) Government and SchodL C^fices, (i) Home Appliance,

Hardware Implement and Furniture Stwes, and (j) Attorneys, Insurance,

end Real Estate Offices. A large part of this difference between

Midwest and ward 7 lies in the fact that in Midwest, private behavior

settings, such as "Hcwe Indoors" ware not Included in the behavior

setting stirvey. Ward 7» however, is a locked psychiatric ward and,

by definitimi, there are no private behavior settings. Thus in what

we have termed, "Dayrocmy Ooaeral Setting," we have invaded the

aipects of patients* mnrironaents most nearly comparable to "HoNne

Indoors."

We may ocxapare the occupancy times of those settings which are

g®ierally considered by staff members as "necessary activities of

everyday living," and those settings which are considerad to be

primarily for "therapeutic" purposes. Doing this we arrive at the

following breakdown, in which Dayrocn, East, was excluded due to

its complex nature.



f AfiO; 2

CX3Cia?iNCY TIME CF SHTTIKGS IN P.«I0}T-HOtmS

"miera^eutic" settings Hoirs "Non-Therapeutic" Settings Hours

Outside Detail 600 Meals 1,26U
Corrective Therapy 100 Pr^aring for Bad 1,120
Physical Thwapy 81 Dressing 560
Cantefm 80 Showers 100

Occupational Th«rapy 75 Shaving ii5
Doctor's Rounds 37 Haircuts 3
Uedicaticms 21

Grotq) Therapy 10

Total 1,00U Total 3,092

TIm ratio of ""yierapeutic" to *'bo&~therapeutic" settings in terms

of patient hours is ii3« «ith a mora rigcarous definition of "thera

peutic it may be found that 8<»e partiotilar ratio is particularly

frequent in (^<Hiio wards while the ratio for active treatmmt wards

sight be higher, and that of a "theriqpeutic COTwunity," highest of all#

C«rtainly this would be a com&m axpectaticm, at least crudely testable

by use of such a sujrvey.

By turning to the nuahers of populaticm sub-grotqps found in the

setting (only the sajor classificatica of sti^f versus patient has

been presented in Table 1), ue may e€aq|>are the oecxgpaney times of

different population 8ubf4roup8, finding for instance ti^iat in general

privileged patients spend large shares of their time in quite dif-

settings than do nonprivileged patients#



In Table 1 we eay at first be a little surprised to leam that,

while the atsdCf spends much less total occupancy tine in the weddy

subeetting "Oosqpel Singers" than in the daily setting "Doctor's Rotaids,"

patleata spend an aggregate of acre time in the setting "Gospel Singers"

than in the aore frequent "Doctor's Rounds." Bark®r and iPiright have

developed a eonvenieat technique for stiidying this sort of phenoraenon^

which call the Occupancy Index* defined as • the percent of

the total occupaney times • • • «hieh the 8ubgroiq;> q^t in ̂ e

setting or jroup of settings." (p. 99)

2. Pwastratiop Zones, (the involvcnent of perscms in settings).

Data pertaining to penetration of settings by staff members and

patients are presented in Table.1. ¥/# find wi^out much surprise that

patifmts and staff become involved in almost all hospital settings in

ra^or stereotyped ways. Staff msmbers always carry authority posi

tions* while pationts rarely reach even the status of active fmction-

aries* i.e., people who have re^oBsibility for the carrying out of

same functicn. Patients m the East end of ward 7 are di^emded upaa

very little. Speculating ̂ on the ind^endently d>served therapeutic

value of the "Outside Detail," one might be inclined to feel that the

daily entrance of almost all of these patients into Penetration Zone U

is a contributing factor to the ther^eutic effect of this detail.

Indeed* this is simply a re-phrasing of part of the rationale for

industrial therapy.

It is inta?8sting to note that althtngh staff members in "Shaving*

West," "Meals," and "Physical Therapy" officially have the authority



of shared XeadMrshlp, ishioh is uzdreorsalXy reco@nleed,ia terms of their

usual bttharrior, they perform more as active functionaries than as

leaders (colxasn labeled M^sone), By this we sia^y intend to point out

that the patients m masse do not frequently enoounti^ authorities

acting in an authoritative ws^ in these settings.

By attending to furthar subdivisions of the major populaticn oate-

gcmriesy one could find, for exanple, tnhleh patient categories reach the

level of active functicnaries. On ward 7 at the tine of this survey,

it was mostly privileged patients who were in a functlcmal capacity

(siqpporting data la not included in the tables). This was due to an

infcn>mal pcdicy of issuing privileges partly oa the basis of f/hether

patient was working or not, using the privilege card as an un

official rew«rd for the satlsfactofy performance of regular work

aseigmMnits. That this is an Informal tendency and not a hard and fast

rule is indicate by the fact that there are some non-erorking patients

mho hold privilege cards and several working patients who do not hold

privilege eardsi however, this fact is not revealed the present

study.

3. Action Patterns (what is done in the settings). Data perti-

n«at to action pattern ratlnf s are prescmted in Table 3* If we turn

to the most gross analysis, that of grand total actim pattern ratings

fcr each setting, which as we suggested in Chagpter I might be taken

as a vague indication of "importance" or "total meaning," ef the

setting rated, we find "Doctor's Rounds" t® have the highest grand



TABLE 3

TOTAL ACTIdf PATT®M MTllGS f CE SSLlSCT®
WARD 7 SITTINnS

Setting name
Acticm Patterns (Rating Totals)

A B EL Ed G N 0 FA PI PH Rc El SC

Dayroom, last (general) 1
Nocai nedieatlcns

Doctor's rounds 1

Haircuts

Pr^aring for bed 1
Gospel singers 2
Dressing (a.oi.)

Shearers, East End
Shaving, East End
Shavinr, «est End
Heals, E.' st End Only
Heals, Ihtire Setting
Physical Theragpy
Qectpational Th^apy 6
Corrective Therapy
Outside Detail (at
cemetery) $

Or Dtp Hierapy (on ward)
Canteen (closed ward) 1
Ward Conference (staff)

3  3
1

Hotesi 1* N\ad>ers in body of table refer to ratings diecussed in
Chapter !•

2t Action Pattern abbreviaticnst

A • Aesthetio

B • Business

IL - Earning a Living
Ed - Education

Q - Goverment

H - Hutrition

0 • Orientation

PA - Personal Appearance

F1 - Philanthropy
PH - IWiysical Health
Rc - Recreatitm

El - Religion
SC - Social Contact

If - Waiting (not included
in total)



total aotion pattern rating of all tlie settinfts rated—a rating of

Hext we find "Ward Conference" and "Occupational Therapy," each having

a grand total of 22. Following these are "Optside Detail" and

"Dressing," and third from the lowest of the grand total action pat

tern ratings, we find "Group Therapy," with a grand total rating of 9.

Certainly this distributi<» gives us cause to wondw about the

extent that the grand total action pattern ratings aay be taken to

indicate "iaportance," "total meaning," or "significance" of a setting.

It is in accordance wi-th this interpretation that "Doctor's Hounds" is

high OB the list} )u>wever, the occurrence of "Dressing" on the high

end of tt» list and "Qrotq> Th^apy" qb the low end of the list does

not a^ee with the ultimate criterion of common social evaluation. In

interpreting the grand total aotion pattern ratings, it must be kept

in mindt (a) that mere truly ̂ an "iaqportance" or "meaning," these

totals indicate only the extmt to which a variety of activities

having different purposes are taking place in a setting, and (b) that

action pattern ratings, being dassificaticms of percentage ranges,

may be influmaced 1e^ the ntaA>er and varieties <£ persons passing

through a setting. Thus we find a vidat* diversificaticn of activities

in "Oceiqpational fhereqpy" and in "Dressing" l^ban in "Grotq> Therapy,"

partly because of the numbers of peo}^e who use the setting. It is

<mly in this sense that the grand total action pattern ratings may be

taken to indicate "importance" or "total meaning." They do not

necessarily reflect importance to the individuals involved.



Cbe Bay well ask what action patterns, or aore loosely, n^at

"goals" are aaxiaised by the ward structnre and by particular settings.

Toward this goal. Barker and iiright developed the "proainenoe indas,"

(p, 127) which is compnied by the following foranlat

100 (niafcer of settings rated 6 or more on action pattern l)
tot^ n^b^ of settings

tlaes
sTBon'-hours spent in settdnK-a rated 6 or acre on X)
Grand total ̂ cupaney time for all settings.

The ttvo major p0**ts of the fomula aore the "territcrial index:" and the

"occupancy indsK" respectively. This formula provides an index: of the

SKtent to which the popi^laticm engages in the acticm patterns fen*

which the formula is eoaputed.

Although Barker and l»right used an action pattern rating of 6 as

the cutting point for inclusion in the "prasinenoe index," we find

oaly five patient-populated settings in which there is a rating of 6

or more on aiqr action pattern, 3n other wcrds, we found 12 of our 17

settings and subsettinga (shout 70 par cant) with no action patterns

rated 6 or over, wh«reae in Midwest, cwly I07 of their 585 rated

settings (about 18 p«ar cent) had no action patterns rat^ 6 or over.

This appears to be numerical st^port for the ecaiplaint of "in contact"

patients and ̂ e immediate impressions of visitors that "there is

nothing going on here." Ih order that our orude index of maxlmisa-

ticjo of aeti<m patterns ma^ cover a largw number of settings, we are

forced to lower the cutting score from 6 to 1;,

Because of the linltaticns of our data, we feel justified in using

a simpler and crtider "maximisation index" for illustrative prxrposes.



To arrive at the asxiaizaticn index, we siBq[>ly ^nraiated the occur-

pancy tiaes for all setting# with a rating of U or over on the particti-

lar action pattern, arriving at an ordinal indication of the maxlmisa*

tim of the action pattern.

TABLE k

mxmrmim cf actiok patterns—itaed 7

Action Pattern Rated L and Above Grose Occupancy Tine (Patient Hours)

1. Nutrition
2. Aesthetic

3. Personal Appearance
i(« Earrdng a Living
5* OriCTtation
6. I^ysical Health
7* Social C^taet
3. Recreation

9. Govertment

I3Wi
67^ (includes Outside Detail)
663
600 (Outside Detail <Mily)
560 (Dressing only)
263
168

155
37 (Doctor's Rounds only)

According to the data in Table 3, as sunnariaed by this index, this

is the hleraro)^ of eotion patterns naxlniaed in the patioits' «iviron~

ments on the chronic ward. In no patient-populated setting rated did

the actim patterns Business, Education, Philanthr<^y, or Religion

receive a rating of L or mwre. According to Barker and Fright's

"Brcsiinence Index," the hierarchies of action pattern naxiaization

in the tovm of Nicest and in the Lawton School (a private school for

cripped children) were as foUowst (p. 127)



TABLE 5

raCMIKBSCE CF ACTICK PATTIRKS IS MIDW^ AKD LAI TOR

Midwest LfiEWt031

Social C(mtact

Recreation

Basiness

Earning a Living
Education

Governaait

Eeligicn
Aesthstlce
Kutrition

Physical Health
drientatioQ
Pors<mal Appearance
Philanthropy

Recreation
Social Contact

Nutrition

Education
Pl^ical Health
Personal Appearmce
Aesthetics

Religion

We have presented these ordinal arrangements primarily to illus

trate the fact that this form of data readily lends itself to conpari-

sons of potential importance* The reader is cautioned against too

qtdckly speculating cm the dlffwrancee between a small town, a crip

pled children's school, and a custodial locked ward of a mental

hospital on the basis of these data*

Finally, cne may be primarily interested in which settings maximize

which action patterns* As expected, certain settings tend to specifi

cally maximise certain acticm patterns* A common way of voicinr. this

expectation is to say, "Ihe club meets for social purposes}" "We eat

at Ihe dining rocm}" or "nffe make things in O.T*" The following is a

list of action pattwns together with the settings in nhich th^ re

ceived hii^est ratings, and the ratings the particular action patterns

received in those settings*
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Ti®LE 6

SETTIH?1S MAXDilZIKG PARTICULAR ACTIOK PATTSRITS

Acticaa Pattern, Setting

Nutritlcn

Meals

Cerateen

I^sonal Ai^pearaace
Shatring;, East
l^essing
Sharing* West
Haircuts

Aesthetic

Occupaticmal Theri^/
Outside Betail

Earning a Living
Outside Detail

Ward Coaference

Pl^sioal Health
Corrective Therapy
Shoeers* East
Doctor's Rounds

Noon Medicaticns

•otientaticn

Dressing
Ward Conference

Social Contact

Doctor's Rounds
Qpoxip Tbspspj
Noon Medications

Corrective Therapy
Outalde Detail

Reereaticn

Occupational Therapy
Canteen

Corrective Therapy
Business
Canteen

Education

Occupational Therapy
Qovems^ent
Doctor's Rotaads

lard Conference

Religicm
Gospel Singers

Rating

7 (Staff only)

it (Staff only)

6 (Staff only)

m



This listing brings ns to tbe findings th«t most settings acecasp-

lish the pxarpose fcr •shioh they were originally constructed, A few

possible differences may be found aider Aesthetic (in "Outside Detail"),

CSrientation (in "Ih'ossing"), and Social Gcaitact (in "Corrective

therapy") *

FiocUisr uses of the action pattern ratings are described in detail

by Barker and Wright, (pp. 122-lhO) including the selection of actican

pattoms by populati<m subprotqps, A similar analysis of ward 7 would

probably Indicate the wide dlffwences in what staff members do and

what patients do, as weill as the differential selectlcm of action

patterns hy ̂ ivlleged versus ncn-privileged patients.

I;, Behavior Meehaftiams (Btow the activities of settings are

acccBtpliahed). Behavior Mechanism ratin s may be dealt with in much

the smae way as the Action Pattern ratings. Data pertaining to

Behavior Mechanism ratings are presmited in Table 7. Applying the

same crude indeoc of sinmiatiea of oceiqpancy times of all settings in

irtiich behavior mechanisms were rated k or higfa«r» we find the

following hierarchy of behavior iseeiuaiisas maximized.

h  <>. / ;
'■* J-W -ii.
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TABLE 7

TOTAL BmVICB RATIKOS Ft^R
SELECTED WARD 7 SETTINGS

Setting Name

j^hsvlor Meehaalan Ratings

(MA Ta Ma Th AB Lo Li

Grand Total

Dayroca, East (ganeral)
Noon aedioations

Doctor's rounds

Haircuts

Preparing fca* bed
Gosp^ singers
Dressing (a*m*)

ShowersI East End
Sharing, East l^d
Shavinf;, ?;est End
Heals, East l^d tmly
Meals, Entire Setting
Physical thepa^fy
€ccupati(»ial Therapy
Corrective Therapy
Outside Detail (cemetery)
Group Th^apy (cai ward)
Canteen (closed ward)
ward Conferaace (staff)

h  3
6  3

6  3
7

5  1

Notest 1. Htmbars in body of table refer to ratings discussed in
Chapter I«

2* Behavior Mechanism abtoeviations.

(MA Gross Motca- Activity AB - Affective Behavior
(Ta - Talking

Ma •* Manipi^aticn
Th - Thinking

. ...i-'s ■ # •
-  * T .

>• V i ■

'  ' I

J' '' '
.  :

.■ ■' Vs' . : A

ratings cmiltted due to
pross inaccuracy)

Lo - Looking
Li - Listening

Mif:'



TABLE 8

1IAXIMI2ATIC3N OF BSHAVICE MSCHANmS

Mechanise Gross Occiqpancy Tiras (Patient Honrs)

Muaipulation
Gross Motor Aotivi^
Talking
Looking
Thinking
Listening
Affective Behavior

39h3
lh3$
55
U2
37

(Kcme rated or mere}
(Ratings omitted)

The hierarchy of behavior neehmlsms as indicated by Bark^ and

%*ight*8 prcadnmnee index is as follows, (p, 1U2)

TABLE 9

PRCMIIfEIICE niDEX CF MIDl^EST BEHAVIOR MSCHAHISMS

Mechanism Frcminence Index

1, Thinking
2, Gross Motor Activitgr
3* Manipislaticn
U • Listening
5« Talking
6, Looking
7, Affective Behavior

225U
1172

1066
800

595
500
h20

niese data suggest a picture of ward 7 as a {dace shere oae finds

mostly small'^usde and hand aovemmits such as tiose involved in

aatingj asoking, thmbing through a bo^^ and writing. Second to



IMs, we find Oroas Moixar Activi-^, such se walking, pushing laRnmowers,

and exercising in "Corrective Therapy*" Both of these nechanisnis are

found much more frequently than Talking, Lodcing, Thinking, and

Listening, This suggests a rather active group of settings, which are

nevertheless n«rked by a lack of coramunication and obvious prcblea

solving. The standing behavior patterns of ward ? aeoa to demand

"use of muscles, but not of the brain," ibi ocmtraat. Midwest settings

were oharacteriaod by Barker and Aright as envirannents in which

, the most eammcm standing behavior patterns required both

brains and muscle," (p, 11^3} As with action patterns, Barkmr and

l^ight present several more uses cf the behavicr meehsnism ratings,

including the "selection" of behavior mechanlams pc^ulaticn

sub^ov^s, (pp, Il43-lii8)

Luation of the niustratlve Survej

Ws are inta:*ested primarily in how w^l this form of data meets

tile erltmria developed during the stud^, and described early in

Chapter III,

1, Economy, This siurvey was sat dcsm on paper in a few hours*

time on basis of about five mcoths of first-hand acquaintance

with most of the settings of ward 7, the csbssrver spending two days

each week in the hospital. To obtain comprehensive data, it is telt

that considerably more time and eff<»'t would have to be expended in

(a) familiarisation with the ward, (b) verification of estimates and

ratings, Mid (e) actually making the ratings. Workers aa {u^evlous



behavlcr setting snrveirs have reported spending "... hoursy just to

decide on a single action pattein rating*'' (20) This reflects the

difficulty exparimoed by an ctoserr r in recalling his eaqp^riences in

arid observations of each settingji trying to suaoiarize then in one

overall rating, Ckje experienced worker found Sir days rere required

to c<»eplete \h9 ratlnsS the 2Sl public settings sad 11 private

settings in a boys* eanp* (20) It is feilt by the witer that vdth

more thorou^ faniliarizaticn with the method and its requirements a

comprehensive and reasonably acctarate eiirvey oi i^e ward 7 behavicsr

settings could be acccmplished by coe pnrson in at least tluree months

of f;ill~time work in a service capacity* Whether this is too extrava

gant a price fcr the infacmatiiaa gained, the writer is not in a

posit <»i to judge. In ̂ ite of possible Inaccuracies, one seoncmy

Is to be found in the use of the coeplex capacities of the human

observer in ccmbinlng observaticns into global judpiraats and ratings

of settings*

All of the findings of this survey could have been discovered by

use cf a variety of other methods—if this were not so, we should be

less apt to stress the vrerifiability of resiiLts) hw^ever, this combi

nation of a variety of data descriptive of behavior settinf^ eeems to

represent a substantial economy over the us« of uidely scattered,

isolated techniques* The fact that Bark«p and iiaright have developed

a systematic framework for data collecticai is e»e of its strcn.- est

econcaiic values^ a value which is compl^wsted by the relative ease



ulth Tihlch the data may be manipxilated, analysed, and casipared ,

t^ou^ the use of pTUiohed data cards and camputers*

inence at i. It is OTifortiaiate -ttiat the i%riter

Is not familiar en-mrh idth jarobl^as of hospital management, mental

Illness, and therapy to pass aut^critative judgments on the ecEtent to

vhieh this form of data meets the "p^tinsnce" critsriiaot. Wo know of

me ecnDKMJly accepted framewcrk eomceming what infca-matiem is moat

pertin«!it) hcsrarer, seme common, isolated judgments may be u®ed as

guides.

It Is hoped that the illustrative findings presanted oarlio: in

this secticaa will speak tor themselres c<aic«rning partlnence. le

feel that tl» mee of this method o«n uncover important facts about

the envlroiments of mental patients in very m\ich the same way that

the U, S, Bureau of the Cfflasus uaccmers very Impfflrtant facts about

the overall population of the United States. Such things as oeeu>

pmvy times and intmsity of behavior meebanisms are in themselves

not always considered crucial to p^ohologioal, adteinistrati?e, or

therapeutic problems, Hoviever, they are obvious aspects of may

bebavicr setting which may be r^isbly rated and objectively verified.

Furthermore, it is believed bf mamy that th^ have a high probability

of being of psyeholoflsal importance to individuals entering the

settings.

At the time of the survicqr we were more immediately concerned with

the deficiencies of the method thmi with its accepted values. The

first of these is that there is no provisicai in the me^od for det^^r-

mlning the variability of settings. Settings rarely are wactly the



trfM d«y to day, even if %a ignore the behavior which is attribu

table to individual characteristics. Most daviously, the exact times

of operaticei of t^ settings and the peculations of them may vary

greatly. Usually, more subtle are the variations in the number and

pwietratloo a<mes of various "power figures," and the changes from

time to time of the action pattwns engaged in as well as the behavior

mechanisms used in the stwdiag behavi^ patterns. These variations

were eeme of the facts about watrd 7 behavior settings which increased

the diffictalty of accurately complettng the ratings in the presmt

survey.

Although the populaticai categories used hwe were especially

Obstructed for use on this ward, we now feel that other patient cate

gories -grouped according to the wards on which the patioita reside

would be more iq^propriate in this hospital. They roughly parallel

the patients' level of organization, ago, and progaosis# yet are

readily ascertained. Use of this basis for categorization can tell

US, fur e!jc«»ple, the eutent to which patients frcm different wards

have an opportunity to mix.

The penetration zones, although valuable in a gross, large-scale

analysis, leave be ̂«ith a rather mp%j feeling winm viewing the data

cm as small a scale as one ward, Bere, one wishes to know not only

what pmietration zones afe occupied, but the manner in which they

are occupied as well. The indusicm of "M-zone" to indicate usual

overt behavior by staff mendsers caxLy rsfiresents a partid answb to

this question.



As Kilth the pmetratlon zones, the 1^ action patterns designed to

include a great many standing behavior patterns are by virtue of that

intention abstract. Idiile these abstract action patterns adequately

net the needs of the Hidvest field stu^, it is felt the writer that

thegr are, by virtue of their abstract nature, inaufflcleat for a

detailed aaall-scale study, and to scne extent inappropriate to the

study of hospital settings if used for the purpose of wAwstmding and

nayiaising s^ae of the "thorapeutle values" of those settings. The

acti(m pattern ratings have no illiatinating body, and for the standing

behavior patterns to be loidflrstood, require s»ie sort of supi^Leaentary

text to indicate the specific actions which eooprise the action

pattmiis.

%ere are two types of activit4.@8 which oecTa* regularly in ward 7

settings, «id which are not adequat^y ri^esented by any of the

action patterns which we have used in this illustrative survey. One

of these is a characteristic activity, which rather than being iden

tifiable by its goal or purpose, is IdentLfiad by its ladle of recog

nizable purpose. This we laight call "Idle or Aieleea" activity. Ctee

axaa^le of this would be the sitt ng and pacing of the sen in the

•ast dayrocai* As prevlotisly noted, we eaxmot call this activity

Eecreaticn with a dear oonseienoe. neither is it '^altin# in the

sense of waiting for sons rather clearly defined goalj it is simply

aimless behavior as far as any outside observer can determine and

umally as far as the patients* subjective reports reveal.



A seeond action pattern which aight b« appropriate in hoe*

pital settings votdd be one which might be called "Mental Bealth" or

"Intended Therapy," This would refer to activity whic^ has m its

primary goal the betterment of the psychiatric status of patients. At

presoat, however, we are unable to devise a definition of this term

irtiich would satisfaetorily distinguish it from oth^ aoticn patterns,

and which voi^d allow us to raliahly rate such an actlcn pattern.

Although acme workers see behavior maehanisms aa qtiite valuable,

these ratings have haunted us with a feeling that thiqr are not of

sufficimt inherent meanlngfulBess to be very usedTul in a mental hos**

pital surv^. After rating them far differwit settings we find it

very difficult to see much impcrtanee in theaf we are une^le to base

meaningful eonelusicns on then to the saae extent as with action

patterns. This is perh4^8 due to the fact that ̂ ey are mtdecxilar

aspects of behavior and thwafcre lacking in intrinsic meaningfulness.

It se«u possible that redefinitian of the bi^avior mechaniaas,

or possibly the development of new mechanima terms, perhaps on a more

mdar level, such as Social Interaction (as a mechanism for aoecm^iidi-

Ing actieai pattens), Visual«llotor Coordinaticn and Routina Repetition,

may lead to more meaningful interpretation of the ways in which stand

ing behavior patterns accomplish ti^ piurposes implied by the action

patterns*

Because we did not use the "Social Weather Scales" dev^oped by

Siaq;»8cn, (22) we have too little which tells us about the social features

of the b^avior settings, ̂ oial atmosphere, social structure, and



organisational processes} if they are to be gotten frcm this survey, ithey

must be unsatisfactorily inferred fro® the penetration aones, popuL»->

tion categories, and aoticn patterns* fhus, unless #e use the tine^

conatming "Social Weather ScidLes" or a substitute fear th«, this

Method will largely neglect arhat nany people would conBidfflr the most

important assets of mwatal hospital settings.

Insofar as the p^sictd milieu of a setting influ^ces the stand-

inff behavior patterns, throi;^h its physiognomic impressions as wall as

through ccmcrote pl^rsical restriction of behavior, wa feel that this

Burv^ tells us too lit^e about the physical milieu* Certainly a

full description of the physical aspects of settings in such a surrey

wotild be too lidaorious considering the significance of the informatlm

resulting trcm. it* Merertheless, we ̂  fsal that p^haps scmte atten

tion paid to at least the interaction of behavior and the physical

aurroundinis (i.e., the pl^ical aspects of the setting which seen

to the dbaerrsr to be of Importanee for the standing patterns of be

havior occurring in the setting) would be of value to any cfSBprehon-

■Irenanalysie of patients* envlronmwits*

3* Coaparsbillty of Findln-s* We assiaie that the foregoing

illustrations are adequate dmnoastration that findings from this sort

of survey are cosqparable wlto findings ft'cjtn similar siirreys* Where

the differences in tecimiqaes of data collection ai^ statistics used

make direct nunerloal comparisons ins^propriate, as with the "maximi

sation of action pattens," rank order eoaq>ari8ons appear to be

illuminating*



Wa feel that the primary stia^ling block to achierriBg comparability

mould bo unrscog&ioed adoption of different frames of reference by dif

fer ̂ t otoservOTs* Bark^ and ftrigbt have not fovmd this to be a problem}

hoftover, as we laiderstand it, all of their workers tiave had a ccmuacai

(HTientation to the method—a much richer oriwitation than can be

givem in writing* It eeeme possible that this method, when tried by

different observers having a different orientatian to it, will result

in unintentionally producing data which is not ccaparable to data pro

duced by other work®rs in diffarent locations. This problara might be-

ccme particularly inpoartant as modifications of the method are made to

suit the needs of particular areas of research.

U. Theoretical Crientation, Altimugh the basic conceptions of

behaviot* settings and the develofaient of this me'tood are an outgrc^^'bh

of Lewin's theoretical criantatian and teachings, and there is the

underlying aasus^tlon that behavicr settiiigs influ®:jce behavicr, (p. 53)

we feel that this outgrowth is remarkably theory-free. We are in arree-

mffist viitii Barker and Wright Khen th^ classify behavifa' settings as

''oB^iirical fact," and ccaisider that they have "discovered" behavicr

settings rather than having "invented" thes. The estimates and

ratings derive their validity and ueefulness in no small way fTcwi

their concrete roots. They may be vffli'ifiod directly by the very con

crete process of counting up parson-hours, and indirectly by the use

of reliability studies on the ratings. Furthar, the findings may

often be eonc^tually verified by referring to cofflion social knoivledge

as Bark^ and Wright have frequaatly done throughout their bodt.



It is conceivable that investigators with widely differing theo

retical points of view may find this data useful to their particular

p*oblem8. A learning theorist migjht find interestino ecfflparlecais of

laprovement measures for patients with hi^rh occupancy times in settings

high in Social Ccntact as opposed to those in settinrs rated low in

Social Contact. An analytically oriented researcher might find inter

esting the pc^ulstion of "nutritional" settings by patients in different

diagnosti© categTies, and it is conceivable that an AcDLerian student

may find usefulness in the theri^eutio effectiveness of settings

differing in the penetration acnes which they off®p to patients.

It should be noted that this method is not limited to the use of

only the variables used by Barker and right or those proposed in

this pe^er. Ae a multiple rating systoa^ we see no reason why variables

may sot be added, codltted, or modified to suit the resenrcher^s needs.

?<«• instance, one could conceivaibly rate settings in terms of "Ego-

s^portlveness" or in terms of "positive and negative reinforc«ent

of archaic impulses."

5. Hcndisruptlon of Therapeutic PToceasea. As the methods of

the present siurrey require only that the cbservcr live in the setting

long enough to mahe sure of his ratings, it permits ̂  use of any

ftww of participoat ohservaticn. We are sure that all settings can

be rated without the taking of notes in the setting, and if deemed

neoessiry due to defensivenees on the part of patients or staff. It

could be accomplished by on observer operating in a disguised role*
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It is ttie iia*lter(8 c^lnicn that, if anything, the fact that he was

iencwn to be studying^ ward 7 behavior settinirs nay have geaaarally en-

hamed the therapeutie ed^fectivesifM of the ward by focusing

attention on those activities*
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T, sans poram&L motipicatiqiis cr the midwest technique
FCH USE IN HC^PITAL ANALTSIS

In developing the behavicr setting stinr^. Barker and Alright pur-

poselF moved sIo^«ly, choosing to neglect mat^ of the areas we have

mentioned tmdw "pertinoice of findin s" in favor of orderly procession

toward a me'Uiod which woidd snnmarize the most obvious aspects of be-

hav-l(W settings in a systematic and econcmical, yet verifiable, way.

But we have been impatient. Ke hoped to aeccxBplish a practical objec»

tive of finding some relatively simple and systmsatic way of describing

settings which, through having a i^eater richness of detail, would be

of immediate practical value to the a^teinistrators ccmcerned with the

settings, and which would at the same time have a framework flexible

enough to provide for further developmmats of the method.

In making the followii^ modificaticns, our attitude has been ex>

pLoratory, lodeing more toward what pertinent data migjht be gathered

concerning settings than locking toward problems of reliability of

ratings, careful use of statistics, and validating our assra^ticms

about the meaning of data. Thus, outside of some informal comparisons

among hastily crimnted c^servers mad a few informal discussions,

nothing along this latter line has hem done to 8t^}pcrt the techniques

suggested, and our evaluative statemmts are based on speculation and

meager experience* without fully realising it, we have strayed

somewhat from our criterion of avo ding liheoretical entangl.«sentsj



insofar as scrae iaplicl't theorizing has entered into several of the

conc^ts devslqped here. Insofar as we recognise this, we shall warn

the read®* of it.

fills ch^ter is organized wcording to the following plant

Secticna A and B - General Techniques for Maximizing Detail
Sections C through F •*> Quantitative Descriptions
Sections G through L - Qualitative Descriptions

A. Direct CJbservation and Time SaBpllng

Ae menticmed in Chapter IV , we were made very uneasy by the

knoRn variability of the settinpa~4)y both the variations in population

ohaz'acteristicsy and to a lesser extent, by variations in the standing

behavior patteams. The first suggeaticn toward eliminating this diffi

culty in the absence of natixrally oectaring records clarifying those

aspects of the settings about which we were uncertain, was to rettarn

to the settings with eheokllsta specifically for those aspects.

From this point it was a very i^ort st^ further to i?)pl,y the

same workeheet to settings for just those times during which the

settings were chserved. By doing this, the data of a behavior setting

survey beecmas tlmi product of direct observation, and the problem of

variability beeooies more clearly one of time sampling, irtiich may be

attacked by more clearly understood principles of sampling. This

teoholque might remove some of the uncertainty of the method and

reduce the complexity of raters' judgments. By using this method of

direct obsearvaticn and reducing the length of time used as a basis



for ratings, ̂ ere seems leas potential dangea* of particiilarly striking

(to tiie observe:') erraits receiving spuriously high emphasis in ratings.

For settings isblch occtjr repeatedO-y for relatively shtn-t time

periods, such as "Medications," "Shaving," and "Meals," it seems best

to 8^iJ.e each occurrence of the setting as a tmit rather than attempt

ing to foUov a rigid time sampling sehsdule and eocamlning imnattsral

temporal segments of the settings, ith continued settings which occur

more <r less throughout the day with few or no natural and obvious

l^'eafcs, such as "Dayroom, General," "front Lawn," and "Canteen," it

seems more api^roin'iate and eoonoaical to follow a jare-arranged time

saiqilini: schedule^ flexible enough that allowance might be made for

B^arate rating of major sub settings ihich appear to alter the general

setting (as "Co^«^ Sin. fei-a" alters the setting "Dayroom, General"

sufficiently that a time samj^s at that time of "Dayroom, Gajoral"

would not be reiresmitative). So far we have been using tan to

twenty minute samples for these settings.

We feel that this procedure of using direct dbeervatlon as the

basis fw ratings has an advmitage in reducing variability problaas to

a great extent, such that with samples of sufficient nuaber, fairly

accurate mearores of variability as well as central tendency might be

made. La addition, because a shorter time span Is used as the basis

for ratings, and the cois^lexity of the rater »s task is thereby reduced,

the data may be said to be "closer" to the observed facts, and greater
S

objecUvity might be claimed for this technique. This, of course.



would STXfgest aore reliabla ratings for the direct cfcserration tech

nique! however, infernal caaparisms by raters obs(^vlng the s®ne

sanples of the sane settings suggest no acre striking agrecaent than

obtained by Barker and ^SS-ight. For us at this early date, the aaln

advantage seetas to be <me of greater comfort and certainty in making

the ratings*

A potential disadvantage to this ̂ sten is that variability of

ratings may be spuriously dampened due to the rater's carry-over from

previous saa^iles of the setting* This has e^peared to be more

of a problem with s<»Be of the newer data developed than with the data

required by the Midwest technique* Insofar as the direct observation

techniques give seme Indication of variability where none existed

before, this possibility of "flattened variability" may be considered

a disadvantage only insofar as the researcher might be misguided In

thinking that he has accurate measures*

Lcn of Settings Into Cosmonsnt St&sei

In taking the more detailed view by use of direct ohaeervaticn,

it seemed desirable to reduce scHse large and coiqplicated settings,

such as "Meals," and "OceupatianBl Therapy" into more readily ob

servable segments* While there are many ways this might be done, it

•ppeara that logical vay is to break up these settings into sub-

settings* These subsettings may be det«umined by use of the statistic,

"K," and may be rated Indepradently, the ratings of action patterns



and behavior aeekanisBUi being eoobined bjr «a averaging process based gd

occupancy ttse* It is important to reeogniBe,^ bowever, that this

averaging {rocedure aagr cnly be used v^here all the sobsettings within

a setting are tak^ into account.

The relative value of these techniques of direct observation, time

sampling, and redueticn of eettings into subsettinge is analogous to

that of a aicrosc^e. On the one hand these procedures permit a more

detailed group of ratings, but they may reatrict the '*field of view**

on the other. There seems some danger that the more microscopic view

of subsettinge in isolation may wicourage a failure to observe the

intmr-relationships amcng the subsettings with a resultant inaccuracy

bol^ in ratings and in mderstanding of the overall organisation of

the setting.

From the point of view of eeoncmy, these techniques for maximizing

detail may prove to be distinctly uneconomical for large-scale studies.

The extent to which these modificaticns are ixsed will have to be dic

tated by ccxisideration of the goals of the study and the time and

Buaipower available.

Frcm a theoretical point of view, we are somewhat concerned about

ihe interpretation of results if, tqpon furthar research, it is found

toat data resulting ftrom use of those techniques of direct etesmrvation,

time sssqpling, and reduction of settinps into subsettings for rating

purposes turns out to be widely variant from data produced by tech

niques used at Midwest. At first gp^anee we should be inclinmi to



pronounce the more detailed or microscopic data as the mare accurate and

valid} however^ it nay well be that the difference lies in the nature of

the phenomenal aj^earance of settings and standing behavitn' patterns*

The behavior setting survey is sometimes considered to be a detailed and

systesmttised represmtation of the way settin? s appear to their inhabit

tants» more than a coldly objective view of what actually existe in the

setting* If we have more objectively accurate data, through use of the

suggested techniques, it miy not in fact be an accurate ri^esffiitati<m

of the appearance of the setting to the inhabitants. An illustraticm

may clarify this point*

We have noted that the Physical TluHrsplst in the setting "Physical

Therapy," althoogh aetually a single leauder in that setting, usually

behaves as an active functionary, giving no orders but siaQxLy informing

the patients as to what is to be done and operating the ccntrols tm the

equipment* jDa taking a detailed viaw of the setting, there is a

tendency to list the l^ysical Therapist in Penetration Zone U each time

it is observed. Ignoring the universally recognised fact that he is a

single leader and can give direct orders to bolh patients and aides

within that setting. It is because of this universal recognitiaa that

it is possible for this man to work in the way he chooses, as an active

functionary* Thus, in ctpite of the fact that he behaves as m active

functicnary, he is generally seen as a leader* The question arises,

which is the marc "accurate" penetraticm rating?

This was perhaps less of a problem in Midwest, as the observation

technique uaed there did not tend to maximise ̂ e difference we have



noted* 10 have had inaufflcient experimee with both techniques to

offer an answer, but the researcher choosing a technique should be

aware of the possibility (rf this sort of difference occurring and make

a decision as to whether he wishes to nscimize -Uie concrete roots and

verifiability of the ratings or the accviracy of representation of the

phencnanal appearance of the setting—the latter perhaps being the

more difficult task*

The writer feele that the above techniques for aaximiaing detail

in ratings, i.e*, direct observation, time aaipling, and rating of

subsettings, are potentially the most impin'tant modifications offered*

Their is^Mrtance is that th^ radically change the nature of the

obasanrar's task, his basis for rating, and the nature of resultant data*

Ths precise nature and extent of these ehsnges is still unclear, but

^ey may make possible many new scsrts of behavior setting deecrlp'ti.cm*

l&e fdllo¥fing ■K»dification8 w«re developed simultaneoasly with

the foregoing modifications* Seme resulted from -Uie vriter's ccxtstant

^ange of focus from settlag to wcxrksheet and his discovery of new

ways in which settings might be described* Others developed more out

of discussions of setting dawripticm with others*

C* Fopulation Turnover

In takiag a aora detailed wiew of settings by use of direct ob-

8ervatic», it beeomes obvious that within <me occurrence of a setting

tho population may chayage markedly* In some settinfrs, such as

"tfedlcatians" «ttd "g&xowers," there is a regular timovar of patients



i^o aove through the setting at a rather regtder rate of speedy and in

the ease of "Medications," there Is little chanpe in the total popula

tion of the setting. In other settings, such as "last Dayrocsi" md

"Occ^ational Thwrapy," there is irregular turnover, ccmaisting iari-

narily of privileged patients, which results in irregular populatlcai

changes* In the case of the "last Dayroen of Ward 6," it was found

that in addition to the hrregular patient turnover, there was repeated

turnover one aide vho entered the fiayroon on various errands several

tines during one tiae sample*

So far, those three types of turnover, regular, .irregular, and

repeated, have proven to be readily distinguish«d>le* We have found it

convenient to indicate these three types of turacv^, the population

categories rssponsible for the toznover, azul the net change in popula

tion* It is possible, but not convenient exoept in ̂ e case of regular

turnover, to estimate sosie tempcral asqpects of the turnover such as

the average time spent In the setting by msnibers of each population

category and the nunhers in each population category passing 'Uarou^

^s setting during each unit of time*

Ttimover data appears important through its relevance to overall

occupancy time estimates* In the ease of settings wi^ regular turn

over, inelttding the mobile setting "Doctor Rounds," the oecupaney

time seems best estimated <m t^e basis of turnover data—in this case,

the ntadMur of people entering and leaving the setting per unit time*

In additiesi, turnover data may give sane hints as to some of the



quaXita'tive feattirea of ths settings. Settings having regtilar turnover

soera to have quite a different character frors settings having irregular

turnover or v«ry liiaited turnover# Although we have no supparting data#

it seens to the writer that Host of the settings havinf regular turnover

of patients are more businesslike, foraal, and in general, tend to be

ttore impersonal and less relaxed* further. In these settings, patients

seas to have a clear idea of ̂ fhat Is expected of thm* These are

jad@»«its which ehotad be made independently of a behavior setting

surv^»

D» Space Ratio

By "space ratio" we ref«p to the mount of available floor space

in the setting tdilch is actually being used. The space ratio was

developed in hopes of indicating ths extent to i»hich forces exist

in a setting tending to dra:vf people together more closely than fcrced

by the pl^slcal limitations of the setting. It tos noticed, for

instauice, than in the setting "last Bayroam," patients tended to be

spread out, using all of the avaU^dsle space. However, in the

setting "Closed Ward at Grove," the same grcnq) of patients did not

use all of the available space, but tended to conp-egate for the most

part in one section of the space devoted to picnic tables. The space

ratio was developed as a means of reC'^dinr this sort of ohservatico.

Space ratio may be coasted by dividing the "milieu area" (total

available flocr space) into what we have called the "groiq) area,"

which is roughly defined as "th® area enclosed \!y a perimeter



wstclosing •Xl Inhabitan'ts of the setting#" Such ccraputation results in

a crude neaaure which aagr vary frcm an infinitely small fraction to a

maximum of 1,00# Although this definition sounds readily verifiable by

objective measurem«at, we have considerable aitoiguity in the phrase.

"area enclosed by a perimeter surrounding all the inhabitants#" In

Bettings where the pqpulation is distributed amonp several snail, but

wid^y separated groups, or in which caae or two people are v^idely

separated from a relatively coiq)aot group, it is not at all clear how

such a perimeter should be drawn# Because of this difficulty, and in

reference to the supposed meaning of this a^ect of settings, it appears

both more convenient and more appropriate to make a purely intuitive

rating of thB space ratio than to attea^t to measure it In a physicfiQ.

Lation Densl

This is ssm as closely related to l^e space ratio. Especially

idi«a the space ratio is loss tiian c«ie. It is possible that the close

ness of people to each other may be of psychoLor leal impcrtance, al

though this Importasice will probably need to be determined independently

for each setting observed* At first, we Intended to divide the iTo-ap

Srea used for the space ratio by the number of people in the setting.

thus achieving a measiars of populaticn density# Due to the msbigtiity

of the ecmcept "grcnq) area," however, the estimate of "modal intei^

personal distance" was sid>stituted# We have defined modal inter

personal distance as "The mode of the distances between each occupant

■M



of the setti&g and his nearest neigidsor*'' This newer concept seegui

soaeirthiat less aabi -uous, and seoas to offer leas difficulty in astina-

ticaif although reliability has not bean detemtined*

F, Coercicatj Scales

In producing the illustrative survey in Chapter IV , we noted

that seas settings, aside frcai their dally variability, were strikinsay

harder to rate than others* acne settings, such as "Correctivs

Therapy," the standing behavior patterns seen^ to stuid out clearly*

In others, such as "East Dayrocei" wad "Canteen," the standing behavior

patterns seen less wall dsfined. Slallarly the settints that were

dlfficiilt to rats tended to be aoi e oc»{d.e:v than those which were

easier to rate, having aore activities in progress at cnce. It was

suggested by P, H. Scoggsn, Fh,D,, that this was very much like

Barken* and Wright's concept of "coercion" of the setting upon stand

ing behavior psttems, (p. 9, 53-^7)

noting that standing behavlcK patt^^ns do exist and that thegr

diffw from ems setting to azu>ther, and noting that the individual's

behavior varies fkcia nas setting to another, leads to the inf«renes

that there are aspects of the settin s which "coerce" behavior. It

is aasused that settin a In which v«*y few types of sctivitlss occur

are geaierally the more coereive—streets are gansrally said to be

coercive In that it Is rare that (me finds behavior other than

loocmotlcm (m them.
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"Mar&lng Madicatlons" is &a obviously coercive setting and is de

signed to be that way. Tables are arranged in a restricting part of

the ward (the entrance way of the central hall), and usually one or

two aides are buagr directing traffic through ttie eetting, sanding

patients to their dayrooss as 80<m as they have taken their medica-

tions. An aide stands at the entrance door restricting entry into the

setting sonetiaes by using his am as a gats. Because of the crowding

in the stairway outside^ little behavior is possible other than sinply

standing and wadting. As a result;^ the standing behavior patterns in

"Morning Kedicaticns" are very clearly defined and eai^ for the nm-

participating observer to grasp. The "last B yrooB," however, though

restricted by lo(^ed doore, has fewer coercive features. Within the

plqrsical space available, there is more fbeedon of noveaent, k

greater ntaaber of potential behavior objects are available, and a com

paratively wide range of behavlop is pwiiitted by the aides and ig

nored by the patients. Finally, the "East D yrooei" does not have such

clearly j^esoribed behavior patterns in the sense of aides telling

patients speeifieally what they are to do in the setting throughout

the day. For these reasons we feel that behavior patterns in "East

Dayrocii" are more complox and less clearly defined. To the outside

observer it is much less obvious juet irtiat is going cm much of the time.

I?e have fomulated three "scales" which we consider to be indica

tive of the coerciveness of settings. To date we have gathered too

little data to suggeet their u >efulne88} however, they represmt a

step toward analysing and recording this presumably important aspect

of settings. It is felt that there may well be other, more appropriate



ways of achienrijBg this goal. In a strict, statistical sens©, ne are

ei5>3seai3tic in the xtse of the term "scales," for use of that term

implies lanidimensicnality ^nd the possibility of transitive judpiente

along the diaensicn dealt with by the soale. We have not yet \mder-

t,aken to support either of these assni^ticns and, in using thea, we

ar ? assuming without evidence that they are in fact scales*

The Coercion scales refer specifically to aspects of the standing

behavicr patterns observed. The first soale refers to the phenomenal

vagueness or clarity which ttie observe finds in the standing behavior

pattern. Here the observer is asked to indicate whether he tamediately

has a feeling of certainty about what the standing behavior patterns

are, or whether he feels that behavior in the setting is someho'i?

vague and unclear.

The second oo^reion scale refers to the ecBjple>:ity of the standing

behavlcr patterns. By ccmplexi^ we refer to the extorit to which

thwe are a nmaber of separata activities occurring at the same time

or overlapping tmporarily loa the way one generally thinks of a

"three-ring circus," w, on the otiiw hand, whether there are only a

few activities in which all the inhabitants of the setting are ̂ igaged.

The third coercion scale refers to the eoctmt to which the be

havior appears to be spontaneous car larescribed. This is the most

inferential of the scales, as the spontaneity or prescriptica of be

havior is usually not directly observable, particularly if observa-

ticms are made on the basis of rather brief time samples. Any

variability found In rating of this varlatole might well be attributable



to observer's growing aequaintanoe witii the setting rather than to

variation in the setting itself. Ratings of'fclearj'"simple," end'^e-

scribed"are, in a very general way, assumed to suggest coerciveness.

These three "scales" prcfeably do not exhaust the possibilities of

analyzing coerciveness in a way subject to easy cca^ari8<ms. Insofar

as eoercioD is an inferred and theoretical consideratlcm, one night ex

pect aore neaningful statmaents cm coercion of settings frcm insightful

observations, the goals of which would be to attempt to define the

sources of behavlcm-nilieu synonorphy as discussed in Section "I" of

this chapter.

A part of the ccm^exlty observed in sc»e settinr s is attributable

to "Urn existence of rather well defined subsettings, Fcr example, the

setting "Heals" has taaporal subsettings which are the different neala

of the day, and population subsettings narked prlaisrily by the occu-

pancy of the dining rocaa by different groiqjs of patimts. For this

list of subsettings, however, we r-fer to ihe major subsettings

regularly occurring each tine ward 7 goes to neals, Wi-Udn this

setting, the najor subsettings ineludet (a) waiting cm the stairs

outside the dining rocn ("Stairs")i (b) passing in line through the

serving line, picking food ("Sei-ving ilne")| (c) the activities

at the tables, mostly eatinp and waiting ("Tables") and (d) upon a

si^sl from an aide, leaving the dining room via the stairs and group

ing on the walk for the return to the ward ("Leaving"), These are



iwU defined subsettings, each of whleh hag a gynoacrpbio relation wLih

ts nonpsyct Leuj and each of tsbich might be the sxjbject of

separate obsejrvaticm and rating. It is expected that applicsticm of

detailed criteria (pp. ̂ >-62) and the statistic^ "K," (pp. 62-66) TSrlll

aid in eases irhere subsettings cannot be readily identified on u

intuitive basis*

If the simultaneous occinrrence of nussy such subsettings contributes

to an observer's iapression of complexity in the unit setting^ we feel

that the cceqpanent stbsettings should be listed in order to indicate

both the number and nature of suoh subsettings. By use of appropriate

titles^ the general nature of these subsettings could be ecmmunicated.

Such information probably vouldf in most cases, greatly modify any

inferences about eoercivmaess drawn frca the coercion scales alone.

H, List of Behavior Cbj nts Used

Bshavicr objects may be described as -Uie physical and social

"things" with which behavior is associated. A bdtiavicr Object is con

sidered a "Behavior-ifHieu Syncmiarph," and speeifioaticxi of a behavior

object includes notation as to the behavior which is commonly associa

ted with the object. For instance, a television set, pencil, a

Mill town tablet, md a key are all behavior objects.

e incltided a listing o£ the behavior objects actxially used in

the data to be gathered concerning settings,as this is a necessary

ocHq}onent of the statistic "K" used to help deteraine the interdepen

dence of two settings. Unless the behavior associated with the object



was \musaal in sone respect} such as "wall used to grind out cigaretteS}"

only the name of the object was noted in 'ttie listing* Aside firon their

use in the statistic "K" we have made no further use of these lists*

Behavior objects in conjunction v.ith the behavior defining them are

considered by Barker and .right to represent the prevailing culture

through their attachment to standing behavior patterns* In view of thiS}

It seems that further anifl.ytic use may be maidte of a listing of behavior

objecte in a setting* It appears to be uneccnoaic in the cmtes.t of

large-scale hospital studies to engage in the detailed analyses de

scribed by Barker «id Iright, (1, pp* 308-322) and by Scoggenj (23), ; ; ;

however, there are othar ways in which information concerning behavior

objects mi^ used* These may include an intuitive analysis of a list

of bebavicsr objects mad cen|>ariBC8i of those behavior objects used to

those available, and notation of the use of behavior objects by dif

ferent population categories*

essions and Descriptions of the Physical Atmosphere

We felt that more infoirmatlon was meeded concerning physical as

pects of behavior settings. A cco^jlete description of the ptysical

milieu of any setting would be not only laborious, but also of little

value in understanding the standing patterns of behavior* lacking any

clear-cut notitm as to what aspects of a setting's physical milieu might

be most Important, we have turned to the ga^aring of the following,

relatively unsystematic data as a stop-gap device.-



First, ■Uie obserrsr notes his impressions of tha pl^sical

atmo^hsre. These are brief and dascripti/o of the obaEnrm''s sub^eo-

tive reactim to the set tins j for counple, in observing the same

setting at ths smae time, one observer describad the "East Dayroaa"

as "scraefwhat aj^ressive," ®g«aierally dark," and having a "shnfUlng

type noisej" vhlle another observer erote down, "bright," "background

noise (T,V,)," and "messy," The diff^r'ences in impressions s^jpeared

to be in part df* to the observers being seated in diffsrast places,

lv«n if the dbssrvers had beai seated at the same place, hc»<ever,

■mm would not be discouraged by the lack of observer agreement. In

the first place, it is of interest to note that some aspects of a

setting are eapsble of giving rise to vsrlant subjective impressicns,

while other aspects give relatively uniform imprassions, Seccaidly,

and more important, are the aetinodological developnent goals. It is

anticipated that a large amount of this type of data could be gathered

in which observws would be eneouraged to maximize variation and

"artlstleness" tlarough theoretical and personal biases. Qualitative

analysis of this data may result in the evoluticn of a relativ^y

small ntaaber of variables which, because of their ccnsistency within

settings and their variability aaong settings, as well as their

assiaied Importance for behavior, might be included in a more systematic

rating system.

Second, the observsr is asked to write dcwn a brief (one parag^raph)

des^nripticn of the physical surroundings. Such a description includes



the geographic location, siae and shape of the physical milieu, the

najor furnishings, lighting, color «ch«ao, soirees of noise, etc# H©

nystematie use of this data is expected in la^ge-scale studies, al-

thou, h rating and coding scheaies could be developed to use the data in

this way# It is expected that the priaary usofulneas of this date wcmld

be through intuitive analysis In sfflall-scale studies.

•essions anc je soca

As noted in Cha9>ter IV, the survey at present neglects social

features of behavicr settings# As with the physical features of bo»

havior settlnrs, we are unsure as to irtiat variables will be the most

inportant# While it is probable that existing techniques such as pub

lished i^atems descriptive of sociiQ. groups and social interaction, ot

the "&jeial Weath-r Scales," aay be adsqpted for use h«:e, we have not

mdertaken to expl<re these possibilities# Again we prefer to resort

to naive deserlpticxi#

The impressions are cncpeeted to be global and subjective} and

variability anong observers is an expected result# For example, two

observers viewing the sane groiq? th«rapy session agreed that the set

ting wan emotionally charged} however, one observer noted an Inpression

of "warmth" while another noted an impression of "hostility." Discus

sion of this "unreliability" led to an istpcrtant understanding of the

setting, that a background atmoi^here of waamth was apparently created

in ihich patients could safely and directly expo'ess hostility# As

witii impressions o£ physical features of the settings, we fesl that



the Intuitive analysis of these iaipressians would be of immediate prac

tical value and that over a long period of data gathering, ratinfcs and

classificaticms of the social atmosphere of settings could be developed.

Uhe observer is also asked to ̂ irite a brief descripticn of some

of Idle social features of each setting idilch scct to hins to be important.

In one or two paragraphs, the observer is asked to mention something of

the satisfaction and dissatisfactlems accruing to patients in the set

ting, the behavior prescribed and the behavior permitted, as well as

s<maething of the <*flavar" of the setting. As with the Impressions of

physical aspects of settings, variability amcng obsarvers is to be ex

pected, and no hnBedlate statistical use oi ̂ ese desoriptions is con

templated. The primary values of these descriptions are expected to be

the facilitaticsi of intuitive understanding of settings in small-scale

studies, and use of the data ̂ us collected as a basis fcr later

developrnmat of ratings and classifications appro|n>iate to large-sesile

studies.

secific Action Pal

It was noted in the evaluation of the illustrative surv^ that,

by virtue of their idietract natmre, the 13 action patterns used by

Barker and Wright seem to give insufficient information. We find our

selves unable to predict (ui an a-prlori basis ;}uBt i^t mere specific

acticui patterns would be of value. Fcr this reascui, we again have

improvised a technique having some immediate useftUness with a view

toward later developsent on the basis of large amounts of data collected.



DtiriBg or after the tlse v»hen -U-ie cbsenrer fills oat the wcrkaheet wiUhi

action pattern ratings, he is expected to write down the particular

activlti3S cca^ising the action patterns rated* As an example of this,

in a time sample of the •Tfeat Dayroraa" fi-oia ItOO to lil5 p.m, on

August 7, the total pop\iLaticsi was 3U* In this setting. Recreation was

rated "1" cm the participation aubscale and "1** on the evaluaticxi and

appreciation suhscale* Cti a separate sheet Is the notation, "Reerea-

tionj"

(a) Poc^ garnet 2 Psycholofy trainees, 1 doctor, 1 patient
(doctor eraltiating explicitly) ,

(b) Cards (P^ocfale)i 1 patient, 1 aide
(c) Readin 1 2 patiaats
(d) 1 patient actively watching pool game.

It is expected that codsble data could soon emerge from such not»»

ticms, snd may be fouc^ useful in large-scale comparisons as well as in

small-scale intensive studies. In contrast to the data on physical

and social atmosphflres, this is concrete and verifiihle data. It is

expected that frcm it, comparisons such as the following may be msuie:

"In Hospital 1 recreational activities include (in percentages of

recreation pra'son-hours), a^ reading, card games, c% checkers,

pool, ̂  Softball, f^ football, watching T.¥., etc> mile in

Ftospital Y the recreational activities are composed of ... .^ Frcm

the point of view of further development of the method, it seess

possible that these specific action patterns may be logically groined

into categcriss at a level between the abstract level of Recreation

and the specific level we have described ̂ ve. We look toward this

development because the specific level might easily become too

cumbersome for efficient use in lar; e-scale studies.



L» fiapects of Analysis for Small-Scale Studies

In ®Ball-scale studies involving one or tiso wards, car perhaps

limited to intensive study of a few settings, both detailed numerical

and intuitive analyses of settings would be in order. As parts of

such analyses, we suggest tlie following two focal points.

1, Actim Sequences. These would consist of descripticai of tem

poral sequenoes of activities which are an integral part of the stand

ing behavicsr patterns* An example of a gross action sequence in the

setting, ̂Weals," would ineludet plaoning mcsng the staff as to which

aides will take which positions is ths setting, the kitoh^ phoning

the ward v-lth the infomation that they are ready for the ward, assffiab-

ling the patimts on ths ward, cotmting ths patients out of the ward,

the walk to the dining room, the entrance by two to four aides to the

dining roost through ̂ e kitchen, the measured entrance of patients

into the dining rom, the waiting and active phases of behavior in the

serving line, the activity of aides check ng oti diets, check ng atten

dance and {Hissing out bibs, the actual eating, the waiting foUowii^

the eating, the exit from the dining rocn, the return to the ward, and

counting the patients into the ward.

It would be appropriate to call tola an analysis of the operation

of the setting, the logical sequwices of activity which "make the

setting rim." These are the aspects of behavior which, ccnbined with

their recurrtnit nature, seem to give the "patterning" to standing

behavior patterns.



2, Sources of Syncsaorphy, Possible sources of behaviorHBllieu

a^omorptqr are discussed by Barker and ̂ ight, (pp, 5'3-57) and are

listed on page 20 of this paper* These are, so to speak, the reasons

artiy the staading beherior patterns "fit" or "belcng*' to the milieu.

For fficaaple, pacing i^pears to be synoacrphic with the geographic area

in the "laat Bayroon" called "the racetrack," largely through the

plysical forces in the setting. Due to the arrangeaent of furniture

in the dsyroca as well as the plaoemmt of walls, this is cne of the

few rout^es long imoagh, continuous, and wide enough and roughly circu-

lar in shape to permit continuous walking at anything near a normal

rate of speed (pacing on the racetrack would be rated "1" on the t«apo

subscale of Cross Kotor ActlTity), The fact that it is a locked ward

prohibits walking outdocrs. In addition, the racetrack is fairly

central in its looetian and frcn it, a pacer may keep track of most

of the activity in the dayrooa, Aa his route surrounds and is sur

rounded by chairs and t^les, the pacer is at no time "isolated ftrom

•toe group," Pac«rs probably sngaf e in more ncai-verbal social contact

during a day than almost any other patient on the ward. Typically,

they seem to be rather social, usually cn a non-rwbal level, in most

of toe routine settings entered by ward 7 patients, (The most active

patients are NAG and FlJ, and it Is possible that a desire for social

contact as wti.1 as for activity are major aspects of the motivation

for pacing.

These two aapects of analysis are laborious, require thorough

knowledge of the settings thus described, and are not readily usable



In ecsaparative studies. In using thaa, one wcnld apjxrosch the labori**

ous coa^ehensiTS laethods outlined by LucMns. (13) 3n the conteoct

of studies focusing on behavior settings, we nee them as limited to

intensive saall-scale studies, such as controlled CKpariaentation in

which the properties of behavior settings are the indflpendent variables.

There are aany other techniques already developed which may be used in

the analysis of partictslai' settings, ae have sxiggested these points

of focus because they have grown out of efforts to study behavior

settings specifically. Such interpretation of setting description

constitutes one point at i^oh a hBhsft&c setting survey would

dovetail with socidlogical studies of izistitatiGnal structure.
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VI. COHCLUSIOHS

A, StJ<^pestions for Research

The foregoing sectiona represent an initial explcaration into the

possibilities of adapting the behavicr setting siirvey for use in hos

pital analyses. In no case has fully adequate research tak^ place to

verify ttH» evaluative stat^enta given as a result of this study. Be

cause of ti«e lljaitaticais, research was carried cet cnly to the point

where the iwiter fehling that a particular teci^mique might

work and be of value, the primary goal being that of sotplca'atlon and

the building up of a ^oup of potentially workable ideas. In this

seoticui we intend very briefly to outline scrae of the f crseeable

directions in which research might take place so that this method

might be developed into a fully useful research tool. Here we will

be raising questions which can only be answered hy more rigorous and

systematic research than we have done,

1. Reliability. Probably the first question many will ajsk of

the quantitative aspects of the behavicr setting survey is "To what

emtent to observers agree in observing the same settings at ^e same

time?" Insofar as this paper is intended primarily fcr researchers

who aare not intimately acquainted with ^ work at Midwest and have

not shared in their orientation of observers, it remains unknown at

this point whether new studies woidd be marked by inter-observer



reXiabUlty of the saae aider as tiiat found by Barksr and lright|

furtheannore, no formal reliability check has been made coQcerning ai^

of tbe modifications smggested in Chapter ?•

Ciie may ejqpeet to find different reliabilities for different as

pects of the method^ for instance, estimates of population and occu

pancy time may be tijs most reliable, ratings of action patterns next

most reli^le, and ratings of beharior mechaniaBS least reliable*

We expect the suggested ratings relerant to eoareion to be rather

unreliable*

In addition, it appears possible that diff^ent settings would

be characterised by differing reliability of ratings, possibly highly

occupied settings such as »Dayroc«,East" and «Meals« giving rise to

lower inter-observar reliability lAan small settings such as "Occupa

tional Thfflraigr on Wfflrd." In additiim, mcare coMCcive settings may lead

to higher relisbililrfLes than less co®rclve settings due to the factors

which led to inv«mtton of the "Coercim scales*" iftheth«r the tech

nique of direct obserration and the associated detailed techniques

would lead to higher reliability than "Wiose used at Midwest is not

now knovm*

r. In the case of most of the estimates and ratings

used in the behavi®r setting survey, ostablisl»ent of validity is a

much slmpleor task than it is in the case ef psychological tests* The

reason for this lies in the anchcring of the me'te.od to emcrete

physical reaa.ities* ie can couht the pipulaticn, the time apm%



thore^ and the nmber of person-hoTirs or perscm-oiinutes each perscai

on '^ages in a givm activity* Af^eom^t of ratings with this counting

constitutes validity of the ratings and estimates* The difficulty of

the task,jthen> coass not from logical complexities, but from

necessity of a vast bulk of painstaking work. This would ja*abably

necessitate a rather ocm{dex system of sampling, due to the impossi

bility of actually counting the activities of every perscxi in large

settings* If scxse action patterns are charact^istically over or

mderrated, is it by ocnaistmit mount? If so, it would certainly

be of interest to discover why*

3* Trial Ose of the Me-feiod* Of or p«Ph«i^e evm greater

importance than studies of reliability and validity would be studies

in which the method is actually used as a fact-finding tool* Through

out the developmmt of techniques reported in this paper, we have

be«D plagued by the question of whether this me^od will in fact

economically point up facts of value to hospital administrators and

to persons carrying out broader and more comprehensive analysis of

instituticnal structure. The method seems to offer sufficient proniee

far an a^iori guess of "yesi" honrever, it seems that the obvious

series of questims to ask ds , "Is this metood useful?" and if the

answer is "no," "Wly not?" and "Are thwre further modifications which

will make it usefiil?" It eeaaa that mly by actually attonpting its

use will the fundamental questim of its useftilness be answered*

It may be advisable first to attempt it cn a limited trial basis,

perhaps at first with a sujrvey of only one ward, such as was orifdnally



intended here* If the sethod "pi'orea itself," it woTJiLd seen expropriate

then to hroadon the base to an entire hospital, and finally atterapt

compariscais aacng hospitals.

Time SampXing. If "direct observation" is used, one of the

questions vmich will have to be ansnr^ed is that of afeat ccnstitutes

a fair sampling. At first glance, it may appear that scaae, less

variable settings might be sampled less than othersj hosever, tiiis

would defeat the purpose of ssBtpling, Two or three sisaiplin^.s of

"Morning Medicaticais" might Indicate all of the variability in stand

ing patteras of behavior occuring in that sotting, but "Eayrooms,"

"Outside Detail," and "Occupational Therapy" have much ^greater varia

bility, The relatively small number of satsplea neceesary to indicate

th® variability of "Morning Medieatlcms" would not constitute adi-quate

sampling of the more variable settings. Perhaps the most variaOala

settings must be used as criteria in detormiriing adequacy of sampling

schedules. It may be that settinpe may be categorizable into types,

each type tending to demand in general a greater or lesser intensive-

ness of smaplina, ."^e would have to us© care in setting up time

saatples to see that pericdio shifts in popialaticn and behavior were

not overlooked*

Specific Action Pattsrna. We feel that use of specific

action pattarzis is potentially of high value, particularly to smaller-

scale studies. The gathering of basic data, i.e., the notation of

the particulai' activities ocmiprising the mere abstract action patterns,

is relative easy and involves little addition to the <A»seinrers» time.



Because it is easy to gainer the datSf we feel that this should be done

while engaged in other research, even though no iMaediate use of

specific action patterns may be contemplated# This "by-product" data

then could be analysed at another time with a view toward the possible

construction of mid-level actlGn pattern categories.

6# Dev^opment of Molar Behavior Mechanisms# The possibility of

developing mere radar behavior mechanism categories is discussed in

Chapter IV, section F-2# Creative thought, exploration, and research

appear to us to be desirable here to develop a set of behavior mechanism

categorieg which will have greater intrinsie meaning and give rise to

generally higher reliability# It is our feeling that sore molar be

havior meehanians are needed# Though we have no more specific sugges

tions as to what they mig^t be, it is expected that thay will have to

be developed through a relatively unsystematic and artistic observaticn

of settings with this goal in mind.

•osslons anc bions* It would be

desirable to i^stmaatise the sort of data sought under these headings,

le felt that we had ineuffleient time and background knowled e of

existing techniques of describing physical and social atmospheres to

atteupt such developoent in the context of this exploratory study#

It appears appropriate to survey literature in these areas for tech

niques adaptable to a behavitr setting survey, as well as to develop

categories and measurmnmits out of data collected by the techniques

described in Chaptwr ?.



We see such a developnent as taking place in two g«ieral phasesi

the first phase would be one in which observers' notaticajs of iiaprea-

sioQs and randos descripti(ms would be collected with a view toward

maxiffiiajn?' variability. Appropriate to this goal would be the use of

a large nmbep of observers cf widely varying edueaticmal backgrcnmds,

theoretical points of view, a©d personal bias* Such variability might

be achieved by use of studouts and prcfessieaaals in psychology and

those of other fieldsi in addition, aidea, nurses, physicians, patients

and a random seleeticn of voltsiteers might be ask^ to 8«>ve as ob

servers, giving their iiqpressicms of particular settings as well as

their own untutored descriptions. More permanent obswvers might be

asked to take differwit points of view in writing descriptiims, such

as at one time attmapting to maximise ccncrete detail and at other

times attampting to maximise coaifiarability in a number of descriptions.

Ftoti this wide variety of data thus collect«^, we would expect a

researehw to have a better basis for Judging wteat sorts of dats wold

be most iaqportant and useful in a behavior setting survey. He would

thm. begin a aecond jdmse at developawnt which would be marked by

careful control and rigorous attmapts to mfficimize reliability and

validity of v^atever categorizaticms and measuraments he tentatively

sets Cbvioualy, this is the very brief outline of a major rasearch

program which we would not expect to see undmrtskma as a part of any

behavior setting survey, but as a separate enterprise.

8« Derivation of Meaning of Certain Variables from Ex:peri«entaT

Studies. Although ws have attempted to guess at the Importance of a



ntmbap of tb© varlabl®® mmtioned in the preceding chapters, we have

little concarete knonrled::# of what relaticmships there aagr be betweim

toese variables and such variables as individual responses to a setting,

and •yierapeutic value of a setting. Mo end cf questions might be

raised la this regard. To what extent at undsr ¥#hat circiaastances,

or wi-yi what qualifying statments »s^ an aotion pattern rating be

eaid to reflect the l^pc^tano® of a setting? Does a high action pat

tern rating have mj relationship t® the iap<»tance of a particular

setting to individuals? If so, which individuals—doctcrs, aides,

patients? Is there assy eorrespcaidenee betwewi aaxlaizatlon of action

patterns aiid eertain aspects of the hospital "culture" or ilie hos

pital's goals and needs? If so, what are the lines of relationship?

Wmt are the int«r-r«4ati<»as, if any, anong differmt aspects of the

behavior setting stsrvey? IJoes sheer popula^on of a setting sesw to

have a coercive effect in itself, tending to facilitate some standing

behavior patterns and to restrict others? In this conneotian, idiat

ihont population density, space ratio and turnover type? Shen •these

aspects of a setting are once eatablished« either by a<hainistrative

deeisioa by nattsral evolution, do th^ SBcart a coercive influ^ee

«n o^er ejects of behavior? 'Jm Chi^ter ? we l^pothesised 'that

turnov^ type »ay be related to the ataosphwrea of settings in a

ra^er systaaatie way* Is this hn20"U^®®is correct? lhat are the de

tails coi^isJng synoBcrpliic rsOLationshipa between particular settings

and their stsedlng behhvifl^ patti^ns?



The purpose in raising these questions is to suggest the territcary

as yet uneocplored* Sone of these scrts of questions irill be answered

as beharicr setting surveys are used in the ccsitSKt of store eooprehexr-

sive studies of institutional structure. Others ¥dll have to be the

result of separate studies, frequently sicare experimental than observa

tional in nature, Oome will re i lire intmse observation and analysis

of an insightful nature in their study.

At present we discern at least teree general classifications of

jaroirdaas coming under the heading of "meanings of setting variables,"

These includei

a, E^ationships aaong variables used to describe settings.

b, Eelaticaaships of setting variables to institutional cultuie,

c, The parts played by standing behavior patterns in the phe
nomenal worlds of individuals participating in and observing
them*

Phrasing problems in this terminology in many cases amounts to

cutting an old cake in a new diroctionj however, it may also be that

use of the general frame of refer atice inherit in tbe study of be

havior settings will lead to rich, new areas of exploration.

i. Uses and Limitations

To attempt to set down conclusive statements as to the uses and

liaitati<m8 of behavior setting analyses is indeed aa ost®itatious

ambitionj however,, a few comments growing <mt of ovoc brief experience

with the method may serve as helpful guides to the planning of future

studies.



The study of behavior settinjrs seeas to be applicable in two

general types of research. First, it appears capable of asdcing useful

ccmtributions to broad sociological studies of instituticns, providing

qufflatitative asnd easily aanipulated "census-type" data for analysis

within the context of those larger studies, and fca* comparative pur

poses. Seecndly, we can foresee the use of behavior setting data

derived from the direct cbsOTvattcm technique for iBeasursment piarposes

la experimental manipulations of hospital rarvircaxnents.

We suggest the use of behavior setting surveys in •toe context of

teoader studies for the f cdlowing reasons. The present 8tu<fy has been

characterised by very close scrutiny of behavior settinrs and the

techniques fcr studying tJiem, Over-concern with only tiie variables

used in the behavior setting survey can restrict caxe's perspective.

It is felt by the writer that he has stibtly lost some of his original

overall view c£ the ward as a complex inter-relationship of living

personalities, ■yte behavior of whce is limited and guided cultural

features of the hospital. He now t^nds to see action patterns, be
havior nech.-sni,ms and occupancy time more or less in meanlngleBS

isc^ation, feeling towefore that he has lost a very important perspec
tive, Such rlgcroxia and categorised data as forms the bulk of a

behavior setting survey frequ®aitly tends to seduce researchers in

this way.

Our narrow focus en the quantitative features of the behavior

setting survey may tamd to coffimunicate to the reader an implicit

assumption that we intend to substitute behavior setting surveys for



broader sociological analyses of institutions. This ia definltoly not

our intention. With ench « point of view it would be easy to acctanulate

•unmanageable iwomts of data from which relatively few meaningful

findings "would be drama. The behavior setting sxirvey doss not give

information on the majority of aspects of the patients' vscrld which

are usually considered important, such as the compleac interpersonal

relations ii^lied by Stan'ton and Schwarta' use of the term "ecology,''

eommunieatlon channaLs, details of social structure, and specific

cviltural macifestati(m8 such as rules, codes, etc.

Behavior setting analysis is a tool for the study of eovirottaomts,

and when it involves the study of behavior, it is the behavicr of

P rsaas ̂  masse, not the behavicr of individuals as such. Thus, it

gives only the molar "cwnsus data" "to be found in the patients' en-

viroment. It is pointed out hy Barker and Iright that "... the

contKit and structure of a person's own psychological world, his life

space, is by no means determined by the behavior eetting. It is <3ily

modified in some respects." (p. ?3) The piarpose of intent of the

behavicr setting siarv^ is to derive inferences about the modifying

environm^tal fcrces frcm an analysis of the mass behavicr exhibited

in particular settings. We feel that only a broad imderstaiiding of

"the hospital studied woiid permit these inferences to be aecurately

It appears that a primary value of the behavior setting survey is

that of a research tool used to clarify indistinct points in a broader

analysis of institutional behavior. It may be used, fcr instance, aa
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an aid in daterraining the concrete emiromental cmccsaitants of cer

tain policies and struct\ir@s, la this, it appears to be a potentially

usefttL part of action criontad research. For example, we regretted that

tiae presaxires prftcladed use <x£ this method to sti^iy the effects of

opening the west end of ward ?• "We feA that such use of this method

tsould hare clarified ©!«• feeling that pati«Bits« beha:viQr was "better"

and would has^e also pointed up problems to be studied by other means*

fhs behavior setting survey seems rationally to be used near the

beginning of sax analysis of a ward csr hospital for at least three rea-

scns* First, it la capable of raising questiois for further stxidy,

and the "eenraa" cwr "refarance source" nature of its data may be very

helpfifL in later phases of hospital analysis* Secondly, successful use

of a behavior setting sianrey does not depend to a great degree apcn

knowing a majcrity of individuals involved* For purposes of recording

pcpuLaticxi categories and penetration zones, Hie use of infcs'mants

familiar with the settings and their inhabitants eeems sppropriate*

Finally, in the study of wards cr other services feared to be imfriendly

to en institutional analysis, the behavia* setting survey may serve as

a TOhid© through wiich a researcher may gain the confidence of per

sonnel involved* 3h this event, it would be reassuring to point out

that the survey cf patients' settings focuses primarily on the behavior

of the patients*

For non-ccM^arative piarpoees, it appeal's possible in the context

of broad soeiologieal studies to siarvey only a few selected settings

which are de(»ed crucial in same respect. Mien this is done, however.
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it aust be kept in aind that this procediire does sot allow conclusions

to be dravm concerning the entire institution in irhioh the stud/ takes

place, nor even shout a larger setting of vrtiich these "crucial" settings

be a part.

How economical is this method? In a sense, this is a moot ques

tion, hinging on the intangible value of tiie findings dravm from the

data. Therefore, the only answer we oan give is an educated guess that,

dreading on the level of detail sought and the foailiarity of the ob-

servm's, both with tim hospital ai«i with the method, a behavior setting

survey of patients* settings on a ward similar to ward 7 would tako

from one to three man-months fcr collection of data.

¥han used as an bbsmrvational Svmo of reference in eKperiaantal

manipulation of hospital envircnmenta, the procedure we have labeled

"direct observation" will prcbably be of greatest valtbs due to its

maximisation of detail and variability, whether, cr to vihat extent,

these data could be auside uoeo discriminative is not known, but we,

neverth^osa, feel that their vmo for ̂ cperiaental purposes is of

potential value. kh<m the writer asked Lewis Aumank, Ph.D., what sorts

of questions he, as a ward administrator, would like to have aaevvered

by a behavior setting survey, his reply was that it be used as a basis

to "design a maximally iheraqpeutic ward," qualifying this demand with

mention of alternative criteria of "therapy." The behavior setting

survey is more like a measuring stick than a nold] it can be used to

descx'ibe existing settings, but it cannot be used direotly to dictate

. ̂  i.';i..



the i»-ecise form of a setting* Jast as the aeasta-eaent of displaced

water cannot be used directly to construct a solid object with a gi^ren

volume. We could not, for instance, without initial trial and error,

construct settinfe. with predet rtnined action patterns and penetration

eones. Too much would be left unspecified. Nevertheless, ce can de

scribe what has been eonetructsd in a ccnsistent manner, determining

whether we have manipulated the variables we hoped to manip\3late, and

whether we have ecntrolled tj^ose variables which we wished to control,

Using this approach, we may be able to attempt to determine such infor

mation as whether «»cial ccmtact is of therapeutic value and, if so,

what scrts of social contact, and under what concomitant cli'cimstances.

It is anticipated that the experimental use of behavlcar setting survey

techniques will be fruitfiil to the extent to which they are modified

to fit particular problems and to the extent that they are e<Mibined

with insightful dbservation and broad vnudarstanding of the settings

involved.

The essential aspect of the behavior setting survey appears to

the writer to be its selection of behavior settings as a logical basis

for focusing obsMvations, Since it is only deswaded that behavior

settings (i«o*, behavicap-«ilieu syntsaorphe) bs studied, there is areat

flexibility in idiat is referred to as the "behavior setting sirvey,"

This flexibility appears to be one of the strongest assets, and allows

for the gathering and coordinated analysis of a wile variety of both

quantitative and iqnalitative data concerning the physical and behav

ioral features of the patients* enviroiaisnts* We can, however.



clearly foresee closely coordinated use of both types of raw data only

in the intenslTe ainal.yais of particular settings, the quantitative

data is sijsilar to a counting of physical facts. These data aust be

careftilly interpreted aawJ may frequently bo found to be obscure or un?-

Iwpfflrtant in nsaning, but they do facilitate manipulation and coaparl-

ann. The qualitative data, on the other hand, are more readily inter

preted as the interpretation is often indicated directly in the data#

These data appear to be more frequently cogmt, but lass eaally used

in cnmparative studies*
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In a brief survey of the literatwr® concerned *ith Mental hospital

analyaist it is noted that most frequently a broad eooiologleal approach

la taken« Tbearm la a need for detailed deaeriptiena of the lamediate

oavironnenta in ehieh patients live aa «^1 aa data which would facili

tate intra-hospital end Inter-hospital comparisons in this respect.

The "behavior eetting stirvey" developed by Barker and Wri.Tht (p, 1)

la sioggested aa a possible method for «tfeeting such descripticaia and

cosiparisona) and is described in considerable detail.

A behavic»> setting may be briefly described aa an observably con-

sistant patterning of eoctra-individual behavior which occurs within a

diaoriminable part of the phimiealy temporal^ and social environment.

The method which Barker mad ?ftright developed for describing behavior

settings is asaantially a s:v-stea of ratings and estimates made by a

participant observer,

A gennral description of the hospital and oontixmed treatment ward

<m which the researeh to<^ place is given in order to add meaning to

the following discusaion. Qoals and criteria for a study of a ward

are tolefly outlined and met)u>dSf othir than the behavior setting

survey, attsmpted early in the study of the ward are described.

Using the behavior setting survey, an exploratory study of part

of the ward is {resented for the purpose of illustrating that method.

The method and illustrative findings are evaluated in an intuitive



mmmw, fwcik&e aodiflcatlcxis of the sethod «r« exi^ored on an intnl-

tire basis for their possible usefiilness and to indicate seme of the

ways in irtiich -Umi behorior setting siirrey may be modified. Including

both quantitative qualitative date. Directions for further re

search on the applicabili^ of the method are outlined. In a discus

sion of scne of the uses and limitations of the method, it is suggested

that this method be tised in ̂ e cantaact of broad«r m^ciological analyseB

of institutims, tmA ̂ at the method may be aj^icable to eoqp^rimmtal

manipulatian of ward structure.

An app^dix ineludes four detailed narrative observaticnal records

takan cm ward settings during the course cf the study, disgrams of the

physical layout of the ward and hoapit^ and of the hospital *s formal

structvre, and a sample wcarloAeot used in the stud^ with a brief

exj^anation.
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APPENDIX A, SAMPLE OBSmVkfKMS

The follcrwlng obserrations have been classified as followsi

Narrative Observational Records vs. General Observations,

and Active Participant vs. Passive Participant,

keoause of space considerations we regretfulljr include only four

of the 3U observations made during the course of this study. These

observaticns will be found to vary considerably in level of detail

and in decree of interpretation Involved, The "narrative records"

are more detailed and less interpretive and the "general obssrvations"

are broader in acqpe, more interjaretlve and less detailed. Because a

certain degree of clarity is lost in tee detailed reporting of the

narrative reecK'ds, suoanaries have been attached to them to give some

of the more molar facts and impressicms of the settings observed.

In some, but not all, cases, observati<ms have been submitted to

aides ap nurses for comments and criticiam. This procedure usually

brought little reaction otear than a rateer excited and pleased

approval and frequently the cooBent, "You didn't have to give the

initials) I could ttfll tec you're talking about by the descriptions."

Corrections were entirely in terms cf "behind the scenes" activities

of the staff. W« feel t'nat these responses speak for the validity of

the observations, that is, they appear to be correct as far as teey go.

After siAbmitting the observations to staff personnel, patioats'

initials wws coded in such a way that patients carry the same coded

initials throughout all the observations.



The following observations are included in this appendix.

Obsejrvation

Nunber Setting

Type of
CSaservaticm

Type of Date of
Participation Observaticn

Laboratory General
Dayroora, West Kazrative record
Dressing Narrative record
Closed ward Karrati\'^e record

at canteen

Active

Passive

Passive

Passive

3/ 7/53
ii/22/58
5/ 9/58
7/17/58

Setting! Laboratory
Timer 7»U5 a.m. to
Datet March 7, 1958
Populatioi! 9h patients

Q)serration Ho. 10

Gffineral Cbservatim

Active Participant

Every two mcaiths it is necessary to take a blood count on those

men i^o receive tranqtdlizws. This was scheduled SiOO a.m. on

Friday morning. When the day shift caoe on duty at various times from

6130 a.m. to 7130 a.m., they learned of this, finding on the ward the

list of 9U ward 7 patients to be taken to the lab. As ward 7 takes

breakfast in the meashall fipom JthS to 8:15 a.m., these 91* patients

would have to be escorted froa the messhall to the laboratory and then

back to the ward.

At 7tU5* the Charge Kurse told me that two of the aides could not

ocaie to work today, cme being ill and one having Ulnesa in his family.

As the ward was short*handed, she ai^ed if I would help in the escort

ing, which I agreed to do. Arriving in the messhall where the patients

were proceeding through the cafeteria line, I announced ̂  presence to

the aide idio was lead man for the day. He eocpressed thanks and indi

cated that he had been worried about how to get the task done, but

told me they wouldn't be starting fcr another 15-20 minutes. During



that period, it was deeided that the aide who normally conducted outside

detail would take oharf?® of the lahoratcsry roup, and the laboratory

escort would also help. The Nursinj; SuperrlBca', hearing that I was to

help, opined that this was not nece-^sary and that two aides could

handle the situation,

i^riefly, the procedtare followed was this. Rh®a the patients vrwe

finished with their treakfast, the lead aide called off the list of

men to go to the l<d>oratary. The Li^aratory Eac<wt, uSio knew most of

the patients, chedced them off as they went out oS the messhall into

the long, locked hallway east of the messhall. There was no aide in

that hallway at the time, i ecause the patients m ward 7 are typically

not alert individuals, many did not hear their nmes ®md had to get a

special invitation from tJhe aides in the messhall. The fact that this

phase of the process was thus inefficient seamed disturbing to the

Nixrsing Supervisor, who was present at tee tlmi. The Laboratory

EsciMrt, not being teoroughly familiar with the ward 7 a<«3t, having

to deal with a list which was mmeoeseerily split tqp into two sheets

of paper, created a bottleneck at the meeshall fflcit. Adding to his

trouble were jeers from ward U patients seated nearby.

Whan all tee patients were checked out of the messhall, the

Laboratory Eecort pushed his way through the crowd of men to the head

of the line, leading the rroup to the laboratory, An outside detail

aide brought up the rear, and the observer, iteesi no one Instructed,

decided to get toaard the middle of the line, but as the jroup had

started moving, got only through the last quarter of the line.



It was noted by the ^server that on the wagr to the laboratiary, iwfo

vcits to the ontaide were neither locked ner co7«ared*

la the laboratory, the Laboratory Esccrt was busy identifyiag the

aen as they cane into the wcrkroca. No personnel ¥<ere available to

Cvontrol traffic flow in and out of the laboratory. v.h©n the observer

arrived here, patients were crowding tl» waiting rocm» Although some

organization had been established idien the group was started into the

laboratory, that orguiisatioa was beginning to disintegrate due to

pressure frcn the patients waiting in the hallway, and patients were

beginning to crowd into the waiting rooa and the labcratcry. Scma

curious patients started to wander iiito tie office and storage rocn,

snd several, after having their blood sanple taken, nlsimderstood the

observer's directions to "go right on out to tie hall," and preferring

to avoid the incoolng crowd in the lobby, tried to get out through

tho laboratory office.

(kie pati^t, who typically shows a child-like curiosity about

things, NAC, began picking up urine sample cartons, peering into thoa;

he returned to the lino when asked by obs^^er to do so. Another

patient who had recently been quite active, though cooperative, FU,

wand«Kred into the office and out, then stood the door of a storage

roc«, staring into it. Fearing that he would become agitated if he

ree(%nized the etored Inrains, observer asked him to step back in line,

which he prcmptly did. Another curious patient, ICG, began touching

gingerly part of a centrifuf e. Observer discovered this v«hen he

accidfmtally knocked a washer off of its resting place with a clank-
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he sheepishly put it back and returned to the line. At this point,

observer decided to ask patients to control the flow of inc^oing aen

and concentrated his efforts on directing outgoing aen into the lobby

SEAd keeping wanderers in line.

It was noted %ith interest that there was practically no griping,

irritatien, or eacpressicai of resantaent on th© part of the patients.

Although they were crarded in the hall and into the laboratory, there

was little disruptive behavior cbserved. So far as the observer knew,

no patient attwnpted to elope or distiurbed the fimctioning of office

•arork, (kily a saall nuaber of aen (ten cr so) failed to find their way

into the laboratcry without explicit direction. Such potentially

disruptive behavicr as was observed consisted of shouting or arguing.

Hear the end, l^oratory persossnel became ecncwmed by the heavy sacAce

and checked the office and storage room, A technician told ae that

<mo patient had a habit of putting biaming cigarettes in desk dravera.

The retuni to the ward was without incident| the patients con

tinuing their cooperative beharicr. The attendance was checked in

the prooesB of administering medications upon arrival of patients at

the ward.

Setting* West Dayrooa
Time* 9*22 to lQ:hl a«m.
Bate* April 22, 1958

Cbservaticm No, 13
Narrative Record
Passive Participant

Suaaary, In general this is a quiet, aetitative time with little

activity in the west dayrooa. The patients sit and stare blankly for

the aost part, apparmtly daydreaming. Some slowly seek occupaticns



irtiieh really hdd no intm'est for thiw-»for a tm tMs MBOtmta to end

less ganes of checkio's and solitary pool, which can begin at any time

and can be interrupted without coraplaint or reluctance at any time.

In an even less active spi-rit, some patients -Uiiifflb thrcngh magazines

or play at the pinball machines* isv^al patients chain smt^e, and

this is evidenced by the yellaw and Hack stains m their fingers*

patients doze off for periods of minutes to t»o hours at a

time* It is like m^ waiting for scmtetMng that a ill be a l(mg time

ccmii^—the£'0 is the qnietnoss of boredom and the subtle restlessness

as well* The ataosphere is not wslike that of a railroad staticn at

a slack time when the walls eoiic tedium, although in Ihe west dayroom

th«re is less activity, fewmr oocup&ticns, and fcsr the most of the

inhabitants, less freedm of movement* In this setting, industrious

activity would be quit© conspicuous*

tfhm s<mi@tijing happens, siich as a loud or sudd^i noise, the en

trance of the bo«ic; cart, etc., aemy patiwits look up to see who at

that is tlx© source, than return without shifting position to whatever

time-passing ©ecj;^atie® have been engaged ini The introducti^

©f ss«e activitiesraceives more attentdm* During doct<ar*8 rounds,

patients within twenty feet of the <toet<r tend to watch him (though

there is a wide rango of behavior in this respect)} and ̂ m® patients,

usually fr<»i one to three, nay follow the doctcr, at move aliead of

Mm in fflrddur to intercept his tour a seccaad tiraei ihen the music

ocmtes, all can hear what is on with no trouble} several



patients in various parts of the rocra appear to be interested in a non^

coffimittal way, and two to foxir »ay stsajd and ed^ a a bit closer to the

groi^j however, few if my actually join the frXoup m participate in

the sinpinf;, fhess major activities tend to stiwulate the dayroom into

a somewhat increased activity level, Trlth more pacinr, getting tq;> for

cigarettes and going to latrine being instigated#

Narrative record. The obsarver Is seated in a soft chair in front

of the porch door, facing the hallway. The television Is off, the radio

is folng continuouaily—popular rock-n~roll music mostly. A total of 17

patients mr® In the dayroemj the rest are at CT, PT, out on detail, bus

rid®, and "coffee hour."

Qae patient is playing pool alona, rather carefully and ener eti-

cally. Two patients sst9 sitting la ths "poolhall," ens on east wall

near door watching pool play«r idly. The othear, BAK, is seated near

the doer, looking idly around the room and out the windovi on the

west side. One patient is standing by the dayrocm door looking idly

fllsout, and eventually goes to seat ly porch dotv, Cue patient is

standing in the doorway area watcliing pool player passively—goes

closer to the radio after a bit. One patient is pacing on the porch,

mostly looking toward the floor. Ctoe patitant, ST, is adLtornately

sitting and standing at "his" chair half way bstween posreh doar and

T. V. set} idien seated, he typically stares ccntinixally straight in

frtmt of himself} when standing, he looks at feet, may adjust clothing,

and peer out of the windcw behind his chair. Qoe patient, BX, is



sleeping on a couch beside ST; One patient, W^Cf standinglidly stroking

hair, wanders o ver to the magaalne rack and thnmbs through magazines

carelessly, patient is holding newspaper in reading position near

scmth "iTlndow nsarsst T. V. Three patient are at north table near pin-

bsll machines. Two are playing eheokers, one is watcldng, EO, GX, and

one unknown. The playing progresses iilcwly and for the most part

quietly, although one of the patients has a lond, v.iellHaodulated voice,

and brief, friendly arguments flare in slow, rather childish tones.

One patient is seated ^ust aouth of the pinball machine idly watching

checker game fron ten feet distance. Ctae patient is holding paper in

reading position just north of pinball machine. Two pati^ts are

seated cm wall adjoining hall (facing checker game) staring blankly

ahead. Female aide is seated by first pillar looking idly about,

looks at watch, gets vp mi goes to hall, meeting male aide who enters

at this time. She leaves hall, a male aide enters dayroom, looks

about, and seats himself at checker game facing rest of dayrom.

Pt30-~in aide lets two patl^ts into ward. Both walk down tlMf

hall; me ̂ owly t^dces seat In startheast comer of pinball area,

staring idly il>out room, the other, TAQ, flicks cigarette ash Into

ashtray near 0, says "Hello," stands idly in doorway area watching

pool playai-, speaks to male aide, who is (*i way from checker game

to hall. Aide goes out, patient stands still in doorway looking

toward per eh. Male aide returns to dayrooB, locks about, and returns

to the checker gmae. Patient KMJ wanders slowly into "T.V. lane"

with hand at awjuth, idly biting his fing«r.



9»35-~Patient TAG approaches 0, introduces self casually, mentions

that he just carae from ward ̂  and speaks of his iiast history, then goes

out on porch. Female aide enters, asks where patient TAG is, and

immediately sees him on porch; she hands him a packa' e of cigarettes

for which he thanks her. Female aide leaves, patient TAG begins to

talk to the observer aij.ain. The obseirver responds in a rather cool

way while v.riting; patient apologizes for bothering him, and leaves

to hall, takes drink and goes to lavatory. Clothing room worker

emerges from the clothing room and leaves via hall doer. Patient KAC

lJ.ays pinball machine very briefly (not more than one minute), then

wanders slowly to the magazine rack under the T. V, set.

9tUO—Subsetting. Doctor's Roxmds* Patient TAC enters ward,

goes to latrine. Doctor and nurse enter ward rapidly, and nurse, with

characteristic subdued excitmaent and cheerful manner talks to doctor

as thay walk to the dayrocm. They stop and look around just inside

the dayroom doer. "Qmiitlemen, g«ntlem«a, tu>w*s it going?" the doctor

says. He stands before the observer, pointing at patient BAK in mock

sternness irtiich is mderstood as a friendly gesture by the patient.

The patient responds slowly with, "CStay, how's yourself?" and a slow

grin. The doctor apologizes cheerily that he's too busy to talk and

breezily goes about the room, speaking to every patient who appears

awake, "Hi, good mwning Mr, how are you today?" Two patients

enter from hall, alt alcng west wall; three patients get 15) during

rouMs and pace, or start toward aide for cigarette. The aide

watching the checker game rises—one gets the impression that the



genaral activity level of the rocm rises as the resiilt of the doctor's

rather loud^ cheerful voice. Doctor and nia*se leave,

9jlt?—-Female aide enters, slowly strolls down hall into dayrocm

where she sits at first pillar facing dayrcxwB door, Pati«it VBU enters

ward with clothing baskets, puts them in the clothing rocm, then ccmes

slowly and directly to the dayrocm. He speaks briefly to female aide,

leaves firming to the clothing room,

9»U7—Patient KAC stands near fmnale aide, takes off sweater

slowly and hands it to her. She speaks to him pleasantly as she takes

the sweater to the clothing room. Charge aide enters, speaks briefly

to female aide in hall, to Janitor, and then leaves. Janitor enters

dayrocm, picks vp small bit of paper and drops it in ashcan. Patient

VH enters from off ward, stands idly in doorway area. Patient MDL

wanders in from the hall, stands near pool table, Fmoale aide enters

and patient sitting at porch door asks for a cigarette, IShile she is

getting one out, patient VH approaches, asking for a light (in a very

weak voice, siqppcrted by the positioned cigarette), and patient MDL

comes to female aide wlUi extended hand which is coimonly accepted as

a request fcr a cigarette. Aide passes out the cigarettes and lifhts

them. Patient VK moves aimlessly to doorway area, standing there

flicking ashes csito the flocr. Male aide enters briskly, glances

about and approaches female aide, asking her if she knows where

patient TiM is. She calls out the name, looks careftally about the

roan and goes to the porch docap, looking out. It is decided that he

is at the "coffee hottr," sand male aide loaves.



9«1?3—Patiaat who waa seated Just south of pinball machines gets

and approaches foaale aide for a light. Six patients ftan PT enter

ward as a group, and as a fairly close-knit group walk «ith moderately

fast speed down the hall to the dayrocaa, entering and going directly

to seats in different parts of dayrocm without pausing at door, but

some looking about as they enter. ,. Caie patient wanders slovsly back

to hall and to drinking fountaini he drinks and goes to lavatory.

Patient KX gets up from seat northeast of pool table and waddles over

to female aide, asking for cigarette.

k brisk, c<^d wind sweeps through ̂ e dayroomi the female aide

gets vp and closes one window, speaking to patient as she does so.

The lead aide enters ward, walks in a casual, yet business-like, way

to the dayrocm. He calls out in a moderately loud voice, "Let's go,

bus ride. Bus ride, come cai, let's go on the bus ride." Several

patients get np and leave quietly, not aa a group, but as massed

IndividuiiLs. One patient asks if he can go. The lead aide saya that

hia turn is on Thursday. The lead aide asks another patieoit if he

wouldn't like to go. Patient appears ambivalent, but goes with aide's

ancouragsm«it. All for bus ride go out* There is a slif^t argument

heard frcm the checker game. The radio continues to play with no cne

obviously listening,

lOiOO—Patient TT enters from porch, goes to couch on south wall

near magaaine stand, lies down. Patient ST stands, paces slowly but

deliberately to perch doer and looks out* The patimat who was



"reading" a nev.spaper north of pinball machines fairly briskly goes out

of dayrocB to latrine. Patient KAC plays pinball machine listlessly

for less than one minute, ttirns it off and ccaitinues to pace very sloirly

and aimlessly around room. Sev^al patients enter T>ard fl-om CT, their

coats wet from tiie rain. They corae down the hall singly, each pausing

briefly Just inside the doorway to lode around. Patient MAM enters in

a direct way from the latrine, goes to "his" seat by the pinball

machine, sits down looking around brightly, then settles into staring

blankly.

lOtO?—Eighteen patients in dayrocmi 10 Sitting staring into

space, 2 sitting sleeping, 5 lying dcrnm on couches, 1 sleeping on floor.

10i09-~Subsettinp, West End Musict Six patients (frcaa other wards)

and music director enter .»ith piano. They come down the hall in a ccan-

pact troup, swine: piano into dayrocsB with a cheerful flourish, and

gather around piano. He announces a selection, and they sing "It's a

Good Day" in a coordinated, spirited fashion. Pour of the groi:^) are

dose to the pimio facing it, one stands apart fTcmi the piano facing

toward the pool table, one sits at first pillar facing doorway.

Patimit KAC wanders by the pod table dlsparaginply, says "Christ"

softly, stands by the pod table looking half down and half up at

the singing group v,ith a slightly eoibarrassed smile. Two patients,

W and ST, stand up and watch group frcan a distance of six to ten

feet,

lOillp—Male aide approaches pod table from checker game and plays

pool alone. The singing group takes up "Let's Take an dd-Fashioned

Walk." Four patients are seated along west wall watching the singing



grcupi one stares Into space. Patient KAC watches aide playing pool,

picks his nose and talks a bit to the aide. Singing group sings

"Stay With toe Happy People." One checker player, RO, gets tg) and

goes to aide wit i unlit cigarette. Aide, apparently not seeing the

patient, goes out into hall. Patient follows hin with unlit cigarette

in iBOuth. The aide leaves the ward, and patient stops at drinking

fountain and enters the latrine. The singing group finishes and

starts to leave—it is apparent they feel uncomfortable and not uell

received (no patient had approached then or sung with the groT;p)»

The observer at no time heard a request for the patients to enter in

the singing. Ckie patient seated along south wall applauds susic

director and one singing grotqp mefflber calls "Thank you," seeraing

rather lonely and unsuccessful,

10tl6—(Hotel in the observer's opinion, the music group is

of more value to the patients t^ian is apparent caa the surface. It

was not wade perfectly clear to all that the groi^> vianted patients

on the ward to Join in toe singing, but, nev^theless, the patients

did psy attenticm, sev^al appearing to the observer to be wanting

to join in, but very aidaivalent about eosBBitting thens^ves so far

as to nake the first approach. It would sesn that if the aide or

the observe had mt«*ad into the spirit of t ie group instead of

playing pool and obsearving, and had actively encouraged acne of the

patittQts to also «iter into the singing, the group with this nueh

stiBuIaticm would bring about a asa*ked change in the a^par^t ef—

fectiv^ess of toe singing group. It 1® less likely that patients



with the singing grotip, not knowing the ward 7 patients as well and not

being so well known by the patients^ would be quite as successful in

mcouraging participation as would regxilar ward personnel, particularly

minor authority fij^qres who would be indicating that singing with the

grcup would be acceptable behavior.)

The remaining checker player, CX, calls across the room to thsi

obs®Pv«p, "Hi Doc," ^e observer answers, "Hi, Mr, I «w

patient asks, "How many thousands of years do you suppose a man's got

to stay in this penitentiary?" He talks on in this vein for several

minutes, the observer responding noncoaBiittally. Male aide enters

dayrooa. Patient GX calls out, "Ccmw on Dorothy Dlx, play a game of

checkers ■wd.'tdi mo," Aide claims that he is too busy and points to

patimt SO, who is entering, saying, "H«re»s a man who can play with

you," Patient pointed out says that he doesn't want to play (had

been playing all mflming). Patimat at checkerboard pouts, "Well, we

won't play checkars th«a," Patient HO sits down and they play

checkers, A patient lying on his back on a chair with his feet

propped high on the west wall of the pool table area begins to lauj^j

another patient laughs simultaneoualy with him. It is not clear

whe^er this la social iateraotico or more of the nature of "parallel

play." Charge aide entars and aaks about s^o activity. He, the

male aide, and patient DX leave ward together. For a few minutes

there is comparative silence. Patient with feet on the wall is still

chucking} there is the sound of checkers clicking together idlyi

there is the sound of talking from downstairs. Patient who was



laughing Yilth another patient goes toward T. V<, and speaks to eameone#

Patient ST stands up^ paces near his chair* An oceasioial affable

gnanbls fros checker player G1 is heard* A patient leaves the da^croon,

going to the hsU. Patl^t ST paces to the doorway area, loc^s down

hallj paces back to his chair, sits down, stamping his foot*

10t2li--Checker player OX whistles tunelessly. Patient VN is

reading maraaine which lies m pinball machine. Patient KAC slowly

walks from latrine toward dajnroaa, carelessly tucking in shirttail as

walks* He enters ̂ owly and turns on the radio, paces slowly away

toward the T« V. set. Badio has newscast to which no one Eppeai's to

listen*

10125— patients are lying on couches in "pool hall," one

staring into space* Two patients are sitting in soft chairs in pool

hall staring into space. One patient is lying on back in chair in

pool hall with feet up on wall. On® patient is sitting facing door-

wigr area, looking idly around the rocst* One patient, 3f, is alternately

sitting and standing up, peering out the window, alternately slaps

chair arms in restless. Irritated manner* He staaps feet, stands,

adjusts sleeves and sits down* Cne patient is sitting slong west

wall staring into ^ace* Cne patirait is lying on sofa near f. V. set*

Ctae patient, W, pacing, looks curiously at the observer* wanders to

the T* V, corner* One patient, KAC, wimders to table nearest T. V*

set, plays idly ̂ vlth checkers ttiere, stacking ̂ wa, picks t»o Rational

Geographies frc^ magazine rack, puts them on a soft chair and leafs

through them briefly, leaving then there as he walks away*



10:30—Qae patient imder south windoir is staring into apace. One

patient sitting by south pillar is staring into space* One patient,

QL, is curled tqp in ehaii' by first pillar idly studying fingertips of

left hand, Qae patient is sleeping on floor, Patiwit TCI is reading

in chair by second pillar. Patient EAC is cursing softly Krhile pacing,

Cne patient is aleepin; in chair under southeast irindow, Patiant

is sitting by south porch doer staring into space, Tfto patients,

EO and Ca, are playing checkers jUietty, Patient EAC starts pinball

sachine, runs it pwhaps ten minutes. One patient is seated in norths

east coi'ncr, staring into space. Patient who was lying upside down

is no;.' across pool hall sitting in soft chair wito feet propped up

on hard chair, i^tiich is braced against pool table—-appears to be

sXeeping, Sound of classical piano music is heard fros ward 6.

Patient KAC turns radio up briefly, turns it off, and slowly goes

to couch on west wall and lies down. Patient FW gets up fr<w6 couch

m west wall, i^es to pool table and slowly positions halls on table

and begins siKJOting, Patient "sleepinr" with feet on chair in pool

hall goes to latrine as patient Fff lilays pod. Patient W goes to

chair just north of doer and slouches down. There are 21 patients

and one male aide in dayroom.

10:36—Patient watches pool player idly for a shca:t time,

stares off into space.

10:U7—^Siatosetting, Book Cartt A three-^idieeled cart with trays

for papers and aagaaines and five two~foot bookshelves is xfheeled



into the ward by an open-ward patient, accaiqpaaiied by tvio volimtear

librarians* As they wheel the cart in, caie patient, ST, asks for a

newspaper* The bode eart patient g^ives ST the paper he wants? the

two wcanen hnddle at the siaEasin# rack, checking the stqjply, followed

by the man wi.th the book cart. There they eacchanr;# books amd majTasines,

htaddled into a tight little fTonp, facing toe magaalno rack, sea^in^y

protected by the book cart. One patlsnt approaches, asks fcsr a oaga-

sine, and is given one. The man dth the cart calls out rather

weakly, "Anybody want my books?" One patisnt approaches and asks

for a particular book which the cart does not have. The book cart and

its attendants slowly stroll out, pausing in hall to chat with the

clothing room man. They leave the ward chatting and laughing

pleasantly,

lOt57—Incidental ̂ ^sorrations!

1, Entrance into the dj^ooa is usually marked by th© person

entering, st<^ping Just inside the door to look arotmd, pausing Wiefly

or at least slowlnc: his stops and gXaneing—usually ftost to the right

toward the pool hall and then to toe left. Cf sixtewa consecutive

entrances, one of these forms of behavior occurred in thirteen, the

remaining three being direct entrances at a normal walking rate,

that w®pe suggestive by their nature of having more direction and

purpose. It seems that pausing and fencing about always occurs in

patients and staff alike, except under the follow ng conditicnsj

a* entrance rith a group

b, when entrant has left dayrocm a short time before,
having gcHie cn a routine errand, i.e., to latrine
or drinking fountain.



e* whfsn entrant has specific geogrephic goal in mind at
time of fflitoring

d» patiimts who appear extremd-y confused and/or preoccupied.

The observer tried to wter after a trip to the drinking fountain

and found it almost impossible to control the impulse to slow

dom and lodt both ways idi®a c«Bing throtigh tne doorway.

2, Entrance of men from outside detail. This gives the impres-

sicai of a more active and healthy ward} however, it sesms that few,

if any, qualitatively different acticm pattaras are introduced

(there may he some social conv^saticoi among patients, and more likely

there is seme between patlants and aides). The T. V. set is turned

<Hi. But the imjuression seems to arise primarily from the fact that

there are simply more patients doing essentially the sase things at

the same rates of speed. At 11 (1^ minutes before lunch time),

there seemed to be an increase in the speed of activity.

Iltl2-—3« Doctor enters, plays pool with patient. Happy, casual

chatter about the game as they play, both doctor and patient partici

pating in this. The doctor tends to be more eamplim@itary and speaks

louder and more distinctly than the patient. Both are good pool

players. Some other patients in the area look on silently, partici

pating as audience only. During this time, the ward has a more active

general atmosphere, although the behawior of most patimts is unchan :ed

by this activity (it may be that pacing is somewhat faster at "^is time).



Settingi V.aking and Dressing
TiB«t 6tlO to 7tOO a.m.
Datet Hay 9, 1958

Obsesrvaticai No. 20

Narrative Record

Passive Participatic«

Suuaary. Patients are awakened by aides at 6tlO a.m. Usually

two or three patients are before this time. As they arise, patients

go to the latrine, to the da;^ooa where they have left their clothes,

or stay in the bedroosis to «ake their beds before dressing. The

iaa;)ority completely or nearly dress themselves] some 35 are aided

to varying degrees in dressing. As soon as dressed, most patients

engage in the b^avior typical for the entire day—mostly sitting and

possibly smoking, patimts being allowed to moke cuay aft«r th^ are

dressed. At about 6tJi5 a.m., wh<m imst of the patients are dressed,

Itncuries are passed out by an aide who stands at a table in the door

way area mtrrotinded by a tight knot of 15 to 20 patients. About

7tOO a.m. the bedroom doors are locked and the patients are gathered

at the mad of the hall to await the kitchen's eall to breakfast.

In general, cme gete sn Immediate impression of massive, slow-

moving confusion. Most patients are sitting and doing nothing

apparently purposeful. A few adjust their clothes or smoke. Many

patients are pacing aimlessly about the rocm at varying rates of

speed. Aides rush in and out, and unless (me knov/s something of the

problems which particular patiwate have in getting dressed, the initial

impression is that the aides too are rushing about in an aimless

fashion.

In winter mcnths the air is blue with cigarette siK^e and quite

warm] the fluorescent lights is^art a bright blue harshness to the room.



There is noise ftom the radio which is all hut drowned out by the noises

of patients talking to themselves, aides talking to patients, a very few

patients talking to each other, an occasional brief argiment, and slini-

lar noises casing into the dayroom through the fire exit from the ward

above and the ward below* In the hallway, thore is a strong odor of

urine, which is on the floor before aides get tisie to wop tq) and in

many soaking bedsheets. In general, the physical atmosphere is quite

unpleasant* This is not, howorer, explicitly reflected in the behavior

of the patients who only seem more agitated than during the day*

Narrative record* At 6tl0 a*B., the aide tia-ns cm the light in

roon 213 and calls in the patients* This is the male aide. There are

two fflwale aides and cme male aide. He then goes to roos 211 and calls

in that it is time for them to get up. Five patients immediately get

up, iK>st of them yawning* One patlont gets dcrnrly* Four of these

run immediately to llie latrine] one sits cm the edge of his bed] one

lies in bed about aae minute and then slowly gets up. Two patients

come baok from the latrine and strip their beds, one then making his

bed neatly and carefully* One mcure patient gets up*

6:18—Two patients are making their bede in room 211} one makes

his very slowly and carefully, Idie other quickly and casually, yet

fairly neatly*

6:19—After three minutes, patiwit XR is still working at making

his bed. Re notices tbat the split in the rear of his unicm suit is

unbuttoned and buttons it and returns to making his bed*

t, 'vv-



6t20-~4taotn 207> soiler roomi Patients haw^e already been awakened,

approKlmately five minutes before. There is a stack of clean sheets

^ust inside the doer of the rocai. Of 15 beds, seven patients are still

in bed. At least two of these are obviously awake. One bed is noted

to be soared with urinej another bed has a long streaB of urine running

frcBi the bed to tee center of tee room on the flo^. The windcsve are

open about cne foot, C^e patiwit, NK, who has not previously been

seen to move, vary suddenly Jtmps out of bed and bounces into the hall.

One patient lies awa^e; his eyes are wide open and he moves freely.

This is DB,

6s26—-The aide enteea and shouts, "Let's go men," as though it

ware an oaargency. Three patieaats get vap, leaving four patients lying

in bed. One patient grabs tee covers and rolls over. This is DB again,

6i30—'Room 203» Patient, PC, patient TZ, and three others are still

in bed# An aide maters and says to TZ, last's t-o Z ," The patient

elonehes his fist and stretches it toward the door where the aide was#

This seemed more of a stretcuing movement rather than a threatening

movmnerat.

6t35—Eight patients sitting in the fire exit area, one of them

coughing. Three patients are standing in this areai two of them are

dressing and one of them is just standing. In the doorw^ area, two

patients are sitting. They i^pear fairly alert. In Recreation Lane,

11 patients are seatedi tee aide is dressing cne of these, HAC. Two



patients are standing} the female aide is putting a belt on one of thmsj

Psirj anoteer patient is standing in front of his chair and one is lying

down on a couch. In the race track and bleachers area, 18 pati^ts are

sitting down} three are lying dofwn on couches, 7 are standing} three

patients enter this area and sit down. One approaches toe seat where

patient OAQ is sitting} this is a new patient, KM, OAO gets tip and

■owes off to another chair. There is no Terbal contact between them.

And this, as is frequently seon on the east end, has the appearance of

circtaastantiality more than social dominance. One patient is sitting

on the floor in the hallj five patients walk from the hall to the day-

room.

6iliO—fioom 2071 Two patients are making beds. This is toe a oiler

room. An aide enters with mop and bucket and says to the observer,

"Boy, it looks like a river hwe, doesn't Itt"

Room 209t Patient TZ, menticmed previoualy, has his shorts on

and slowly gets up from the bed and waddles to the lavatory. Another

patient enters and begins sakin a bed. He puts the bedclothes first

on a bed on the otoer side of the bedroom and takes the sheets one by

one, putting them on the bed that he is making. Patient XR drags a

mop bucket full of watmr out of the washrocm. An aide ai^s, "Hey,

stoat are you doing with that?" The patient looks up in a way that

suggests both ccaifuslon and shaspislmess, and a desire to explain his

action. The aide busily puts the bucket back into the washrocm and

toe patient wanders in an aialesa fashion into the latrine. Three

patients stand in the latrine, each caie about four feet away from



a toilet* They stand thei'e as if rooted, hardly movinp at all* One is

loudly groaning scanettting that is unintelligible*

Room 203i One patient is making a bed* Twelre beds are made*

Patiaat MW is making them*

Kocsb 212t 6ii46'~-Slx beds are made*

Ro(ra 211t Six beds are made. The aide ccaies by and locks it.

In the hall, cme patient vigorously sweeps with a dry mop* The

male aide here has be(m mopping the soiler rooei} he brings the mop

and bucket back to the latrine, looks at Patioit IR, saying in a rather

irritated tone, "If you want this now, here it is," Patient KAQ comes

quietly into the latrine and hands patiffiit IE several squares of choco

late* neither patimt speaks*

Rcon 202t All beds are made; the aide locks the door.

Rocei 207t There is still a strong smell of urine. Twelve beds

are mads* Qtie patient, TBL, is seated on a bed* Three patients are

standing in the hall* Cae patiaat, XL, apfaroaches the observer ai^

holds out a candy bar to him, saying "Want scwe?" Observer declines*

Most of the patimits are in the dayroom* One patient ̂ eaks out very

loudly and sharply* He appears to be hallucinating* When the noise

starts, the aide locdcs vip sharply, sees the situation in a glance and

returns to passing out the cigarettes to the patients* Patient DAO

ccmes tq) to the sdde, talking of the Rose Hotel and the usual line of

patter for this patient. The aide shakes the patient's hand and says,

"I'll buy it, 0 ," with a grin. Patient QAG offers candy to

patient Jh In the same way ha offered it to patient XR, and patient TL



takes th© candy. Patient FU, pacing the race track beside patient KA,C,

rubs patient KAC's bald head* Patient RD paces from the race track to

the doorvay and then goes to the nsfasine raek, takes a newspaper and

holds it in a reading position while walking around the race track*

Patient JR gets up from a chair, goes to the latrine, and returns

quickly,

7iOO—All patients are dressed and luxuries have been psssed out,

A fmale aide at the central hall door calls out, "Come on to Breakfast"

in a voice nhich is barely audible In the doorway area of the dayroomi

The observer standing in the doorway area repeats the call in the day-

rocm, and all but about 20 patimnts get up and go into the hall. The

observer th«i walks into the bleacher area, telling three imm idio are

seated in a row that tareakfast has been called. He says this in a

quiet, infarmative tone. Fifteen men seated in the bleacher area get

up and leave the room. The dbaearv&r tries unsuccessfully to get patient

DAB from his chair to breakfast, Because patient DAB does not re

mand, the observer then speaks rath r loudly and sharply. There is

no indication ̂ at the patimit had heard this commanding invitation.

The female aide oomes in and quietly and tarightly in a very gentle way

says, "Come on Friend D , you want to eat breakfast this mcarnlng?"

She holds hto* hand out in front of the patient. The patient grabs it

with one hand in a firm grip and gets up slowly, but with a coc^erative

spirit and a smile on his face.

In the latrine patient IR is still mopping. An aide tells him to

finish this later and ccaa on now. Patient XR says, "Yeah, okay, okay,"



in a slov, pleasant way, and leans tbe aop aeainst the wpII and penes

into tlje hnll.

7tlO—All patients are out of the ward*

Setting! Closed Ward at Canteen
Timej 9t55 to 10t25 a.!B.
Datei Jily 17, 19S8
Population: 75

Observation No* 33
Narrative Record

Passive Participant

Sioraary* fwlce each week nonprivileged patients are broxaght to

the canteen where they btgr fotmtain items, hsaburg«rs, and coffee in

the coffee shop, and incidentals such as cigarettes, candy, and post

cards in the stcre. Hospital "canteen books" are luied as the aediuB

of eocchange* The mass flow of patients is in door, and tqp to the

door of the coffee shop where they crowd very closely, but patiently,

to get in and get v^p to the counter* The crowd at the counter seems

to be primarily respcaasible for the waiting at the doer* 4 patient

cai receiving his order locates a seat if cne is available and eats*

T«heri finished with his drink, he goes ont into the center hallway to

await the return to the ward* Usually, three car four patients go

^stairs to the music roan car to the library to wait* Going to the

canteen is a ccnpulscry activity for all east end patients*

The ireatest taii»>es8ion is that of crowding* Thursday cante«i

trips frequently overlap with staff and working patients' coffee

breaks, accenting the crowded c(^dition* The canteen has a pleasant,

cheerful, yet businesslike atmoephere* Disturbances are relatively

frequent, usually occurring two or three tm each trip to the canteoa.



These disturbances are nearly always brief and usually limited to

heated exchanges of words. Incontinence in the canteen is exceedingly

rare, occurring only once in the maeory of one lead aide and the

storekeeper.

Narrative Record. Seventy-flv^e patients enter the canterai. An

aide ccoies in with the first ones saying soaething about checking -ttie

doors and rushes into the canteen and stands beside the rear entrance.

There are seme staff and neBber-eaixloyees and open-ward patients still

in -Uie canteen;, Patioit H&G pauses to get a light frcmi seme ward 8

patients, one of whon says, '^What are you doing on 7?" and patient

WBG aiables a rvply, Thsy talk briefly and pati«3t goes on. Most

of the patients wander into the coffee shop. About ten go into the

FX, where they buy such articles as cigarettes and candy. A couple

of them go upstairs and sit on the davenports in music room or library.

There are 2li men standing at the end of the short hallway, facing

toward the coffee shop doer. An aide stands in the docar of the barber

shop, facing -Uie patients. There ore ten patients in the mitrance

hall standing near the doorway. The aide tells the observer they

have brought over 75 patients,

9»55-~Patient VAU approaches the obsenrer, asking for a cigarette|

the observer gives him one and lights it. Patient moves on. Two

doctors and a patient coae out of the coffee shop through the crowd.

Inside the coffee shop there are, besides the observer, two psychology

trainees, two privilege card patients fTcmi ward 7» 28 patients frraa

ward other than 7—most of them seem to be ward U patients—, three



co\mter wcarkers and one bus boy. There is an aide at the door and

another aide la at the counter helping the men explain what they want.

Patient CB ^abs patient KiQ by the neck and cuaees him out. By this

time two aides and a nurse inaiediately approach, one of them shouting

out the offending patient's name. An aide speaks to him quietly and

briefly and the inc dent is closed. There is a brief discussion be-

twe^ two aides as to whether the screwn door leading £rcm the coffee

shop should be locked or not. It is not locked, but an aide guards it.

Two patients water the coffee shop tariefly and go on. At 10j05 there

are still 20 patients at the serving line. Patient BR is talking to

the two psychology trainees. Privilege card patient PR enters the door

to get coffee. Patient TCL sits with a ci^ of coffee looking around

the canteen. Patient DC is sitting at the same table with ER and the

trainees eating pie and coffee. Patient QT is also there. He has a

coke and a hamiburgsr with potato chips. Patient TH< has coffee and pie.

Patient lAM is standing and sitting altwmately. He has a cup of

eoffera) and a doughnut, light patients from ward h leave by the front

way. They are all privilege card patients. Patient HQ sits with a

canteen bo^ before him, looking around the room. Patient LBM sits

awiQr from the table vdth his head just above his knees. He appears

to be dozing. The aide approaches patient MD and aides if be got what

he wanted. Apparently the patient has not. The aide takes the

patient's cantema book and gets him a hamburger. The aide returns to

trfJ the observer that the pati«it had crdered the hamburger and was

sitting down to wait fcr it. Patient OAG has a coke. He sits looking



around the ro<aBi. Patient QZ has coffee and a cigarette. He sits

staring aostly at his cigarette. Patient MM, a privilege card patient,

sits beside a table with a cup of coffee, looking rather blankly at

l^e crowd of men at the serving line. Patient MtC walks away from the

serving line with a chocolate soda and sits dcmit and begins drinking

through a stram. Patisat fAW paces in the small aisle space in front

of the jukebox, looking at his bodk and amc^ing a cigar. Patient KAQ

approaches the nurse and a^s her if she has his canteea book and she

locks in his pocket to see if it is not there. She finds that he does

not have a cimteen book among the several books she has in her hand.

Patients sometimes leave their canteen books lying aroimd, and they

are returned to the nurse by other patients or by an aide. Dthw

patients e^proach the nurse and hand her their canteen books when they

sore throufdi purchasing. Patioat SL is finishing a coke at 10:10.

Patimt DM is standing by the jukebox, pacing back and forth. He

valks up the aisle, speaks violently to the staff, still speaking as

he walks may from them and out into the hallwigr* Patimit DBW is

sitting at a table with no food or drink, just sitting looking around,

mostly toward the serving line. Patient KAQ again approaches the

nurse, locking for his canteen book. Patient BAZ sits motionless,

staring straight ahead. Patient NO moves away fran the serving line-

it is not recorded what he has. A patient carries a chocolate shake

fratt the serving line to his seat. Pati^t MBL aits stolidly, facing

the main dow to the canteen. He is {orobably lodcing straight ahead.

-if. ' 'lyw.-



Patient MAC sits with his elbows on his knees and his hands clasped over

his bald head. Patient QK approaches the nurse and gets his canteen

book* Pati«nt GAJ asks for a hanbiarger* The waitress asks if he has

«on^, Fatlfflit very slowly pulls a canteen book out of his pocket,

and liie waitress tells hla, "If you don't have B(»iey, you can't have

a haaft)urg^*" Patient starts to turn away with a sorrowful look on his

face, and an aide calls to the waitress, "He has money, he has money."

He goes over to the patient and holds out his hand beside the patient's

pocket and patient pulls out a cante&a book and gives it to the aide,

who gives it to the waitress* Patient KBL sits down with a banana

split, looking around* The nurse airics patient RD If he has had some*

thing. He musbles vdiiXe pacing near the refriperators. The aide walks

up to him to try to hear what "the patient is saying, but notices some

milk just und«r the patient's nose, and calls back to the nurse with

this inf<»<maticn. Patient continues to pace around in that g^eral

area* Patient BC wanders around in the aiale rather aimlessly*

Patient JR turns away from the serving line with a chocolate soda,

griming* 10rl5—ft'ivilege card patient VPU sits down with a cup of

coffee. Privilege card patient BBP is standing at the juke box.

Patient BAP is standing by the doer with a ccA;e, Patient OAL is

standing by a table with a coke* Patient JR has apparently returned

to the ooimter and stands there with a soda* Patient UB stands at

the counter drinking a coke, then moves away. The aide moves around

the patients who ve standing at the serving counter, a^ing if they

war t scmething.



In the center hall there are Ul patients plus cue aide guarding

the door. Most o£ the patients are standing in the hall motionleasj

perhaps ten are paging back and forth. Three patients are sitting cm

the stairway steps. There are probably a few patients upstairs.

There are two ward 7 patients in the FX now. The storekeeper has no

Idea how many patients froe ward 7 hatve been into the store,

10:20—The observer ohats with a special service worker at 10:25^

the observer leaves.
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APPENDK B. LIST (F DIAGEAMS

1» lard 7» Physical Arrang«a«nt»

2* Ward 7« Dsyrocai detail.

3» Approxiffiate arrangement of hospital grounds

U. Pcanaal organiaation of hospital.
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APPENDIX C. LIST CF POTENTIAL BSHAVIGR SETTINGS

Following is a list of potential behavior settings in the hospital

which were frequently or regularly populated by ward 7 patients as of

Uarch 1, 15$8, The term "potential" is used here beoause in aliw>st

all cases the requisite rig orous procedures for eliminating nonsettinga

and fcr determining interdependency of settings have not been applied.

This list was compiled in the following way. First, informatics

as to potential settings was leaned from records, informants,and .

some casual obsei*vations, A list was then constructed using the * ,

physical arrantement as the first frame of reference, fithin this

ftame of reference, scheduled activities were then listed under the

heading of the apprcprlate physical area. The resulting list was

pres^ted to the ward administrator, the ward nurse, and a lead aide

for correctiona and additions. The list was later converted into its

present form,

Kotations used in the present list indicate whether special pro-

cedtires are considervsd necessary for elimination of ncnsettings or

establishing interdependency, and to indicate those settings which,

have never beoa formally nor infcrmaUy obst^ed by the writer. Those

settings for wMch there is no notation are f<^t by the writer to be

readily discriminable. The "East End" and "West Snd" settings having ^

the same titles are considered to have a high degree of similarity

with those of "t^e "othar «ad of the ward,"



List of Potaatial Behavlcr SottlnRS Qpwa to Ward 7 Patients

!• Cn ward settlnirs:

A» East End

1. Uayrocffl, general (Need "K" «ito hall and porch)
Major Dg^ooa Subsettinps (Need "K" of each with dayroaa,

general).

a. Dressing (Need "K" with getting up)
b* Luxuriiis

c« Doctor's rotmds

d* Noon dedications

e* Bedtlj&e medications
f. Haircuts

g. Gospel singers
h. Book cart

i» Pop com (not observed)
j« Ikidreasing
k. Ward parties (not ctoaenred)
1« Dance (not observed)

2* Night time (Need ''K's" mmg haU, bedrocias and latrine)
Major subsettings

a* Going to bed and sleeping—all bedrooms
b. Night table area—aide's activity
c. Seller room activities

d. lk>ine i^ecimens

3* Bed cheek

Getting

5* Shaving -A;

6, Showers :

7, laundry count ^

8, Latrine

9* Washroom v ' ' / ■ )

10,. Back Porch

'yi



11. Group Therapy

12. <sard Conference

13. Bed making and changing

Xk» danitcrial ̂ ork in ta^opulated areas

15. Clothes ro€«

B« Vest End

1« Dayroom, g«ieral (Need "K" Tilth hall and end porch)
Major Dayroca Sid)88tting8 (Heed "K" of each with dayrooB,

general)*

a. Messing (Need "E" with getting up)
b* Luxuries

c* Doctcr's rounds

d. Noon aedicatic^s

e. Bedtime medications

f. Haircuts

g. book cart
h. Pop corn (not observed) -
i. Undressing
j» Ward parties (not obs^^ed)
k. Dance (not observed)
1, Movie on ward (not observed)

2* Ni#t tiae (Need "K's** hall« bedrooas and latrine)

3* Bed check

Getting up

5, Shaving

6. Shoiiiara "

7* Laxmdry count

8* Latrine

9 m VaahrooBi

10. Back porch

11. Bed making

12. Janitiurial vork in voipopulatod areaa

13. Clothing ro€»



S. Central Mali Area

1, Marntng aedicatims (at ward witrancs—need "K" with
evening aedicatlcns)

2, Evening aedications (at door of Nurse's office)

3, Central hall—general

U. Nurse's office (need "K" with Secretary's office)

Secretary's office

6. Luxury room (setting?)

7. Doctor's office

8. Hight tiae (need "K" between night table and nxirse's office)

9. Clearing ward (e.g., fca* aeals—need "K" with escorted
aass walks)

10, Counting out anall groups (need "E" with clearing ward
and esccrted walks)

11, Checking lurivilege cards in (setting?)

12, Seisure room (siailar to other bedrooms)

II. Off Ward settings

A. Mass escorted walks (e.g., walks to aeals)

B. Saall escorted groups (need "K" with mass escorted groups)

C. Traffic ways (general)

D. Dining Room
Major subsettings

1. Stairway entrance
2, Serving line
-3. Tables
U, Leaving (need "K" with mass escorted walks)

1, Outside detail at cemetery

F. Bus rides



198

a» R«erd«'tioa Building

1» Canteen

2* Post Bxeliani:;«

3* Library

k« Music room

$t Auditorium activities (Need "K" among variety show, movie,
ccncert)

6« Sports in gym

?• Dance (not observed)

o» Closed ward to o^teen

9* Speech cradtera club

R« Physical Therapy

X« P. M, St R» Building

1* 0, T« shc^

2* T* shop

3* feood working shop (Need "R" with la^jidary shop)

k* M» A. T. shop

5« Oroup thirapy at 0* T* shop

4* Buildin? No. 1

1» Corrective Therapy

2* A« A* meeting

3* Internal Medicine Labor at cry

U* X-Ray Department

5* Ziental Laboratory

6» AidMiinistrative offices (seen but not entwed)



K* Chaptl

Im Chaplain's hour )
)

2# Sunday senrice8-~Prot8sfcant) (Need "K")

3<> Sunday senrices—Catholic }

L« Kitchen

M. Laomdry

N, Orwe (dadly, pririlege card patients)

0, Closed «ard at grove

P. Biaposition board

Q* Othar wards in order of frequency of contact {nay not properly
belong to this listing)*

1* Ward 6

2* l^ard U

3. Ward 8

li. Ward 5

5, t'iard 3

6* Ftard 1 '

73 a Tentative Total Huaiber of Ifait Settings Entered by Ward 7 Residents

^ Is££M



APPEND!); D. SAMPLE WORf.SHEiST

Figures D»! and P-2 show the two sides respectively of the A-ork-

sheet used in the later stages of this explcratory stm^. They are

designed prinarily fcr ocanrenienee In direct observation r&thear thtm

for convwnience in transcription of quantitative data to punched cards.

Detailed explanaticns of terms used and notations required are de

scribed in Chapters I, IV, and V, The following text contains only

brief notes more pertinent to the v.orksheet itself than to the method.

Items considered self-explanatory are not mentioned in this t^t.

Figure D-1,

1 * Settlnc ^ode. It was anticipated that eventually each setting

would have a nmerlcal code designation for use cm pimched data cards.

2, Setting Name and Specifications. The name is usually whatever

name is common for the setting In the parlance of the hospital. The

specifications may be seme subdivision of the setting used for observa

tional purposes, e,g«. Setting! Meals (or Dining Rocm)} Specificatiemt

Ward 7 occupancy only.

Hwe sare specificaticms of the exact physical loca^

ticm, e.g., ftar the setting Ward 7 D'yrooa, East, the entry is "East

dayroom of v^ard 7, includes end porco and hallway, excludes latrine

and bedrooms."

U. behavicr Cbjects Used. Tiiis includes only those objects

which the observer actually sees in use, e.g., a book idiich Is



straHable for use, but is never used, is not listed* Wben unusual use

of a behavior object is made^ the use should be noteid> as "Walls used

to prind out cigarettes*"

Space Ratio* It becaee iK>re usual for reasons explained in

Chapter ¥ to siaply estimate the ratio, plaoinp a oheckaark m. the

"scale" rather than astimating the f^oup area and milieu area*

>« Major •esslons of Physical Atmosphere, Here, impression

istic adjectives are called for ra^er than emcrete descriptive

adjectives, e»g., "restful" rather than "green walls*"

'opulaticn 'enetration Zone and Populaticai CategoriQS*

a. Here the nmber of people apiaropriate to each cell is

entered in that cell. For example, a group therapy setting may include

taro people on the professional level, (e.g., a psychiatrist smd a

social worker), where ̂ e psychiatrist is acting as a single leader

and the social worker is an invited guest, in this ease, both would

be indicated in the first coltam (Prof), the social worker being repre

sented by a "1" in the second rcw (guest/aud) and the psychiatrist

being represented by a "1" in the last row (sing, Idr,), The total

number, of course, would bo two. At the ©xtraMe right would be

entered the total numbers of etaff mombars and patients in each

penetraticsi sane.

b. Dominant members. Zone 3.5 *as included on this work

sheet fcr those people who did not s® « to fit well into either zone 3

or zone it. It rmeains uncertain whether such a category is necessary

or advisable*



o. Populaticai categcarles. Tfae staff categoriss appearsd to

b« adequRts} howenrer, it is fsOLt that a aora a©aning:ful categorizatico

of pati®ttts In thla hospital woidld have been hj ward of residence in

addition to whether cr not privileged. The large tan-headed space was

made fear exploratery additions to the popnlaticn eategories.

d. Turnover record. This la the double row at the bottom

of the grid. In nost settings, not having marked turnover, it was

converdent to make "tick-marks" for persons entering and leaving the

setting during a period of direct observaticm.

8. Turnover Type. Here the appropriate term is simply circled.

Usually, settings were readily classified in terms of cjne of these

three types of turnover.

9, Modal Interperacnal Tdstanee. The obsenrer makes a rough

estimate of the most typical physical distance from each occupant of

the setting to his nearest neighbor,

10. Major Iraia-esslons of Social A^osphere. As in notati(»i 6,

impressionistic adjectives are called fcr rather than ccncrete

descriptions*

Figtara D-2,

1. Action Pattern Ratings. After aome time of observation the

observer mnters ratings in the ̂ proprlate sells according to the defi

nitions and scales presented in Chapter I.

a. Govmmient. In this study, Govermmat refers to action

specifically having to do with hospital a(tainistratlon. It does not

include, for instance, aides carrying out routine duties such as

escorting.



b« Earning a Liringi In this study, patiaats holding regular

jobs In the hospital, regardless of i^hether receiving pay, are classi

fied 80 earning a living,

c. laiting, Idle, aimless. These action patterns, being

eesentlally different frm the others (see Chapt^ I?), atre not in

cluded in totals, and eannot be rated except m the participatiooi

subscale,

d. Social Contact, The aubcategory •'ncnverbal" is used only

in the event of marked lack of verbal social conta- t, as assume

that verbal social contact usually involves a considerable amount of

nonverbfil social ccaitact. The procedure for dividing the total social

contact ratings is still unclear as of this writing,

e. Behavior mechanisms looking and listening. The two

columns at the axtrame right are included as an aid in c«iputinr the

ratings for these two behavior mechaniaas. In these columns are

indicated the aaaounts by which each action pattern rating total would

be reduced due to blindness or deafness. For example. If the total

rating fer Aesthetic ware *6*', and due «HBtirely to looking at pictures,

this action pattarn rating would be reduced by *6" if everycme were

blind. Therefore, the observsr waters "6" in the top row of the "look*

colijmn,

2, Behavior mechanism ratinrs. Qwiersl directions are the same

as for action pattern ratings,

a, G M A refers to Gross Motor Activity,

' 4 ":
.  ■5

'  'jf'" i ̂ *'1



Dates observedI

Times observed

'Observer *

lo MILIEDt

Ao Loeationt_

Bo Times setting occurs

Ci Behavior 'Ejects Used:

amp area ,
Llm area

setting
code

space ratio

setting name

specifications i

'ifajor impressions of physical atmosphere (adjectives)i

2o POPIHATIOS BT PEHETRATICN ZONE AND POPDL<;TI(».CATAQORIES«

Bo Toniover typei regular irregular

Co Vtodal interpersonal distamei
(population density)

D, Major impressions of social atmosjAei* (adjectives) i

^  Ficnire 15—1



Settings

L ACTIOM PATTEmi RATINGS! (Goals—purposes—meard-ngs)
Subscale ratings

anvranilir! iSval/av>nT<> t f.Ma.ftft/l8am tl tO

icf,mm7

L-^.TT

liZrJEa

Rdlanthro

nin

a3S2

iaiCiSSJ
|!ilt£Ei213^
'ianneri

l:*s«

5. COERCION ON STANDIMO BEHAVIOR PATTERNS!

BEHoMECH.

look t listen t

VaguSy not clearly defined Nearly defined

CoiBplex,«an7 activities ~I^^SI|^«feir activities

fpontaneoni iseribed

ir-i oii-rA n—2



b. Manneristic Activitjy waa a catagcary invented for the pvar-

pose of this study and did not tiam out to be easy to rate* It was to

refer to repetitive aovemer.ts, or hallucinatory speech which would be

obvious to anyone in the settinP| but would be sceewhat apart from

standing patterns of bebavicr. Because it is not alxictly speaking a

part of the standing bahitvior patterns, it is not included in the

total behavicr mechaniaa score,

c. Look I Listdji, Here the cbsexnrer ent^s the result of the

computations to the right of the p-id. Due to their nature, the

intensity and tempo of Looking and Listening are neither defined nor

rated,

3, goereion on Standing Behavlta* Patterns, These are the

"coercion scales" described in Chapter V, They rsf:r to the standing

behavior patterns specifically rather tlian to "coercive feattnres" of

the setting's cbsenred. The obs^vw attmnpte to i^ace ono check mark

on each "scalei" however, so f^a* rating has subjectively proVfen ito be

a difficult process,

luide Card, In addition to the worksheet, the observer was pro

vided vd-th a "ruide card" approximately three inches by five inches,

which briefly rives the key tc action pattern ratings and behavior

mechanlm ratinre oo one side, and brief instructions for a "narrative

summary" on the other side. Use of this card «ad the work sheet

assumes the observer's familiarity with more detailed descriptions

of the t8chni<5ue8 involved.



The front, car rating side, of the card Is reproduced below,

followed by a reproduction of the back, or narrative sisiwary side, of

the card.

ACTIOS PATfFim mTTHCS

Particip* & at^qjply
0 • none

1 - 1-20$ of person houra
2 - 2I-U0$
3 - Ul-60%
ii - 61-80$
5 - 31-100$

Evaluat & appr/teach learn
0 - Ncaae explicit
1 - Leas then l/2 of person-hrs.
2 - More than l/2 of person-hra.

f, " «■> t
4*

^  /'
T

ki^Aae juA,.iv#x.ajnub'«<«Mu^w «%£WJk.iiiaivw

participetj on
0 - leas than 10$ of peraon-hra
1 - 10-33$ of parson hours
2 - 3li.-66$
3 - 67-90$
k - aiore thar 90$

teapo
0 - aaxiaal speed is slow
1 - Max* speed in median range
2 - Max* speed above med* range
3 - top speed, near physiol limit

intensity
ssmie aa tempo, in terms of mergy
expenditiire.

K/\RHAT3tE STMfe'ARTt (separate sheet)

1* Speolfleally, wiiat is the standing pattern of behavior?
For each actico pattern rated, state what it consists of.

2* Briefly describe the physical milieu,

3* Less briefly describe the social atmosphere, the require
ments, satisfacticns and feelingsj what is the "flavar"
of the setting?

U, Specify major action sequences,

5, List major subsettings.






